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To my Mother and Father
Who have made this work possible.
PREFACE
Jeremy Benthara lias had a conspicuous influence upon
English thought and action. His contributions to juris¬
prudence, political organisation and administration have
been widely recognised and the limitations and defects of
his doctrines have also been made abundantly evident.
His religious attitudes and opinions, however, have re¬
ceived little consideration. It is in the hope of con¬
tributing to our total knowledge of this influential re¬
former and thinker that this thesis has been prepared.
Benthos's voluminous, unpublished manuscripts are
the primary source of his religious attitudes and
opinions. Bentham and his followers were, for many
years, afraid that the publication of these pages would
bring upon them general disfavour and perhaps legal pro¬
secution. After Bentham's death John Bowring edited
many of his papers and published them in an eleven volume
work. He did not, however, include his religious
writings. Shis may have been due to the fear of bring¬
ing the group into public disfavour or to the knowledge
that a new type of criticism was challenging the Christ¬
ian evidence upon a deeper basis. In any event, these
unpublished manuscripts are the primary source of the
religious attitudes of Jeremy Bentham.
I have found it impossible to retain Benthara's
punctuation and spelling in every case. His punct-
nation often adds to the difficulty of camiirehending his
meaning and his peculiarities of spelling are of little
interest for this consideration# I have, therefore,
modified his punctuation and have retained his spelling
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Utilitarianiara lias been defined as "Nothing but the
attempt to apply the principles of Newton to the affairs
of politics and morals".-** Newton's aim ma to secure man's
dominion over external nature through the knowledge of
natural laws. The Utilitarians sought to construct a
science of the mind and a science of society which would
exhibit the same qualities as the physical sciences estab¬
lished by Newton, and to found upon these new disciplines
a moral and legal theory which would be scientific.
Utilitarianism, as an ethical theory, had largely been
developed before Jeremy Bentham began to make his contribut¬
ion to the world of thought. It is universally recognised
that Locke was the forerunner of the new spirit. Although
there is in his writings no trace either of a universal app¬
lication of the principle of association or of a methodical
development of a Utilitarian morality,^ it was from him
that the Utilitarians drew their inspiration. Locke had
held that the elements of knowledge were to be derived from
the senses only. He also held the ancient view that "good
and evil ... are nothing but pleasure and pain, or that
which occasions or procures pleasure and pain to us": the
X". Ilalevy;'The Growth of Philosophic Radical ism, p.6.
2. ibid., pTTT
2.
will of God deciding what is to give us the one or the other.
She history of English Utilitarianism exhibits a close
relationship with religious thought and experience. Indeed,
it was largely developed by divines. She Reverend John Gay,
who claimed to be a disciple of Locke, is generally regarded
as the true founder of the new philosophy.^ Albee, in his
"History of English Utilitarianism", finds even earlier ex¬
ponents of the philosophy in Bishop Richard Cumberland^ and
in Bishop George Berkeley. ^ The doctrine was also develop¬
ed by Priestly who, although a professed heretic, was a
Christian minister. It found one of its greatest exponents
in the Christian theologian, Paley.
The relationship which English Utilitarianism has with
religion is not only to be found in its originators and in
those who subsequently developed the theory, but its basic
tenets were developed against a background of religious thought.
Hen of the Church were as interested as those without in de¬
veloping a scientific, objective moral theory. They agreed
that the Scriptures did not afford a complete rule of life
or a sound basis for a moral theory. The immediate impetus
rr^?rea"tTf-ie of Human nature; Bk. 2. Chap.28, para.41 of. Chap.
7, paras.~"?-4• Quoted by W. Harrison in his introduction
to A Fragment On Government and An Introduction To The
PrincTpTeaoi' rToraT^kHgrTegl^a'^oh, p.xxT.
2. Halavy7™p^7$ 'Although Albee speaxs of Cumberland as the
"first English moralist who can properly be termed Utilitarian"
(p.14), he admits that it was Gay who stated the "Utilitarian
doctrine for the first time in perfectly clear and unambig¬
uous form.."5 p. 83.
3. Cumberland, Be legibus naturae„ 1672; cited by Albee, p.52.
4. Berkeley; "Passi've ~(5TTedi'ence'*r7 1712; cited by Albee, p.65.
3.
which was to prompt divines to the development of
Utilitarian ethics was the success of the "Moral Sense"
ethics. The almost universal objection of those who
opposed this theory was that it claimed too much for human
nature. They felt that the attempt of the "Moral Sense"
philosophers to prove the perfect naturalness of virtue
had done something to obscure moral obligation. "In
facts they commonly went to the extreme of believing that
the 'aesthetic view* of morality involved consequences
dangerous to religion itself
It is, then, not only the attempt to found ethics on
an objective basis, but the desire to relate this
scientific theory to religion that guided the early de¬
velopers of the principle of Utility. Though God had not
revealed his will sufficiently in Scriptures to form the
basis for an exact science, Gay argued that his will is
still the criterion of virtue. Since God is infinite
goodness, he must will the happiness of man. The will of
God was what he called the "immediate criterion" of virtue,
but the happiness of man is the "criterion" of the will of
God. It was necessary, so he believed, to consider the
consequences of an action before one was in a position to
declare what the will of God was on any particular ethical
question.
1. Albee, p. 64.
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She relationship which Utilitarianism has with religion
is an even more fundamental one. She early Utilitarians,
with few exceptions, agree in regarding the motive of the
moral agent as ultimately egoistic. Actions were regarded
as the criterion of virtue? right and wrong were determined
as a particular act made for or against "the greatest happi¬
ness of the greatest number". They were, therefore, faced
with the necessity of proving that it was for the ultimate
interest of the egoistic moral agent to act for the common
good. The answer that they gave has come to he the dis¬
tinguishing marls of what lias "been called "Theological
Utilitarianism". They found it necessary to insist upon
the doctrine of rewards and punishments after death in order
to harmonise private and public interest.
The ideas of Locke and Hume were also "being developed
in France and in Italy. It was to France that Bentham
looked for his main inspiration. In Helvetius he found a
disciple of Hume who had developed Utilitarianism without
the necessity of calling upon the aid of religion. It is
probable that Bentham was already tending to the non-
theological form of Utilitarianism which had been suggested
by Hume, but it was undoubtedly the "Be 1*Esprit" of
Helvetius which determined the pattern of his thought„
Helvetius was an atheist. He propounded a secular science
1. Cumberland, Hartley and Hume.
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of morals which would also he a science of legislation.
Maintaining that pleasure and pain were the sole springs of
action and judgraent, he argued that the gap between private
and public interest could be bridged by the legislator who
worked from a knowledge of human nature. Ilelvetius not only
showed Bentham his vocation but provided too, the instruments
which he was to develop and use in his long and influential
career as a reformer of law and of political organisation.
The doctrine of Ilelvetius had spread to Italy, where
Beccaria tried systematically to apply the principles of
Ilelvetius * s philosophy to the content of penal law.
Bentham was the disciple of Beccaria as well as of Ilelvetius.^
In Beccaria Bentham found the first elements of his moral
calculus; and he found in him, rather more explicitly than
in Helvetlus, the formula of •the greatest happiness of the
greatest number'.3
In adopting the tradition of Ilelvetius, Bentham not only
rejected the religious colouring given the doctrine by his
English predecessors, but also the thesis that individual and
public interests can only be harmonised by recourse to divine
rewards and punishments. He, as did his master Helvetius,
looked to the legislator to solve, by means of a well-
regulated application of punishments, the great problem of
morals, to identify the interests of the individual with
1. Haievy, p. 21.
2. Ilalevy, p. 21.
3. ibid., p. 21.
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those of society; "his first great work was an 'introduction
to the principles' not only 'of morals', "out also, and above
all, 'of legislation'" .*•
Moral Philosophy.
It is against the background of Bentham's moral phil¬
osophy that his religious opinions must be viewed. It is
his moral philosophy which affords the basis of his criti¬
cism of the Church's doctrine and is the standard to which
he attempts to make the Church conform.
Benthara's doctrine is a synthesis of rationalism and
empiricism after the tradition of Locke. It is an amalga¬
mation, however, which gives the more important role to
empiricism. When man enters upon life he does not bring
with him any innate ideas. II© is a pleasure-seeking and
pain-avoiding animal who seeks, above all else, his own per¬
sonal well-being. Ills mind is gradually formed v/hen indivi¬
dual sense perceptions combine through association to make a
whole.
John 3tuart Mill emphasised the fact that Benthara's
most important contribution to modern philosophy was the per¬
fection of the inductive method.
"He brought into philosophy something which
it greatly needed, and for want of which it
was at a stand...He introduced...those
habits of thought and modes of investigation,
X'.' Ilalevy 'maintains that "the primitive and original form in
which in his doctrine the principle of Utility is invested
is the principle of the artificial identification of in¬
terests". (pp. 17,18)
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which are essential to the idea of science?
and the absence of which m£e those depart¬
ments of inquiry, as physics had been before
Bacon, a field of interminable discussion,
leading to no result..., Benthara's method
may be shortly described as the method of
detail? of treating wholes by separating then
into their parts, abstractions by resolving them
into things.... and breaking ©very question into
pieces before attempting to solve it."l
Bentham, just as Locke, placed severe limitations upon
the power of reason. Certainty sight be achieved but only
by following a definite procedure. The maxim which Benthaa
applied was, according to Mill, the thesis "that error lurks
la generalities: that the human mind is not capable of
embracing a complex whole until it has surveyed and cata¬
logued the parts of which the whole is made up? that
abstractions are not realities per so, but an abridged mod©
of expressing facts, and that the only practical mode of
dealing with then Is to trace them back to the facts (whether
of experience or consciousness) of which they are the
expression".2
"Observation and. experience compose the basis of all
knowledge."3 Rven the knowledge of religious truths, just
as that of political economy, is to be won by a thorough
investigation of the facts. There are, however, certain
laws which must be followed in examining the facts if true
T7 Mlirr^issGrtetions and Discussions, Vol. 1, 339.
2* Mill? TTssertatf6ns anZT Discussions, Vol. I, p,541.




Judgments are to l>© made. "To allow no more weight to
examples that fall close under our ©yes than to those
which have fallen at ever so great a distance, to suffer
the Judgment on no occasion to indulge itself in the license
of a too hasty and extensive generalization- these are laws,
the complete observance whereof forms the ultimate, and
hitherto perhaps for ever, ideal tern of human wisdom."*
Bent!mm aimed at knowledge only for the sake of
practical purposes, for the advancement of social welfare.
The truth of a given proposition is for Benthan not the most
important question. It is its utility, its ability to con¬
tribute or diminish the greatest happiness, that is the question
of primary Interest.
"Importance of truth, nonsense - truth as
truth is of no Importance at all. Proposi¬
tions may be (of) great importance in a© far
as sublimity is (of) importance and yet it
may be a matter of no Importance at all
whether a man believes in them or no."2
In his attempt to found moral theory upon a scientific
and exact basis, Bentham sought to isolate in the human
soul that feeling which seemed to be the most easily
measured. The feeling of sympathy, although recognised by
him, appeared to satisfy the requirements less than any other.
It was to egoistic feelings that Bentham turned, as did Ms
predecessors, as being better qualified, than any other to
1. works; vol. ill, p.20; quoted by Stark, Economic Journal,
p. se#: ~~ ~
2. MSS. University College; Box 14, folder 4, p*lS, March 1795.
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admit an objective equivalent,
"Llan? from the very constitution of his
nature, prefers his own happiness to that
of all other sensitive beings put togetherj
but for this self-preference, the species
could not have had existence. Place the
chief care of each nan in any other breast
or breasts than his own, (the case of infancy
and other cases of intrinsic helplessness
excluded,) a few years, not to say a few
months or weeks, would suffice to sweep the
whole species from the earth. By this
position, neither the tendorest sympathy, nor
anything that commonly goes by the name of
disinterestedness, improper and deceptive
as the appellation is, is denied."!
'
'any have found a contradiction in Bcnthars! s two funda¬
mental theses;
"There is no true interest but individual in¬
terest", and "The greatest happiness of the greatest number
is the foundation of morals and legislation". It is argued
that the first thesis rests on an extreme individualism,
whereas the second rests on an extreme nocietism.
Halevy has pointed out the three Ideas which Benthom
employed to secure the reconciliation of individual and
general interests. There is first the "Principle of the
fusion of Interests"; "the identification of personal and
general interests is spontaneously performed within each
individual conscience by means of the feeling of sympathy
which interests us directly in the happiness of our neigh¬
bour. .,"2 There is secondly, the principle of "the natural
Works;" vol. x, p. 80.
2, Tial^vy; p. IS.
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Identity of interests": "since it is recognised that the
predominating motives in human nature are egoistic, and
further that the human species lives and survives, it must
be admitted that the various egoisms harmonise of their own
accord and automatically bring about the good of the species."!
The third principle which Benthaa employed is that of "the
artificial identification of Interests": "while still admitt¬
ing that individuals are chiefly or even exclusively egoistic,
it is yet possible to deny that their egoisms will ever
harmonise either immediately or even ultimately. It Is there¬
fore argued that in the interest of Individuals the Interest
of the individual must be identified with the general Interest,
and that is the business of the legislator..."^
Ilalevy explains that the first of these principles played
only a small part In Bentham's thought. He regarded sympathetic
feelings as quite secondary and the egoistic feelings as primary
and the dominating traits of man. In his economic writings
he adheres to the principle of the natural identity of inter¬
ests; in his writings of legal reform he followed the prin¬
ciple of artificial identity of interests.
Stark, who has made an extensive study particularly of
Bentham's economic writings, lias found what he believes to
be the ultimate idea which, though unexpressed, lies behind




presents their common source is, In Stork's view, "til© great
idea of human equality".! Hc points out that Bentham, as
apposed to Leibniz, felt that the greatest happiness could
not be achieved by Increasing the well-being of a alacrity
and ignoring the well-being of the great majority. It is
not simply the greatest happiness which Bentham envisaged,
but the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
As men enter the world and strive after their Individual
well-being they will at first show an unhampered egotism. The
happiness of others will be as nothing in their eyes. But the
resistance of his neighbours, who are seeking the same end in
the same way, will soon force the individuals concerned to
accept a "line of least resistance" and "this line will be
the line which represents the greatest and common utility."2
Stark roaintains that such a social theory becomes cogent
only on the presupposition that the individuals pushing against
one another prove themselves equally strong. "Only if this
is the case will the happiness of all (and that means; the
happiness of every individual) be so secured that nobody will
strive after a different order."5
In the ideal society, according to the conception of
1790, men are equal as to their economic position and under
free competition will secure the highest individual profit
and thus render the best service to the community. Hen,
XT" Economic Journal, April 1914, n,69.
2. ibid., p. 71.
3. ibid., p. 72.
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however, are not equally filled with respect for the public
order. There will always bo a minority of criminal indivi¬
duals who are opposed to the majority of law-abiding citizens.
In this case? harmony is not secured by the nature of social
order or by the natural identity of interests. It must be
artificially created by the operation of the legal order.
"We see9 therefore, that in the realm of
equality the principle of the natural identity
of interests dominates, and in the realm of
Inequality the principle of their artificial
Identification. There is no inconsistency
In Benthaia'e argument. The concept of social
equality is Its solid foundation."*
In expressing his central formula that the test of right
and wrong is the "greatest happiness of the greatest number",
Benthaa was expressing, as lias boon shown, nothing unique.
The force of his message is not to be found in the doctrine
but in the method by which he applied this staple and long
established doctrine.
The fullest account of the method which Benfcham constructed
to give effect to this general principle is found in the
"Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation."
This work was first conceived, as an introduction to a penal
cod© and It was in examining the relation of this code to the
whole body of law that Benthaia turned to general problems of
moral theory. Tie had to "create a new science" and then to
elaborate the penal deportment of the science.
T."~Tta'rk; 'fKe Kcononlc Journal, April 1941, p.71.
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"Hatto?© lias placed mankind under the
governance of two sovereign masters, pain
and pleasure, It is for them alone to
point out what we ought to do, as well as
to determine what wo shall do. On the one
hand the standard of right and wrong, on
the other the chain of causes and effects,
are fastened to their throne* They govern
us in all we do, in all we say, in all we
think; every effort we can sake to throw
off our subjection, will serve hut to
demonstrate and confirm ifc.Ml
Happiness Is defined as pleasure or exemption from pain
or both. Happiness is therefore grounded on the firm foun¬
dation of pain and pleasure. All other principles that do
not recognise man's subjection to pain and pleasure are
illusionary, they have no external standard of reference.
The principle of Utility 1ms two rivalsj the principle
of asceticism, which Is the reverse of the principle of Utility,
and th© principle of sympathy or antipathy which approves or
disapproves of actions on the ground of individual disposition.
Both of these rival principles have been taught at various
times by religion. The principle of asceticism 1ms had its
source among philosophers and religionists, "Proa these two
sources have flowed the doctrines from which th© sentiments
of th© bulk of mankind have all along received a tincture of
this principle."2 Religion 1ms also taught the principle of
sympathy and antipathy. The testimony of the Holy Spirit in
1. Principle's of 7'orals and Legislation; edited by Harrison,
p. 125.
2. ibid., p. 134.
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the life of the believer is a particular type of this principle .3.
Benthos* rejects these rivals as subjective and, as such, without
any basis in fact.
Happiness is the sole aim of nan. There are, of course,
different hinds of happiness, but two courses of conduct can
always be compared in respect of the total happiness produced.
The moral judgment, In Bontham's view, is simply a Judgment of
amounts of pleasure and pain. It was the elaboration of this
theory or so much of it as is required for purposes of legis¬
lation that occupied Bonthan in this work.
The legislator, like every other man, acts rightly in so
far as Ms actions promote the greatest happiness of the great¬
est number. Pleasure and pain are not only the criterion by
which laws are to be judged, but are also the only means by which
the legislator can effect the conduct of individuals in such a
way as to secure obedience to the lav;. His task, therefore, is
to annex pains and pleasures to given classes of action, This
is what Bentham termed a "sanction".
Benthos's theory may be divided into two parts: "the
pathological", or an account of all the pains and pleasures
which are the primary data; and the "dynamical", or an account
of the various nodes of conduct determined by expectations of
pain and pleasure.1
The "pathological" contains, in the first place, a clas-
1. Tills division is suggested by Sir Leslie Stephen and his
treatment is in general followed here. The knglish
Utilitarians,. p,250
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sificniion of the various ways In which the value of pleasures
and pains are determined5 secondly, a classification and dis-
cession of the species of pain and pleasure; and thirdly, a
classification of th© sensibilities which affect pain and
pleasure.
The value of a pleasure, considered by itself, is detor-
rained by its "intensity", "duration", "certainty or uncertainty",
"propinquity or remoteness"; considered in relation to pleasures
and pains that nay follow or accompany it, by its "fecundity"
or its tendency to produce other pleasures and pains, and by its
"purity" or freedom from sensations of the opposite kind. If
on© has in view no longer a single individual but a given num¬
ber of persons a seventh element must be considered, that is,
the extent of the pleasure or the number of persons who are
affected by It. "All the English moralists, from Hobbes to
Benthan, played their part in elaborating those rules of cal¬
culus: Bentham worked out the collected result.it is by
a knowledge of these elements that the greatest happiness prin¬
ciple takes on a scientific meaning*
"To take an exact account, them, of the
general tendency of an act.•.proceed as
follows...: sun up all the values of all the
pleasures on the one side, and those of all
the pains on the other. The balance, if It he
on the side of pleasure, will give the
good tendency of the act upon the whole,
with respect to the Interests of that In¬
dividual person| if on the side of pain,
the bad tendency of it upon the whole."5
j» Principle's of Borals and Legislation, Chaps. Iv, v, vi.
2. S&levyT" P* So. '
5. Principles of ;"orals and. Legislation, p. 102.
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According to the result of the computation, the act Is under¬
taken or on!ttod.
Benthos did not expect this method of calculation to be
applied, without modification, to all judgments of serai ap¬
probation and disapprobation, and to all legislative acts.!
It can, however, always be kept in mind, and the noro it is
conformed to, the more exact will the science of moral theory
become.
In his classification of pains and pleasures Benthos gave
a list of fourteen "simple pleasures" and twelve "simple pains."
He drew a distinction between those which presuppose a pleasure
or a pain experienced by another person, called "extra-regarding",
and those which involve only the individual, termed "self-
regarding". If the four classes made up by the pleasures and
pains of benevolence and malevolence be exempted, all the
feelings of pleasure enumerated by Benthara are of the "self-
regarding" kind.53
In the classification of "circumstances influencing sen¬
sibility", Benthara named thirty-two circumstances which modify
the quantity of pleasure or pain experienced fron a given cause.
Of thee© circumstances, which include health, strength, age, etc.,
three of them deal with religion. A man's religious sensibility,
bias and profession cause him to be more affected by certain pains
and pleasures than by others. His religious profession may
Tl Principles of Borals and Legislation, p. 153.
2. ttalevy, p." ST,
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operate Immediately in affecting his occupation, pecuniary cir¬
cumstances, and his connections in the way of sympatic and anti-
pathy.
"The ways in which a religion nay lessen
a mn?s means, or augment his wants, are
various. Sometimes it will prevent him
from making a profit of his money: sometimes
from setting his hand to labour. Sometimes
it will oblige him to buy dearer food in¬
stead of cheaper: sometimes to purchase
useless labour: sometimes to pay men for not
labouring: sometimes to purchase trinkets, on
which imagination alone has set value: sometimes
to purchase exemptions from punishment, or titles
to felicity in the world to corae."!
It my lead him to entertain a partiality for persons of
the same profession, and a proportionate antipathy against
those of a rival one. "In particular, the antipathy against
persons of different persuasions is one of the last points of
religion which men part with."2 The religious profession of a
man also has considerable influence on his education.5
Prom the "pathology" or theory of passive sensibilities
Benthara turned to the "dynamics" • IT© considered action in
general and then the "Intention" and "motive" implied by any
conscious action. He then related his findings with the
"springs of action" considered at rest.
All action of reasonable beings implies the expectation
of pleasure and pain. Hie "intention" of the agent is defined
as the consequences of an action as contemplated by the in¬
dividual . The "motive" is the anticipation of pain to be
XT"'Principles of Morals and Legislation, p. 183, footnote
2, ibid., p. 185, 104. ——
3* ibid,, p. 184.
. 18,
avoided or pleasure to be gained. Actions are good or evil
as they ar© "productive of a balance of pleasure or pain".
Bier© are no not Ives which are absolutely and constantly-
good and none which are absolutely and always evil,2- Pleasure
is always good} it is the absolute good. Pain is always evil}
It Is the absolute evil.2 Bentham admits, however, that some
motives such as "good will" and the "desire for amity" arc
more likely to lead to useful conduct than others, particularly
those of self-regarding type.®
Tli© doctrine of fcho neutrality of motives was the necessary
corollary of the doctrine that morality depends upon conse¬
quences, The judge cannot know with certainty what motive lies
behind a particular act. He insist enforce the law no matter
what a roan's motive may be for breaking it. On the basis of
this general truth Benthara endeavoured to apply the principles
of positive law to the whole of moral law.
He attempted to develop morality without recourse to
a priori intuitions either of the moral sense variety or of
those which have recourse to the voice of the Christian con-
science. Voltaire and Helvetia© had shown him how unsatis¬
factory the old morality was which viewed nan as a fallen
being. He took man as he found him to be in Ms present state.
In enthan:s view continental and particularly "ascetic"
morality was the product of an aristocratic regime,
1". ibIcl.. ,-210«
2. Principles of orals and Legislation, p. 218f.
3. ibid., chiefly p. 243. ~
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"Those who taught the morality of sacrifice,
who exhorted the individual to sacrifice
his interest to a higher ideal, who 11-
logically opposed the interest of the in¬
dividual to th© interest of society, as if
society wero anything other than the col¬
lection of all the individuals, wero not,
properly speaking, the victims of an error?
they had, more or less consciously, "become
guilty of a fallacy. Themselves members
of the governing corporation, they had
urged individuals to sacrifice thensolves
to the interests of this corporation. But
the Utilitarians preached to"men neither
obedience nor humility? it was by the ego¬
istic defence of their own rights and their
own interests that thoy invited them to
realise the general prosperity."3.
In the last chapter of the "Introduction" henthaia en¬
deavoured to distinguish "between private and legislative ethics.
Ethics, in general, Benthaa defined as "the art of directing
men's actions to the production of the greatest possible quan¬
tity of happiness..."2 "Ethics, in as far as It is the art of
directing a man's own actions, my be styled the art of self-
government, or private ethics."5 The art of directing the
actions of other human beings is the art of legislation. The
actc with which the legislator has to deal ore in the groat
measure the same as those of private ethics, but thoy are n6t
perfectly identical. The sphere of private ethics is deter¬
mined by an examination of those cases in which punishment does
more harm than good. Such offences as drunkenness and sexual
immorality, where the law could only be enforced by a mischiev¬
ous or impossible system of minute supervision, and such
1. Halevy, p. 314, 315.
2. Principles of "brals and Legislation, p. 411.
3. ib'id», p7 4ll.
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offences as ingratitude or rudeness, where the definition is
so vague that the judge cannot safely he entrusted with power
to punish, "belong to the sphere of private ethics.
In a nor© precise way ethics nay be divided according to
thro© branches of duty. There are first those duties which a
man owes to himself. The "quality" which a man manifests in
this respect is that of "prudence". In as far as a man's
happiness depends on his neighbour his duties are both negative
and positive. The negative duty to one's neighbour is "probity"
and the positive duty is "beneficence".
The first class of duty, that of "prudence", must be left
chiefly to the individual. "It can only be through some
defect on the part of the understanding, If a man be ever defi¬
cient In point of duty to himself."! All that the legislator
can do in this area of conduct Is to give strength and direction
to the moral sanction.
The second class of duties, those of "probity", are the
chief concern of the legislator. With regard, for example,
to offences against property and against the state, private
ethics depends upon legislation for its very existence. In
such areas as these, "we must first know what are the dictates
of legislation, before we can know what are the dictates of
private ethics."2
The third class of duties, those of "beneficence", are
T: Principles of Morals and Legislation, p. 419.
2. Ibid., p. 422. 9
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too vague for the legislator to enforce. They belong in
great measure to the jurisdiction of private ethics.
Bemfcham drew no definite line between private and
public ethics ami oven emphasised the fact that none could
be drawn. There is no type of conduct that is' beyond the
field of legislation, except In so far as the legislative
machinery my iiappen to be Inadequate.
Part XI: Developing Religious Opinions.
The Influences received in the homo, in school and
university determine to a great extent tiio character and
intellectual bias of the individual. 'Bios© influences
were to leave th© deepest narks upon the youth who became
on© of th© greatest influences for legal reform not only in
England, but throughout a great part of Europe and, to a
less extent, in the Americas.
Th© home into which Jeremy Benthara was bom on February
15, 1¥48, was on© in which the delicate and sensitive youth
was to meet with more than normal stress. His father,
Jeremiah Bentham, was a clerk of the Scriveners Company and
a prosperous attorney. He was cautious and calculating and
driven by a determination to get on In the world both finan¬
cially and socially. It was his great hop© that he would seo
th© accomplishment of his desires in his son Jeremy. Un¬
fortunately, Ms son's temperament differed from his own as
much as it is possible for two to differ.1 As long as he
Tr^^lforlcs'," vol, p.5.
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lived there was always the note of conflict, though muted
"by a sincere desire to please, In Benthara' s relationship
with Ms father*
Bonthaa'c relationship with his mother was one of deep¬
est love and devotion. At the age of two, this love was to
produce his first recollection of the "pain of sympathy"•
She was devoted to her husband, mid he to her. Tier early
death was a great shock both to hia and to the twelve year
old Jeremy.
As a youth Bentham was exceptionally precocious. His
education was at first undertaken by his father who Introduced
him, at the age of four, to Lily's "Grammar" and the Greek
Testament, A Frenchma by the name of La Combe was employ¬
ed as tutor when ho was about six years old. It was through
La Combe that he was introduced to Voltaire's "Life of Charles
XII", his "General History", and "Candide" .3.
The religious life of the family was one of contrasts.
Religious thought varied from non-belief, through deistleal
views, to a deep but unreasoned piety. The men of his
mother's family were for the most part unbelievers: "that
was the case with my great uncle Woodward, rj uncle Grove,
and my cousin liulford" .2 Benthara's mother and her sister,
though pious themselves, had been inured to toleration by
family sympathy. Two of his great-grandfathers had been
TT'i/orks, vol. x, p.ll.
2. ibid., p. 11.
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clergymen of the Church of England, and, in Bonthan' s view,
were men of more than or6.inc.ry estimation in thoir calling.1
It was on the lap of hie grandmother that he learned his
Catechism. lie speaks of her as a very devout woman of the
established church whose devotions wore not weekly only, out
daily.2 His father, though a believer, was not of strong
religious convictions.3 La Combe was e free thinker, but
according to Bentham, disagreements concerning religion did
not disturb the good-will and harmony of the family.4 It
was probably uncaloulated and ironic that Benthaia should
develop a deep devotion to religion and in later years cone
to associate his homo with the sombre tones of a gloomy
religious and moral afcmosphere.5
At a very early age, Benthos's religious beliefs became
associated with a vivid and terrifying belief in the exist¬
ence of ghosts* This acute consciousness was the result of
the influence of his grandmother and of family servants.
It was a source of amusement for the servants to frighten
Mm with horrible phantoms in all Imaginable places and shapes.
In his old age he could say that the subject of ghosts had
been one of the torments of his life. "Even now, when sixty
Tr^atecHTsS Examined, p. xi, xii.
2, ibid., p. xT.
3. Works, vol x, p. 11, 36j Everett, The Education of Jeremy
Denthaa. p» 16.
4. 2isEk» *>•
5, Everett, The Education of Jeremy Bentbam» p. 16*
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os? seventy years have passed over my head since ray boyhood
received the ' impression which sy grandmother gave it, though
lay judgment is wholly free, my imagination is not wholly so."&
Tills belief was associated with melancholy religious
literature. Cave's "Lives of the Apostles" tormented his
imagination. H© pictured each of the apostles playing, as
a child plays with a doll, "with that particular instrument
of torture by which he was predestined to be consigned to
martyrdom."Rilgrira'e Progress" was so full of the devil
that he was unable to road it through. Burnett'3 "Theory
of th© Earth" and the works of the "gloomy moralist", Samel
Johnson, made a great impression of his mind. In them he
found
"the poor ideal traveller tolling up the
hill with Reason and Religion for his
guides, and an unfathomable abyss at each
side, ready, at the first fata; pas, to
receive his lacerated corpse5 as Tt actually
did those of the greatest part of the
travelling population whom I saw toiling
towards that summit which so few of them
were destined to reach. Every now and
then, after reading a page of this history,
or another page in that system of cosmology,
which taught me to look out for that too
probable day in which I should be burnt
alive, it occurred to me that I had better
not have been bonis but, as the misfortune
had actually happened to me, all 1 could do
was, of a bad bargain, to make the best, and
leave the rest to chance or Providence.
In later years, when Bonthaia undertook the examination
1. Quoted "by Ogdcn, Wenthan' s Theory of fictions, p. xi,
2. Works, vol. x, p."UH
5. Works. vol. x, p.15.
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of language and developed his theory of fictions^ gjg spoke
of religion as "being the source of those habits of reasoning
which allowed the people to be deceived by the fictions of
law and philosophy and which enable worthless men, by the
power of symbols, to bo invested with power and dignity.2
It was by a rigid adherence to the principles of physical
science that Benthaa was able to free his judgment of the
groundless terrors of fictional entities, and it was by this
process alone that the fictions of language could be made to
serve useful purposes.
s,ln knowledge in general, and in know¬
ledge belonging to the physical department
In particular, will the vast mass of mis¬
chief, of which perverted religion Is the
source, find its preventive remedy. It is
from physical science alone that a man Is
capable of deriving that mental strength and
that well-grounded confidence which renders
him proof against so many groundless terrors
flowing from that prolific source..."3
Until his graduation from Oxford in 1705, Bcntham looked
upon religion with deep regard. His grave, almost morbid
devotion to religious duties was no doubt the result of fear,
but certainly there is no Indication that his views were in
1. Ogden points out that tho temporary impasse which >entham
faced in 1780 in writing what was to be published under the
name of an Introduction to the Principles of orals and
he-ivlation, was due in part to Benthamvs lack of an adequate
"foundat ion for his theory of fictions. The problem was partly
solved by 1789, and again faced In 1813-1814.
Ogden, Mcntham's Theory of Fictions, p. xxi, xxvi.
2. ibid., p. xv.
3* horkc, vol. viil, p, 15; quoted by Ogden, p. xlx.
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any way at variance with the most orthodox belief. His
early devotion is revealed in an incident which took place
when he was eight. At this tine ho had been receiving
instructions from a drawing master. He soon grow tired and
urged Ms father not to compel him to continue Ms studies,
for he felt that he was breaking the commandment which
prohibits the rooking of likenosses to anything in heaven or
in earth.1
An experience, which took place at Oxford In 1760, reveals
this same devotion.
"On Saturday we all received the Sacrament;
upon which account we were lectured in Greek
Testament three days before, and as many
after that day. To prepare myself for that
awful duty, i read nelson "On the. Sacrament"
which dr. Jefferson lent me, and Intended
to fast that morning; but It would not do,
for 1 began to grow sick for want of victuals;
and so was forced to eat a bit of breakfast
with Mr. Cooper..."2
At Bowing Hill, the home of his grandmother Drove,
Benthaa's prejudices for the established Church sustained
something of a shock. His great-uncle Woodward had been a
publisher of deisfcleal books and many of them were still to
be found at the house. Among them was Tindal- s "Christianity
as Old as the Creation". To the small boy who took the
old cosmology and conventional theology seriously this new
outlook was really shocking.3 Perhaps the impressions made
irTbiy;,1 vol. x, p. 32.
2, Add. i.IES. British Museum 33, 337; quoted by Everett, p.26,27.
3. Everett, The Education of Jeremy Benthaa, p. 19; Works,
vol. x, p. 22.
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by this book were in later years to influence his questioning
of the benevolence of God. Tindal's long lists of the curses,
cruelties, assassinations, famines, wars, and pestilences sent
upon the earth by God in anger, certainly made a deep Impress¬
ion,, Ho believed the author had misquoted and in comparing
the passages with the original was still more shocked and
puzzled to find them accurate.
It was as a student at Oxford that Bentham's religious
opinions received the severest blows. Two events wore not
only to prepare the way for Southern's radical change of
religious thought, but were to provide the basis for one of
hie most devastating and sustained attache upon the establish¬
ed Church. The first of these ©vents took place some time
after he entered Queens College in 1760 and concerned the
formality of subscribing to the "Thirty nine Articles". We
have no knowledge of any experience that would cause the
sinceroly religious youth to examine these Articles with the
attention he bestowed upon them in preparation for subscript¬
ion. Perhaps, something in the deiatio literature suggested,
the necessity of a careful examination. In any event, Benthaan
not only read thorn but came to certain definite conclusions
with regard to thorn. In some of thorn ho found no meaning5 in
others, he found a meaning but ono that seemed to him to b© in
contradiction to reason or to scriptures. In discussing his
problem with follow students, he found that they too wore in a
state of confusion. The little group went to one whose duty
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it was to explain the Articles and to remove such doubts.
They were told very quickly, "that it was not for uninform-
od youths...to presun© to set up*..private judgments against
a public one, formed by some of the holiest, as well as the
beat and wisest men that ever lived.nl Bontha® signed, but
he never forget the horror of making a soleras declaration
against his will.
The second experience that was greatly to influence his
thinking concerned the expulsion of several students on the
ground of heretical religious views. Oxford was regarded as
the centre of orthodoxy, the training school for divines, and
th. intellectual ho.au of »learned" rootoro aaid Vl.o and Holy"
bishops. Yot, at this university the twelve year old Bentlm®
v;as to have a terrific awakening. He found very few students
who had even a trace of Christian morality. Soiao, although
they had signed the. Articles, were professed atheists. Even
among the instructors there was little to commend religion and
such to destroy faith in any sense of the word. Among all
the hypocrisy and profligacy, there were a few students who
met for prayer and Bible study in the privaoy of their rooms.
Benthsoa was very ranch drawn to this group and might have bo-
cose a Hethodist,2 but for the prompt action of the university-
XT'datech'fsm Examined. p.xx.
2. ^orhs"fl" "vol, x* p. 92. In a letter to Wilson, Aug, 25, 1781,
!)©5EEa® expressed his tendencies to hethodioa. He says of
the Rev, Joseph Town sends "IT© seems a very worthy creature..
was one© what I had liked to have boon, a method!at, and
what I should have been still had. 1 not been what 1 am. •."
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authorities in suppressing the activities of the group.
Five of the leaders were brought to trial on the charge of
heresy, and on conviction expelled.
Those two experiences and the low regard in which religion
was hold at Oxford shattered the youth's religious world
and prepared the way for the development of ideas after the
pattern of Voltaire and Helvetia©»
In adopting the French development of the principle of
Utility, Benthos* not only rejected the religious colouring
and relation given the principle by English moralists, but
he was allying himself with a particular movement in the
history of religious thought. In England, Prance and Germany
the first steps were being taken in what religious historians
have called radical liberalism. The English Deists, the
French naturalists, and tl*e German Rationalists represent
throe connected movements which aimed at the complete modi¬
fication of the faith of the Re formation•1
It is not difficult to find the reason for Rentham'g ad¬
herence to the French rather than to the English movement of
liberalism. The English Deists and the French Naturalists
were both interested in the religion of reason, in a natural
religion. But, while the more prominent among the -English
Deists, such as Toland and Tindal, laboured to relate this
natural religion to revealed religion, this endeavour was
1.' Reve ? X' uistory of Christian Thought, Vo. 2, p. G7»
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absent In Franco * In Franco It was the policy to use the
official Roman Catholic Church to hold the Individual in
i
the bondage of political absolutism. Consequently, the
attack of the Naturalists was centered primarily on the
Church* In England, however, religious freedom was more
in evidence and consequently the movement was not against
the Church as such, but against the traditional theology.1
Bentham was not interested In the development of a "natural
religion" that all men would want to recognise, nor with
showing that this religion was identical with primitive
Christianity. It Is true that he adopted many of their
criticisms of srupematuralim and that he profited by the
fund of ideas that they had developed, but he did not share
their aim.
Voltaire had been driven from courteous scepticism to
bitter anti-clerlealima by the persecutions of Protestants
and non-conformists, particularly In Tculouso. His aim Is
expressed in the call which he sent out to his friends and
followeros "Com©, brave Diderot, intrepid d'Alembcrt, ally
yourselves;...overwhelm the fanatics and the knaves, destroy
the Insipid declamations, the miserable sophistries, the
lying history,...the absurdities without number; do not let
those who have sense b© subjected to those -who have none;
and the generation which Is being born will owe to us its
reason and. its liberty" .2
XTHeve, vol. 2, p. 67.
2. Corrospondene*, Kov. 11, 1765; quoted by Purant, ghe Story
of Philosophy, p. 258,259.
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Although, the Church of Eagleat! was not guilty of opon
persecution,, Benthas found it to be guilty of equally des¬
tructive sins* It punished non-conformity by legal action
and fostered the spirit of intolerance and hatred. through
its subscriptions and confessions it reduced the power of the
intellect and fostered the interests of the ruling few. It
taught a morality which was destructive to the true interests
of society and filled men's minds with vague terrors of
fictitious entities and undefined punishments. In Ms war
against the Church Bentham found himself in sympathy with the
French rather than with the more theological movement of the
English Deists*
In 1769 Bentham was reading Montesquieu, Harrington,
Beccaria and Helvetia®.3- It wan Helvetia® who set Mm to his
vocation and who suggested many of the basic ideas which he
was to develop later.® It was also Helvetius who suggested
many of the basic ideas of his religious thought.
Helvetius had been influenced not only by Voltaire, but
also by a more radical group of thinkers. He was the
disciple of ha Hettri©. La ricttri© had taken up the mechan¬
ism of Dcscartes and boldly announced that all the world, not
excepting man, .was a machine• Helvetius took his .ideas as the
basis for his book "On Man"Helvetius had alec boon deeply
Influenced by Diderot arid. d'Alerabert.
X71?oBTs"r*vol. x, p. 27.
2. Tfalevy, p. 19.
5. Durant, p. 252.
•
Revealed religion was for Helvotius a system of super¬
stitions developed in an ag© of ignorance, and unworthy of
serious consideration in an enlightened. age.
"In the simplicity of the ages of ignorance,
objects presented themselves -under a very dif¬
ferent aspect from that in which they appear
to enlightened eyes. The tragedies of our
Saviour's passion, edifying a® they were to
our ancestors, appear to us as scandalous.
It seems the same with respect to almost all
the subtle questions then debated in the
divinity schools.3.
HolVQt3.ua looked with disgust on all questions concern¬
ing the nature of Christ and what he termed the composition
of the Godhead, :tirades ore the products of past ignorance
and no more then the "marks of the bad taste of the ago,"
All religious belief say be explained as simply the reflect¬
ion of the Intellect and experience of the people of past
ages and countries,2
There is in Tlelvetius the sari© peculiar optimism con¬
cerning religion as wo find in the earlier writings of Bonthsm.
Through philosophy, particularly that of Descartes, and legis¬
lation men arc gradually freeing themselves from the super¬
stitions of the past. The clergy are now almost "as pur© as
they were once depraved''Though religion was once pro¬
ductive of great misery in the form of persecutions and wars,
the spirit of fanaticism has almost entirely fled. Religion,
1. "'Tclvefiua, Do I'Bsprlt; English translation by V/» hidford
(1807), Chapter xlx, p# 90.
2, Ibid., Chap, xxl, p. 107,
5. ibid., Chap, six., p. 92.
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however, is not entirely free from pernicious effects. Th©
advancement of useful morality is still retarded by religion-
lets and half-politicians* They are still "indifferent with
respect to worthy actions; they judge virtuous, not what is
done but what is believed; and the credulity of men is,
according to them, the only standard of their probity" .3.
Helvetius spoke of the moral principles of Christianity
as having some value. They are only suited, however, for a
email number of Christians. The moral philosopher must
write for the world and adhere only to the principles of
temporal rewards and punishments which are capable of making
men virtuous.
Hi© Christian ideas of perfection and self-denial are
destructive to society.
"Away with those pedants enamoured with a
false idea of perfectionI nothing is more
dangerous to the stats, than those senseless
moral declaimcrs who...are continually re¬
peating what they have hoard from their
nurses, incessantly recommending moderation
in our dosires and an universal extinction
of the passions? not aware that their pre¬
cepts, though useful to a few individuals...
would prove the ruin of the nations that
should adopt them#"2
These are the more important contributions which Helvetius
mad© to Dentham's religious thought. They are among the
basic principles which, though applied with varying extent
and consistency, were the guide to Bonthaa in his examination
of religious subjects throughout his life.
t
1. ibid#, chap# xxiii, p. 113.
2. Helvctiufl, Ch. xvi, p. 83.
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In Voltaire, Bentham aioo found a fund of ideas that,
with suitable modification, could be applied against tho
Church of England. Voltaire had derived, many of his ideas
from the English Deists, but he was not content to accept
them without modification and extension. Ho stripped
their views of their theological interest, and reduced
religion to simple morality.1
In his investigation he employed historical and ethno¬
logical material to a greater extent than the English Deists
had dons. He explained the rise of religious ideas as the
product cf past ignorance and fear in the presence of tho laws
of nature. F© taught the relativity of religious systems
and pointed out the analogies between the various systems.
He gave natural explanations for the development of the
particular ideas and beliefs of the Jewish-Christian
religion with the interest of putting Christianity in a co¬
ordinate relation to the pagan religions. By a study of
history ho endeavoured to show the relative unimportance of
Christianity by pointing out the great extension of paganism
as opposed to the smallness of Christianity, and the antiquity
of the race as compared with the newness of Christianity.
All of those ideas to a greater or less degree are found in
Eentham's treatment of religious subjects.
In 1774 Bentham published an English translation of
Voltaire's "Le Taureau Blanc" to which he prefixed a lengthy
I." fteve, p. 69.
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preface. With the exception of a few scattered references,^
this work provides the first account of Bentham' o religious
opinions.
B®ath.83a adopted Voltaire's conception of the Old
Testament and regarded it as a group of legends or super¬
stitions which arose out of the ignorance of the past.
Miracles and prophesy ore discarded as useless, in contra¬
diction with reason and with experience. Bentliaia, as Voltaire,
was repelled by the idea of a God dying and scoffed at the
idea that a man killed death by dying.s
Tti© preface is primarily an attack upon revelation and
the doctrine of inspiration, particularly in the form of
verbal inspiration. in adopting the view that all knowledge
is derived from observation and experience it was inevitable
that revelation would cow# under Bentlian1 s attack. He adds
nothing new to the methods that heists had long boon using,
but it indicates the nature of his opinions at this time and
provides the background against which his further opinions
must be viewed.
1. ef. Works, vol. x, p. 613,70, "Extracts from Memoranda. Book."
"When iHTl men cease beholding in Almighty Benevolence a
cruel tyrant, wlio (to no assignable end) commands thorn to
be wretched?" "Why should the name of Religion and Morality
be employed for purposes by which. If accomplished, Religion
and Morality must suffer?" "Men ought to be cautious ere
they represent religion to be that noxious thing which
magistrates should proscribe." "There is no pestilence in
a state like a seal for religion, independent"of...morality,"
"Morality may well say of religion - Wherever it is not for
me, it is against me.
2. Preface, p. exxxlli.
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"Inspiration...in a shield against all errors; and a
screen against all ayes*0 "Charity never covered a greater
multitude of sins, than inspiration will of absurdities*"!
It was in the style and spirit of Voltaire that Bcrsthaa mde
his attack. •
"When a history is inspired, it inay ho
(In part or altogether) unintelligible,
contradictory, either to unquestioned
history, to itself, or to common senso.
In all or any of those cases, one of four
things Is plain; either what Is said is
literally true, and to a title, in spite
of everything; or it is prophecy by antici¬
pation; or It is an allegory? or, when worst
comes to worst, It is an interpolation.
On these four wheels an inspired work rides
trltcsphantly over all objections. Those
properties on the other hand my bo mde
to serve as proofs of Inspiration."2
Bentham argued that, for all we can tell, Voltaire's
writings may he inspired if one goes to the trouble of apply¬
ing the principles used by the Church In proving the inspir¬
ation of the Bible. If usefulness be a guide, the moral
theory of Volt-airs is superior to that of tho Bible. It
teaches nothing that will "sow the seeds of strife and
hatred among mankind", "no threats of endless misery for
actions undoscribed", and "no vengeance sworn against on©
man for the inequalities of another.3 On every account
inspiration and Infallibility fail to satisfy the require¬
ments of reason, experience, and usefulness.
TTT63RT., p. acv.
2. ibid., p. xv, xvl.
S. Preface, p. xxviil.
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The basic ideas of Bentham's religious thought war®
formulated toy 1774. They were, however, to toe used as
the basis of two distinct attacks upon religion. These
two attacks, together with Benthaxa' s assumptions and con¬
clusions, mark the two great periods of his religious thought.
The first period I Iiavo tcmed that of the critic and
the reformer; it nay too considered as beginning with the
pxitolicaticn of his preface to Voltaire' o "he Tauroau Blanc5'
in 1774 and as extending to the end of 1813. The second
period I have termed that of the critic after the pattern
of the French naturalists; this extended throughout the
remaining years of Benthos's life.
Throughout the first period Bentham* s method of attack
took the form of an examination of the usefulness of the
religious idea in its various manifestations. His aim was
to determine the value of religion from the point of view
of utility, as distinct fro2a the point of view of truth.
This period concludes with an extensive plan for the
reformation of the Church of England.
The controversy over public schools, which became
most hitter aftor 1811, brought 'entham into direct opposi¬
tion with the Church of England. It loci him to the con¬
clusion that religion in any form was absolutely destructive
to the happiness of mankind. The most extensive reform was
incapable of removing the vices of religion. He, therefore,
turned to an examination of its verity. He folt that so
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long as the truth of religion remained mi impeached no
display of its evil offsets was enough to induce men to
treat it with disregard. though the previous period had
its basis In a severe criticism of the doctrines of the
Church and hence of the Bible, it was only after 1813
that Bantham was interested in a critical examination of
the religion of Jesus as taught by its founder and in
showing the natural origin of all religious beliefs.
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Part Ills Hi© Sourceo.
With the exception of scattered references in publi¬
cations dealing with other subjects, Benthos's religious
thought is found in four printed works.
1. Tli© preface to Rentham'c translation of Voltaire's
"Le Taureau Plane", published in 1774, is the earliest
expression of Benthos's religious thought*
2. "Church of England! am and its Catechism examined!
Preceded by strictures on the exclusionary system, as
pursued in the national Society's Schools: Interspersed with
parallel views of the English and Scottish established and
non-established churches: and concluding with remedies
proposed for abuses indicated: and an examination of the
parliamentary system of church reform lately pursued, and
still pursuing: including the proposed new churches."
Tills work is unquestionably Bentheus' s. University
College Library, London, possesses the manuscripts from
which this work was published (Box 7; Box 158, Folder 3).
These indicate that this work was written principally In
1816. There are a few pages which bear an earlier date
and Indicate that the examination of the Church of England's
Catechism may have been written, or at least begun, in 1813.
Appendix IV, "Remedy to all religious and much political
mischief-Euthanasia of the Church", is a summary of the
reform literature written in 1812 and 1813.
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This work Is largely an attack upon the national
Society for the Promotion of Education of tlio Poor ac¬
cording to the Principles of the Established Church
(founded in 1811). Part 1 of the introduction argues
that the Catechism is an unfit Instrument for Instruction.
Part II and III are an attack upon the exclusionary system
of education. Part IV, which covers 148 pages, is on
attempt to show that the Exclusionary Acts and the reports
of the national Society are deceptive and, in fact, forgeries.
In 87 pages Eentham examines the Church of England
Catechism, which is interestingly enough designated as the
body of the work. This is an attempt to prove that tlie
Catechism is an example of bad grammar and bad logic, and
that It tends to deprave the intellectual and moral part
of man's frame.
The following 218 pages are given over to the appendix
which Is divided into five parts. The first appendix
proves, by an examination of one of the Bishop of London's
speeches, that the Church of England's aim is the "pros¬
tration of the understanding and the will" of its members
(67 pages). Appendix II examines the Lord's Supper and
concludes that It is unfit for general use (26 pages).
Appendix 111 gives Bentham's remedies to the exclusionary
system of education (12 pages). He suggests that the
only lesson books that should be used are the discourses
ascribed to Jesus in one of his four biographies. By
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adopting this procedure "the exclusionary system would, he
don© away'1. Appendix IV gives Bentham' s system of reform
of the doctrine and polity of the Church of England
(192 pages). Appendix V proves that the reform measures
adopted by the Church of England are ridiculous and
mischievous (55 pages).
5# The "Analysis of the Influence of natural Religion
on the Temporal Happiness of an!rind ' was published in
1822, This work was edited by George Grot©. It is dif¬
ficult to determine how far It can be regarded as a true
portrayal of Bentham's religious thought. A discussion
of the -c/riter' s opinion is found in the section dealing
with Benthos's manuscripts.
4. "Hot Paul, But Jesus" was published in 1825 under
the pseudonym of Gamaliel Smith. Although this work was
edited by Francis Place,! an examination of the numerous
manuscripts in the University College collection indicates
that it is an accurate portrayal of Bentham*s thought.
Benthan' 8 published works do not give anything like
a complete picture of Ms religious thought. The preface
1. Graham ' wallas is the authority for this statement.
I quote from his "Life of Francis Place. ".Place does not
say this (that he was the cHItorT In~any of his letters
or'diaries. The Utilitarian circle for obvious reasons
kept that side of their work rather quiet. But Dr. Richard
Garnett has a copy of ♦Hot Paul, but Jesus', on the inside
leaf of which Place has written, 'The matter of this book
was put together by me, at Mr Bentham's request, in the
months of August and .September 1817, during ny residence
with him at Ford Abbey, Devonshire,'" page 84.
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to Voltaire's work given only a brief outline of I bnthorn' s
early thought. The "Church of Englandism" gives a full
picture of Benthaia's attitude to the national Society and
related subjects but scarcely indicates his attitude to
the basic questions of religion. "Hot Paul, but Jesus"
informs us that Paul is not to be regarded as a source of
the true religion of Jesusj it only indicates his attitude
to the religion of Jesus. Whatever opinion is held re¬
garding the reliability of the "Analysis of the Influence
of natural Religion", a brief glance at the preface is
enough to show that only inferences can be made regarding
Ms attitude to revealed religion.
The chief source of Benthos's religious opinions is
his voluminous manuscripts. Unfortunately those manuscripts
are fragmentary and are neither arranged in a logical order,
nor were they written as part of a definite plan. One has
the feeling that hentham hoped that by writing on religious
subjects in sufficient quantity he would one day discover
that the various segments comprised an organised whole.
Hie difficulty of interpreting these manuscripts is
further complicated by his style. From writing, always
in solitude, manuscripts that ho knew would never be
published, at any rat© until they had been revised and
corrected by a disciple, he cam© to write in a language
that Is difficult to comprehend.1
T." Jaievy',' p. 304.
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Benthom's manuscripts on religious subjects cover
some forty-six years. 1 There are a number of fragmentary
manuscripts dealing with various religious subjects. "any
of these are early forms of material developed at a later
date. Two groups of manuscripts represent the most im¬
portant part of Dentham's religions thought and it is ne¬
cessary to examine them in some detail in order to follow
the development of his thought.
1. manuscripts dealing with reform of the
doctrine and polity of the Church of England.
The majority of Bentham' s manuscripts are found in
the Library of "Jniveraity College, London. These manu¬
scripts were given to John 'Owring "for the better enabl¬
ing him. to publish a complete edition" of Benthara's works.
Rowring gave them to the College.2
The manuscripts have been examined and catalogued on
three different occasions. The most important examinations
were mad© toy C«W# Everett in 1928, and by A• Taylor Lliln©
in 1955-36.
Bentham* s reform manuscripts are found in box 5 and
6 of this collection. They wore written in 1812-13 and
are only Indirectly related to the published "Church of
England!era", that is, with the exception of Appendix IV.
The similarity that is found between the manuscripts and
T7™Approx$5ately 1776-1822.
2. Catalogue of. the MSS of Jeremy Bentham In the Library
or * nxverslty Collegeuoadonf conpilea oy A. Taylor -line.
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the published work Is a similarity of subject rather than
of method of treatment.
In folder four of Box 6 there is an incomplete out¬
line of the chapters and sections for an examination of
the Church of England.1 Most of the material in this Box
comes under the headings given here. This outline was
prepared in September of 1015, Bentham added in a not©
(July 1810) that this material was written before the
"Church of England!smM and that it was never published.2
It seems probable that this outline represents at
least an early form of a projected work. The outline
itself has been modified a number of times and what fol¬
lows is an attempt to discover the final arrangement.
Introduction.
Chapter 1. Main result of this inquiry-inaptifcude
of the Church of England system.
Chapter 2. The author-his freedom from prepossessions
adverse to the Church of England.
Chapter 5, interior results respecting the Church
of England compared with the Church of Scotland and
the English Hen-Established Churches.
Chapter 4. Causes by which this enquiry was pro¬
duced .
Sections:
1. Subscriptions Imposed; 2. Perjury-universal
and constant habit of it under Oxford discipline;
5. Expulsion of Methodists from Oxford; 4. Catholic
Emancipation-opposition made to it by Church of
England rulers; 5. From discussion of religious
topics; 6. natural Education- Opposition made to
It by Church of England rulers; 7. Criminal Calendar
of England and Scotland; 8. lion Residence- the
1. page "27 and follov/Ing.
2. Ibid., p. 27.
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extent of It; 9. Excellence predicated of the
Church by the Bench of Bishops.
Part I. Preliminary topics - Explanation.
Chapter 1. Phenomenon to be accounted for— Un¬
favourable state of the Church of Enplane! compared
with that of Scotland.
Sections; 1. The calendars; 2. Application of
this comparison to the object of the present work*
Chapter 2. Eon-Residence—presumption afforded by
it of the corruption of the which system.
Chapter 5. Division of English Clergy into need¬
fully effective, needlessly effective and non-effective.
Chapter 4. Church of England Clergy—Value of
service, how fit by a flxt liturgy.
{In October of 1815 Benthos placed these chapters,
in the introduction* A new arrangement was sug¬
gested for Part 1 which follows,)
Chapter 1. Government in mtters of religion-- its
ends.
Chapter 2. Christianity, its conduclvonoss to useful
morality.
Chapter 5. {ConducIven©as) even in the bad form in
which it was introduced,
Chapter 4. natural origin of Church Government,
Chapter 5, Imperfections—above; Improvement and
Reform.
Chapter G. Practice of anterior times.
Chapter 7. Inconvenience of change as applied to
ecclesiastical and other political establishments
analysed and explained.
Chapter 8, Ecclesiastical Polity its subject; Power
its branches.
Part II, Doctrine,
Conduct proper to be observed by Government In re¬
lation to It.
(Bentham does not give an outline of the chapters for
this part of the work. It is probable that Box 5,
folders 10-17 belong to this section. In those
sections he discusses the ways In which beliefs
are formed, the application of merit to belief,
and the evils resulting from declarations of
opinion.)
Part III. Service.
Chapter 1. Flxt Liturgies—their mischievous effects.
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Chapter 2. Of ceremonies*
Chapter 3. Government teachers, bow far necessary.
Chapter 4. Religious service— on what occasions
shall it he performed.
Chapter 5. Political consequences Improperly at¬




2. Qualifications at large.
3. Qualification Declaration of opinion.
4. Power.
5. Power.




10. Responsibility otherwise than by removal
Part V. Ulterior Explanation.
I. Of Ron-residence, Sinecure, and Pluralities.
2* Of Schism.
3. Of Church of England Episcopacy.
4# Simony.
5. Mischievous effoots of Church of England In
relation to the education and mental character
of the ruling and influential few.
6. Mischievous effects of Church of England in
relation to the education of the subject many:
England no schools, Scotland poor schools.
7. Mischievous effects...in relation to the condition
of the poor (England. Poor Laws, Scotland no Poor Laws).
8. Mischievous effects...in respect of the support
given by It to political corruption.
9. Cause of the inefficiency of the Church of
England to all good purposes.
10. Church of England discipline compared in Its
general nature and effect with that of Church
of Scotland,
II. Church of England discipline compared with the
Methodist and other Separationist.
12. Church of England discipline compared with that
of the Romanish Church.
13. Historical Sketch—Triumph of Church of Englandisra





II. Manuscripts entitled "natural Religion".
Tli© British llusous possesses a collection of Benthos* s
manuscripts which they have bound under the title of
"natural Religion". Unfortunately, this title is far from
giving a true picture of the subjects treated in this
collection. The overwhelming majority of these pages deal
with revealed religion a)ad particularly with the religion
of Jesus. The nam© was suggested by the fact that these
ar© the manuscripts which Bonthass gave to George Grot©
for editing and from which he derived the ideas for his
work on the "Analysis of the Influence of natural Religion"•
These manuscripts have been bound in four volumes!
and represent a collection of Benthos*s papers written,
for the most part, from 1811 to 1821. They cone into
the possession of the Museum as the gift of Mrs. Grot©
and letters dealing with the transaction arc found, in the
opening pages of MS. 89, 806.
Bonthan' o will of 18828 mentions these papers and
indicates that h© intended thorn to be published with
his general works. "I give to Mrs. Grot© all ny books
and MSS. which I have designated by the words 'Jug. lit11.'
after the MSS. have been used for the general publication
of my works." neither Bowring nor Grote saw fit to pub¬
lish them.
T7K W,500-29 ,809.
2. University Colleges Box 155, p.28.
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In ordering these pages Benthaa classified then under
the two general headings cf "Jug. lit11," and "Jug. True".
"Jug. Utll." was an examination of the utility of the
Church; "Jug. True" is an examination of the verity of the
claims of the Church. "Jug." is an abbreviation of Jug¬
gernaut which Benthaia and his group used to designate the
Church.
The first group of papers were sent to Grote in
December of 1821 and v?ero accompanied by a letter apolo¬
gising for their disorder and giving Bentham1c plan for
editing,
"As It strikes me at present, the best way
should be to stop in the first instance at
the subject of Natural Jug.; showing its
Inefficiency to useful purposes, and them,
its efficiency to mischievous purposes:
bringing in the question of Its verity,
considered in respect of its inefficiency
to useful purposes for want of sufficient
apparent verity. On this occasion will
be shown its incapacity of affording a
directive rule, and, In comparison of the
human sanction, the inefficiency of the
supernatural sanction, as a remedy against
temptations. In speaking of its efficiency
to Mischievous purposes there might bo
an occasion (if advisable) to bring in all
the several mischiefs produced by alleged
revealed Jug.; in the first place, in¬
dependent of establishment, in the next
place by means of establishment. This
voltva© might com© out first; reserving
for on© or two ulterior ones the proofs
from the text of the Jug.; that the said
texts come with propriety under the above
mentioned Damnatory denunciations and
descriptions (as in the case of "Church Cat".)
and the proofs from experience of the
mischief clone by groundless terrors x
(one word illegible) and Establishment,
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operating in support of misrule, and to the
deterioration of genuine morality."1
In the body of the work there are a number of In¬
complete "plans of work" that indicate tlrnt Denthaza, at one
tine3 envisaged a wore elaborate scheme. Hone of then Is
complete but they roughly supplement one another and make
it possible to obtain some idea of the entire scheme which,
though projected and in part undertaken, was never completed.
The general title was to be "The Usefulness of Religion
in the Present Life Examined" .2 'phe plan of March 1021
indicates that this work was to have eight parts.3
Parts I and II were to be published as a unit and were
to consider natural religion apart from revealed. Part I
was to consider the question of utility and Part II the
question of the apparent verity of natural religion.4
"Apparent verity, that is to say, of the
existence of the same man after death in a
state suceptlble of reward and punishment
for conduct maintained in the course of
this lifej apparent verity, to wit, in the
eyes of all those with reference to whose
interest it can possess any degree of
usefulness: apparent verity in contra¬
distinction to real. By means of this
distinction the advocates of Revealed
Religion are left at liberty, under all
these deficiencies with respect of ap¬
parent verity, to ascribe to the state
In question roal verity: reserving for
themselves the satisfaction of seeing
1. §0G, p.5.
2. MS.29, 007, p.210; Jan. 8, 1820.
S. MS.29, 807, p.157,
4. MS.29, 807, p.161; Plan of Feb. 27, 1021.
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sufficient proof of such verity in that
Revelation which as yet remains unquestioned."!
Parts III, IV and V were to he published as a unit.
The subject of these parts was to be alleged revealed
religion and particularly the religion of Jesus.2 in the
plan drawn up in March there Is an outline of the pro¬
jected chapter headings for parts III and IV.
Part III was to be entitled "On the Usefulness of
ouposed Revealed Religion at large, verity considered"*3
Chapter 1. Notions that belief is the only safe
course, and that therefore a deaf ear should be
turned to all dlsprobatlve arguments: its ab¬
surdity, fallaciousness considered*
Chapter 8. The facts assumed are in all sup¬
posed Revealed Religions, destitute of all
support from trustworthy evidence: the falsity
of the statement is always more probable than
the verity of it.
Chapter 5* Supposed proof from miracles— its
inaprobativencss {?); witnesses none: miracles
none; nothing but report of one.
Chapter 4. Supposed proof from predictions-
its Inaprobativenese {?}.
Chapter 5. Dr. Campbell'e answer: Belief Is the
work of sense. Sense believing infallible,
belief proves the truth of everything beliovod:
the absurdity exposed.
Chapter 6. Dr. Price's answer to the objection
of improbability— improbabilities are continu¬
ally happening—the fallacy exposed.
Chapter 7. Propensity to believe improbable
things| its causes, natural and factitious.
Part XV was to be entitled "On the Usefulness of the
Religion of Jesus, verity considered in a general point
of view",4
!. tti.SS, fm9 March 1881, p. 161.
2. ibid., p. 157.
5. Ibid., p. 154.
4, ibid., p, 156.
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Chapter 1. Discordancy of the received ac¬
counts with the rejected one, and with one
another.
Chapter 2. By those to whom Jesus was hoot
Imown his mission disbelieved.
Chapter 3. Often summoned he never on onci-
mono performed a miracle.
Chapter 4, Piracies are spoken of as wrought
by persons not in connection with him.
Chapter 5. The reports of his miracles
classedj all either untrue, or prove nothing
in favour of the pretensions in relation tc him.
Part V was to be entitled "The Usefulness of Revealed
Religion in the present life examined". There aro no
chapter headings for this section.
Part VI was to bo entitled "The Religion of Jesus
considered under the form given it by political estab¬
lishment". This part was to be published as a separate
unity only after the previous parts wore in print. "The
reason for such procedure and ssparatness", said Bonthan,
was "the avoiding of shock...to the eyeo of those to whom
the religion lias its use and value independent of all such
establishments".1
Part VII was entitled "Th© true history of Jesus as
deduced from a critical examination of the documents".
"Of matters of this part nothing has been
written in detail. But the discussions,
about a hundred in number, have been narked
out. They consist in the precepts...and
discourses attributed to Jesus...proof
being all along given of what was the true
design of his enterprise, namely, the es¬
tablishing of a temporal dominion for his
own bonofit."2
1. US. 29,807, p. 158; "larch 12, 1821.
2. MS. 29,807, p.160; Plan of 1 larch 13, 1821. ^
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Part VIII was entitled "natural History of the Jews
to the time of Jesus". "For this part", Bentham says,
"no matter of detail has been penned...nor is likely to
be: but general instruction...night perhaps upon occasion
be given by hira". 1
It is important to notice that the plans of work
were written in the 1820 *s, after the majority of the
manuscripts had been written. There is no systematic
consideration in any of the manuscripts written before
1814 of the verity of either of the two religious systems,
and there is scarcely a reference to the usefulness of
natural religion. Until 1814 Bentham was chiefly con¬
cerned with an examination of the usefulness of the relig¬
ion of Jasus as It was found in the Church of England.
There ara numerous indications that reform could, at least,
make that religion serve a minor but useful purpose.
In January of 1814 there is the first indication that
Benthos had come to a different conclusion.
"In relation to the religion of Jesus the
verity of the system Is the subject of the
present work. In a former work the utility
of It was the subject of inquiry: the sup¬
posed utility of It being then weighed,
was found wanting in the balance. To the
question concerning its utility had the
answer boon in the affirmative the present
question would never have been brought to
view. It is only In proportion as utility
i. nr, ssTpSov, p.ieo.
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belongs to the sub;]eet that truth is of
any value. had utility presented itself
in the number of its attributes, the truth
of it would not indeed have been assorted,
but neither would it have boon denied.
The roferonco to a work that had examined the utility
of the religion of Josus and had found it entirely wanting
had, In fact, not been written. Bentham had simply
come to the conclusion that religion could not contribute
to the happiness of mankind. It was not an examination
of the usefulness of religion that led him to this
conclusion but the opposition that his efforts in the
reform of education had met from the Church of England.
A now phase in Benthosf a thought had been reached.
The material that had been written on the usefulness of
th© religion of Jesus as found in the Church of England
needed only slight modification to bring it into harmony
with his now conception. The evils of the Church were
the sane whether the conclusion was reform or an attempt
completely to destroy the Influence of religion. The
modifications necessary to bring the previous work into
harmony with the new conception were never made« That
was the task of the editor.
After coming to this decision Benthsm begins to round
out his material. Ho now gives a specific definition of
religion in both of its forms. natural and revealed
1. US. 29,806; p. 427.
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religion are examined and found entirely wanting in
utility and in verity. ■ His object is no longer rofom,
"but the destruction of the Influence of religion.
The importance of these manuscripts is obvious. They
alone enable us to trace the history of Bentham rs religious
thought ami, thoy alone give meaning to the published works
which are actually considerations of peripheral problems.
It is necessary to determine the value of the "Analysis
of the Influence of natural Religion" as a source of
Benthaaf s religious thought. Such an ©valuation can only
be made if we assume that wo have all the manuscripts that
were given to Grots. If this assumption is a legitimate
one, and the evidence indicates that it is, then certain
facts mast b© considered.
X. The number of manuscripts that deal directly or
indirectly with the subject of natural religion are few.
We have nothing Ilk© an exposition of the subject that
could have been used as a basis for a separate treatise
such as the on© published by Grot®. The manuscripts on
this subject are largely duplications one of tho other and
the groat majority ar© concerned with the definition and
origin of revealed religion. Grot© did not include
this mat©rial in the published work.
Til© small number of manuscripts on natural religion
is really not surprising. Th® adherents of natural religion
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were few and unorganised. There were no organised churches
teaching this religion and no abuses of pay, service, or
discipline to attract Bentham's attention.
2, A comparison of the manuscripts with tho published
wortc indicates several facts that sliould be considered.
A. The preface to the published work gives the im¬
press ion that Bentham was in agreement with the general
opinion that natural religion was the first form of
religious thought, the character!stie dogmas of revelation
having been added at a later elate.
"For if it be discovered that Religion,
unaided by revelation, is the foe and
not the benefactor of mankind, we can
then ascertain whether the good effects
engrafted upon her by any alleged re¬
velation are sufficient to neutralise
the bitterness of her natural fruits."2.
There are no manuscripts that support such a state¬
ment. Natural religion was an "abstraction" made from
revealed religion.
"Only by the force of the imagination can
natural religion b© separated from supposed
revealed.. .euad that employed at a late aril
highly mature period in the history of
society. Fear.•.was the creator of the
first gods and the fear, real or pretended,
of one man assumed the character of re¬
velation when presented and communicated
to another. Supposed revealed may therefore
be stated as the first state in which
religion mad© its appearance.•."2
1','" l^oface"To the "Analysis of the Influence of natural
Religion"♦
2. I,1S» 20,809} .Tail. 13, 1820} p. IS.
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B. The second part of the published work dealing
with the "Various ' odoo in which natural Religion pro¬
duces Temporal Mischief" is a modification of the argument
that Benthsa wrote concerning the mischiefs of revealed
religion. if revealed is substituted for natural religion,
this section becomes an accurate portrayal of Beathara's
thought•
Conclusions The "Analysis of the Influence of
natural Religion" was written by one of Benthos* s
disciples, at Benthara's suggestion, and from an outline
supplied by hin. The basic ideas are generally Southern's.
Yet, it can not be said to have been edited from Donthaia's
manuscripts on natural religion. It is a reflection of
his thought from the mind of Grot©, and, therefore, 1 have
not used it as a primary source of Benthos* s thought.
PERIOD It 1774.183.4
THE CRITIC AUD THE REFORMER ►
CHAPTER I.
THE UTILITY OF RELIGION.
The religious thought of the eighteenth century is
characterised "by its insistence -upon the necessity of
Christianity in maintaining sound morality, The orthodox
maintained, in one form or another, an argument that was
essentially identical with the argument that Loch© had used
to show the necessity of Christianity.! The essence of his
argument lay in the assuction that Christianity was
practically useful. Without its aid "the rational and
thinking part of mankind" might, and in fact did, discover
the "one supreme, invisible God", but to the great bulk
of the race that central light remained Inaccessible.2
Without the aid of Christianity philosophers might dis¬
cover the law of nature, yet mankind at large would not,
without the Gospels, possess an "unquestionable rule of
life and manners".3 Christ had given mankind a complete
cod©, and produced divine testimony for his authority.
Morality, even is not extended, was placed on an Immovable
baei &.
Rationalism had permeated the heart of Christianity.
Christianity was regarded not as fundamentally the revelation
XT Le"slfc ftephen; English ihought in the Eighteenth
Century, vol. 1, p.yet:,—— —
2. "p. 98.
3. ibid., p. 98.
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of the true relationship "between nan and his halter hut as
new promulgation of the moral law. The purpose of rev¬
elation was to set before men those surpassing rewards and
those awful punishments, v/i-ftuout Which virtue would he an
empty dream.
By 1750 the deictic controversy had reached Its cul¬
minating point. The orthodox had "proved" the necessity
of the Christian revelation. In the latter part of the
century they lapsed into a drowsy indifference and only
aroused themselves to boast of the victory won by their
predecessors or to recapitulate the cut and dried formula
of refutation.
The rationalising tendencies of the Church rendered
it a little obnoxious to the sceptics. Interpreted by
men like Paley, Hey and Watson, there was nothing very bur¬
densome in its tenets. Both Hume and Paley curiously
agreed in recommending young men of freethinking tendencies
to take orders."The rationalism of the English
Church was so marked, that an unwillingness to conform
to its laws could only result from an unusual sensitive¬
ness to the duty of intellectual candour".2
Though the great sceptics, Hume and Gibbon, were, in
general, content with the established order, others who
read their pages were not willing to follow their example.
t. 'Stephens English Thought, vol. i, p. 375.
2. ibid., p. mu
so*
The bqvIj form of a genuine historical method was intro¬
ducing a new type of investigation that was to have
great effect upon "biblical criticism and consequently
upon theology. The apologist sought to prove that cert¬
ain miracles had happened at a given time. Their main
argument was that witnesses of unimpeachable character
had died in attestation of the facts. Hume and Gibbon
mat them either with a denial of the facte or with a de¬
nial of the Interpretation put upon them. Gibbon mot
th© argument that Christianity was necessary for the con¬
tinuation of true morality with the assertion that it was
not calculated to make men cither useful or agreeable to
the world*! a now method had been instigated that chall¬
enged the supernatural content of Christianity and its
practical usefulness on a deeper basis*
Though Benthaia had neither a sufficient knowledge of
historical facts, nor a theory of history that would give
an adequate interpretation of th© facts, he nevertheless
saw in their writings material that would aid him in his
attack upon religion. Benthaia* s religious writings in¬
dicate a growth in appreciation of historic enquiry. His
early writings are examinations of specific abuses of th©
Church of England with very little appreciation of or
interest in the causes which produced them. Evil practices
1, ' "ft'epherg" Engl1 sh Thought, vol. i, p. 452.
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existed and ho •was chiefly Interested In pointing out,
with a view to reform, the effecta of these practices,
sanctioned "by custom and tradition, upon society.
Historic enquiry was still of some value, It was use-
ful In tracing error to its source, "Every practice",
h© said, "has not Its reason in the sons© in which reason
is synonymous to Justification, but every practice mist
have its reason in the sense in which reason is put
simply for the cause".3- "Whore practice is erroneous
no sort of Illustration can bo more useful than that
which serves to point out Its cause: the source of error
being thus laid opon, its title to that appellation will
to© the more satisfactorily px^pceivod" *8 By due attention
to the true origin of current practices, the authority of
custom and tradition could bo dispelled and mankind freed
from the burden of useless practices. Though this was
Bentham's theory, wo find very little application of it
in his early writings.
Another expression of tho value of historic enquiry,
written at a later date, indicates that Bentham was begin¬
ning to place more emphasis upon the theory that history
was a development or growth in human wisdom. "In Itself",
he said, "the past state of things is unimportant"• "But
1. university Collagej Box 5, folder 6, approximately 1790,
p« 68.
2, ibid., p. 66.
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containing materials for determining present and future
conduct it should not b© excluded from discussion of
future conduct" .3.
"The Interest of the establishing few (is)
the cause of whatsoever is established.
Tills Interest may or nay not have been
checked by the influence of the many. If
not, their interest will have been
neglected. The earlier the period the less
likely the conduct suggested by the in¬
terested few to have been beneficially
modified by the many. Experience (is)
the mother of wisdom. The earlier tho
time tho smaller the stock of experience.
for want of wisdom tho earlier the times
the more liable that the measures pro¬
duced tho effect intended by the few.
Also, that the subject many possessed
no such intelligence as would enable
them to reduce to conformity to their
own interest the measures suggested by
the few."2
In another statement of the same date Bentham in¬
dicates oven more clearly that history reveals a develop¬
ment in human wisdom. Ho seems to be drawing a com¬
parison between the Individual's growth in knowledge and
the growth that marks each succeeding period. "Taken
individually, a man has more experience, thence wisdom.
In his old age than in his youth."3 From this general
truth the enemies of refers reason that "tho oldor the
men, the wiser, therefore the older the times, i.e. the
tines of the oldor men, the wiser". Common sens© teaches
that "the later the time the more experience which at
Y7*~T'ox 6, p. 44, probably 1813.
2. ibid., p. 44.
S. Ibid., p. 44.
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least might have beon received", "How my father.. ,1c
wiser than I ma, But if I xjeach his age I should be
wiser than he is at present having my own in addition
to his experience; so he in relation to his father and
so on".
History In Bentham' s view is a gradual development
in knowledge or wisdom* historic enquiry simply for the
sake of knowing what transpired in past ages is unimport¬
ant. Historic enquiry for the sake of discovering
"materials" for determining present and future conduct
is of value and importance. The application of this view
of history Is most clearly seen in his attempt to show the
natural origin of all religious ideas, hut it is also soon
in his examination of the usefulness of religion.
Benthaia' a religious writings* previous to 1814* are
an examination of the influence of religion on the temporal
happiness of mankind or an attempt to reform the doctrine
and polity of the Church of England, These two subjects
form the basis of the first three chapters of this thesis.
In his examination of the religious Idea Bcnthaia's
method was to determine Its value from the point of view
of utility, as distinct from the point of view of truth.
The particular doctrines ofmy religious system might be
false and yot usoful, or they might bo true and yet de¬
structive of temporal happiness. His enquiry was not
only suggested by his theory of knowledge but by the great
64,
sceptics both iii England and in Franca. II® differed from
the English sceptics in that lis maintained there was only
on© attitude that could bo adopted, in relation to an
institution that failed to pass the test of usefulness:-
on© that led to its reform or destruction.
In "questioning the usefulness of religion Benthaaa
adopted the common view thai religion could only be use¬
ful by promoting useful morality; which was, in his
opinion, equivalent to saying that it increased the happi¬
ness of mankind. If religion increased this happiness,
it could only dc so by teaching useful laws or by provid¬
ing a sanction for useful laws.l
Benthan, previous to IBM, was content to define
religion simply as the "fear of God with or without love".2
Religion was basically fear of an all-powerful and all-
seeing judge who was thought to administer pleasure and
pain for conduct that was considered to be pleasing or
displeasing to him. Though fear was in itself an evil,
it might, as the pains administered by the legislator,
produce a greater amount of happiness.
It is clear that tenthma rocognisod the general
distinction between natural and revealed religion, though
he did not attempt to give a specific definition of these
two systems of thought. He adopted the common view that
I* U$. 59, "B08, Sept 1811, p. 77.
2, Bos 6, folder 5, Oct. 1812, p. SO.
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the difference between them was simply a matter of
evidence. Revealed religion was supported by the
testimony of determinate witnesses and its directive
rules and particular application of the religious
sanction set dorm in a permanent and unchangeable body
of discourse# natural religion had no such direct
evidence. It was the result of human reasoning and
was based upon circumstantial evidence.
In the manuscripts previous to 1814 there are very
few statements that deal with the usefulness of natural
religion. Indeed, Demthasa claimed that "Independent of
revelation no estimate can well be made of the influence
of religion on the ground of experience.•. independent
of revelation the religious sanction Is seldom, if ever,
seen to operate".1
In discussing the various doctrines that weaken the
religious sanction, as applied, by both natural and re¬
vealed religion, Benthaa charged the natural religionist
with farther weakening his position by teaching that evil
could be erased from the ledger by doing an abundance of
good.^ Such a doctrine gave men an easy escape from pun¬
ishment and, therefore, weakened the efficacy of the
sanction.
Those few statements represent the essence of
3C#" "".'sr>V 33*0*7, p. 101, Aug., 1811.
2. ibid., p. 222, Sept., 1811.
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Beathan's Investigation of the usefulness of natural
religion written previous to 1814 • Benfchsa was prim¬
arily a critic of Institutions, not of ideas. Bentlian
described his life work as an endeavour to expose "that
system of abomination under which I havo had the mis¬
fortune to live...to that full and general abhoranee
which BBiet take place before any effectual reform can
be accomplished".^ Though this statement was not made
in connection with religious institutions, it is never¬
theless applicable to his religious writings. Statural
religion was not an institution and its effects could
not be determined by an appeal to experience. Revealed
religion and in particular the religion of the Church of
England was the object of his enquiry.
It has been impossible to follow the chronological
order of Berthas'0 examination of the usefulness of
revealed religion. I have attempted to organise the
various topics in their logical order and will therefor©
consider his examination of the usefulness of the
primitive religion of Jesus, the usefulness of the Church
of England as an Institution established by law, and
finally the usefulness of particular doctrines.
In accordance with the criterion set up to determine
the usefulness of any religious system, Benthan divided
XT (Hoted! by Halevy, p. 505,
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the teachings of Jesu.s into two groat classes:^ those
that talight a directive rule and those that gave a
particular direction to the religious sanction. The
first class of teachings was divided into those that
had reference to man's duty to himself and those that
had reference to his duty to other persons. Since
each nan was by nature primarily interested in himself,
ha needed no rules or motives for inducing hiai to
exercise the duty of prudence.
"Religion is considered by some as fur¬
nishing inducements for the lnforcenent
of a man's duty to himself: but this
notion will scarcely bear examination.
If the near approaching inconveniences
which await imprudence in the present
life ar-o not sufficient to prevent im¬
prudence, remote inducement borrowed
from a future life con scarcely be ap~
pliod with any advantage".2
Bentham dismissed as irrelevant and unworthy the
teachings of Jesus that described man's duty to hie God
and to himself. Man had no duty to his God that was not
identical with his duty to his fellow creatures. To
teach otherwise led to the "exaltation of so called
religion above morality". "Of religion, which with
respect to God, the object of it is universally allowed
to bo useless; no otherwise than as promotive of mor¬
ality above morality itself...is (it) in the power of
religion to be useful".3 "Thou shalt love the Lord
TTt£7 S37TT08, p. 77. Sept., 1G11.
2. Bos 5, folder 7, p. 81; approximately 1790.
5, Works, vol. x. p. 146; 1781-85.
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thy God" had no place In Bonthorn' e thought. Whatever
usefulness was to be found In religion was Sue to the
"Thou shalt love thy neighbour" •
Tli© teachings which taught men to live with one
another suffered under a serious handicap. They wore
expressed in such general terras that they were
practically disqualified from ministering to useful
purposes.^ The language of Judea was "liaaaturc" and
abounded In "improper" and "figurative" expressions.2
The language used by Jesus was so "loose" and "inacurate"
that his teachings were "more clearly expressive of per¬
nicious purposes than...good ones".3 Any body of law,
legal or moral, had to be clearly and accurately ex¬
pressed before men could know what was expected of then
and before they could feel the power of the sanctions
attached to them. The "extreme laxity of the language"
employed in giving expression to these teachings placed
them under a serious handicap.
Benthoxa divided the "directive part" of Jesus*s
teachings into four headss (1) "Dicta presenting in the
character of a religious duty conformity to the dictates
of the social affections of benevolence", (2) "Dicta in-
eulcatlv© of disinterestedness; taking for their object
the bridling of the self-regarding affections", (3) "Dicta
1. :1S. 29, 808, p.77; Sopt 1811.
2. LIS. 29, 007, p.214; Oct 1812.
3. MS. 29, 800, p.77.
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ineulcatIv© of weakness thus talcing for their object the
bridling of the dissocial affections", (4) "Dicta in-
culcative of disinterestedness and weakness together: thus
throwing the bridle over both these affections which com©
in competition with and In opposition to the social and
"benevolent class of affections"
Each of these dicta was opposed to the affections
that gave society its existence.
"Unfortunately such is the laxity and in-
conslderateness of the expressions employed,
these benevolent notions...so far from
serving in a beneficial manner to (the)
purposes of society, for the utter des¬
truction of it not only all of them
labour together but a single one of them...
would suffice. Pursued without Unitat Ion
such would necessarily be the effect.
These necessary limitations are they any¬
where expressed? Ho, answer in the negative.
Could they have been expressed? The answer
is in the affirmative. Hot only can they
at this time of day be expressed, but at
that tine of day, they were equally capable
of being expressed,"2
It is important to notice the reason that Bentham
gave for the destructive effects of the teachings of Jesus.
He found that the language by which they wore expressed
was so general that the benevolent principles could be
applied to an extent that would destroy more fundamental
and necessary affections. At this time, however, Bentham
felt that they could be made to serve useful purposes if
they were expressed la a precise formulation and their
1. ibid.,' p. 78.
2. LIS, 29, 808, p. 78; Sept. 1811.
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limits clearly defined.
Benthos gave examples of each of the four dicta and
indicated, in the case of the first type, the limitations
that he found necessary in order to make then "much nor©
purely if not exclusively useful".
The first type of dicta was represented by such
teachings as "All things whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do you even so to then." Dicta that
inculcated disinterestedness or idleness were represented
by such teachings as "Take no thought for tomorrow for
the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself,
sufficient to the day is the evil thereof". The third
type, or those that inculcated weakness, were represented
by such teachings as "Resist not evil but whosoever shall
smite you on the right cheek, turn to Mza the other cheek"
and "Ye have heard that it hath been said thou shalt love
thy neighbour and hate thin© enemies. But 1 say unto you...
do good to them that hate you and pray for then which
despltefully use you, and persecute you." The last class
of dicta that taught both weakness and disinterestedness
was represented by such statements as "If any man will srue
thee at the law, and take away thy coat, lot hin have thy
cloak also. And whosoever shall compel the© to go a mil©,
go with him twain. Give to hia that asketh thee, and from
hln that would borrow of thee turn not thou away."
In his interpretation of the first class of dicta
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Benthos understood Jesus to have taught sen to consult on
every occasion the happiness and confort of those with
whoa they come in contact.
"On all occasions do to them...all the
good in your power; do to them no evil,
in and toy every thing which you do, you
consult, of course, your own comfort,
your own well-toeing. Do the better by
other persons in whose well-being and
comfort It has in your way while oc¬
cupied in pursuit of your aim to ex¬
ercise influence,"!
Benthara gave three criticisms of the unlimited be¬
nevolent teachings. It was impossible for any man to con¬
tinue to exist while going on ©very occasion or on any
more than a very few occasions all the good that was in
his power to all those within his reach.2 In the case of
the labouring class little less than the whole of their
attention was occupied, in the struggle for self-preservation.
Benthaxn had no conception of "doing good" in any but a
material sense.
The second criticism was based upon the assumption
that "on all occasions and In all shapes what a man would
wish to be done to himself Is all good and no evil".s
Happiness is the constant object of the will and each man
Is the best judge of what he considers to be pleasurable.^
To teach men to seek the happiness of every other "would be
1. S9, $08, p.80; Sept. 1811.
2. ibid., p. 81.
5 © ito id., p • 82 •
4. I®. 29, 807, p. 225; Sept. 1811.
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to deprive each man's conduct of its only sufficient guide;
to subject each roan instead, of {to) an all attentive self*
aonarchy to an essentially ignorant and ever changing
democracy."1
The third criticism concerned the necessity of doing
evil. There were three occasions when it was necessary
to do evil to other men or what was the same thing, to add
to the pains of other men. It was necessary for a man to
give pain to others in defending himself and his family
against the attacks of other individuals. Society, in
Bentham's view, emerged out of the resistance of conflict¬
ing egoisms. Self-defence not only preserved the individ¬
uals existence but the existence of society as well. The
rulers of the state had to Inflict pain upon those who break
the laws and upon other states that threaten its existence.
These were the three occasions v/hon Bentham maintained that
evil was absolutely necessary.
In order to make the benevolent teachings of Jesus
"much less dangerous" and "much more purely if not ex¬
clusively useful", Bentham found it necessary to express
them as a "rule of prudence".2
"In your dealings with another nan think
how you yourself would on the occasion
in question like to be dealt with.». This
only thought, not without the requisite
allowances for differences of feeling
1. ibid., p". 225.
2. MS. 29, 808, p. 84; Sept. 1811.
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rising...from differences In situation,
*111 serve you for determining...whether
the mod© of conduct which In the first
impulse It occurs to observe towards him
the effect would be likely to produce on
his part uneasiness or satisfaction and
thence as toward yourself good trill or
displeasure."1
It was by such re-interpretations of the teachings
of Jesus that Bentham attempted to ranks Christianity
conform to his moral and social theory. The spirit of
love that lies behind these teachings was completely
foreign to Bentham's way of thinking. Do good, says
Bentham, on the condition that you secure in return an
equal or greater good for yourself. nowhere is Dontham's
ignorance of Christianity more glaringly revealed than in
his attempt to make Christianity teach rules of prudence.
Though Benthaa found that the teachings of Jesus In
their original form would, if "pursued without limitation",
lead to the destruction of society, he felt that it was
poselble to re-interpret these teachings and, by care¬
fully fixing the limits of their operation, make them
serve a minor but useful purpose.
The religion of Jesus not only taught a directive
rule but, in Benthamf s view, it interpreted and applied
the religious sanction. The religious sanction was on©
of several sanctions that affected man's conduct. The
number of sanctions designated by 'Oenthara varied consider-
1. ibid*, p. 84.
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ably. The important point, for tills consideration, is
not the number of sanctions designated "but the fact that
Bentham always found religion exerting some influence,
for good or ill, ovor the conduct of men that was analog¬
ous to the influence of the law and the natural conse¬
quences of "bodily abuse.
Benthorn7 c various discussions of this sanction in¬
dicate that he was never satisfied with the place that it
occupied within his system. In a letter to d'Aluabort
h© spoke of it as perplexing.1 He recognised that
religion was a powerful motive, but nevertheless it was
difficult to utilise this perplexing force.
Bentham defined a sanction as "the name given to a
lot of eventually expected pleasures and pains, the event¬
ual expectation of which is considered as tending to
prevent cone act considered as pernicious".2
"toy distinguishable) pleasure may by.»»
the eventual expectation of it operate as
an inducement and thence and thereby either
as a temptation or as a sanction. But when
the word sanction is employed the pleasures
and pains are...considered as collected Into
groups. The groups say be composed of a
number of pleasures...or by a number of...
different sorts of pains... A sanction is
sometimes considered...as remnerafcory or...
as punitory...: resmmeratory when it is con¬
sidered as composed of the eventual ex¬
pectation of pleasure,..(and) punitive
when...it is considered as composed of
eventual pain...as about to accompany...
1."'lioas 169,""folder 8, p. 50, "Ell© afembarrass©".
2.'MS. 29, 809, p. 58? Feb. 1821.
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the yielding to the temptation and thereby
dlsconforra&ty to the corresponding directive
rule*" 1
The four sanctions designated in "The Principles of
lorals and Legislation" nay be considered as fundamental
and Indicate clearly Benthara's conception of tills aspect
of Ms theory. The four sanctions are the physical, the
political, the moral arid the religious.
"A suffering which befalls a ra&n in the
natural and spontaneous course of things,
shall be styled...a calamity; in which
case, If it be supposed to befall him
through any Imprudence of his, It may be
styled a punishment issuing from the
physical sanction. How this ease suffering,
If inflicted by the lav;, will be what Is
commonly called a punishment, if incurred
from want of any friendly assistance...
a punishment issuing from the moral
sanction; if through the immediate inter¬
position of a particular providence, a
punishment issuing from the religious
sanction."2
Benthan expected the religious sanction to operate
in that area of human conduct which other sanctions
were unable to reach or In those cases where crimes re¬
mained undetected or unpunished. It was to supplement or
raalse up whatever deficiencies were to be found in the
other sanctions. Benthaia thought It "necessary or at
least useful...to Inculcate into the minds of the people
the belief of the existence of a power applicable to the
sane purpose and not liable to the sane deficiencies..."5
1. ibid'. pT 44; 'larch 1821.
2. Principles of /lorals and Legislation; Chap.Ill, par.8,
p. 149•
3. ibid., Chap, XVL, para. 18, p. 527.
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The effectiveness of this sanction depended in a
"belief either in a "particular providence" or in a "future
state of retribution"® Though there is some confusion on
this points it seems that Bentliaa felt that the power of
this sanction should come only from a belief in "particular
providence"A He termed the pains of this sanction
"Judgments" They were sufferings which were thought to
befall a man by the Immediate action of the deity operating
through the powers of nature.3 Even though the belief
in the Judgments of a particular providence
"acts by fits and starts, and though It is
wholly true or not at all, yet as being
as it wore half believed, it has as it were
but half an effect: that is..®in some
instances the belief lias Just enough
strength to turn the scale against tempta¬
tions...The prudent course, therefore,
for divines to take is to insist upon the
topic of the all-seeingness of the divinity
without drawing any inference from thenco
whether he will make any change in his
first determined conduet from what h© sees:
leave the people alone, they will draw the
inference themselves."4
Though the religious sanction was the most ineffective
of all the sanctions it could at least have some effect
if interpreted and directed according to Dentham1 s rules.
Jesus, the Apostles, and the Church founded upon his
17"'¥!ie*lnbst''anti~religious LIS, the "Bellts Religieux",
soems to allot; for some future punishment. Box 98,
folder 5, p. 113; 1775-1780.
2.3. Principles of lorals and Legislation; Chap. Ill,
para. 9 a nil 11 with foofcno^eTpT 149,160.
4, Box 138, folder 5, p. 160; approximately 1811.
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teachings had not followed these principles and consequent¬
ly, had destroyed its useful effect and had rnde it con¬
tribute to the worst sort of mischiefs.
They had recognised that the sanction was deficient
in "certainty" and "propinquity" and to make up for these
deficiencies they had magnified its "intensity" and
"duration" to the point where it was not only absurd but
completely distinctive to useful morality. By force of
Imagination they had inculcated the belief In a hell
where the smallest Infraction of the law met with the
same punishment as the greatest.
"(The) Religions Sanction as pictured by
revelation (is) the source of terrors
the object of which being Intensesfc and
endless torments are themselves tormenting
to a man In proportion to stedinoss of
attention and. consistency of judgment.
Burning in Hell.. .without chance or hop©
of exit (is) the lot of a large proportion
of mankind according to the common opinion,
Protestant as well as Catholic...For no
conceivable felicity would I willingly
endure any such torment...1 had rather
be annihilated...Thence, but by unbelief,
but by want of faith, (is) the bulk of the
whole of mankind saved from insanity...
(The) system of which this tenet makes
a part mischief boundless in every di¬
mension is the only immediate and
primary results any share It may have in
the prevention of crimes...is but the
loss imr.ted3.ate and certain result..,"!
ilie religious sanction as taught and applied by Jesus
was s&echievoua. If understood and applied as It was
1. :tS. 29, $07, p. 824} Sept, 1011,
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taught by him it "would suffice to lay society in mains."!
He had not only made this sanction the source of endless
terrors, but had, weakened whatever possibility it might have
had to serve a useful purpose* The doctrines of repentance
and atonement wore the doctrines singled out by Benthaa
as weakening this sanction* Repentance, in Ms view, was
simply sorrows "commit the offence, this* reaping the pleasure.!
be sorry for it, thereby suffering pain"* "Instead of an
addition this pain is to have the effect of a pain sub¬
tracted! this is the way taken by infinite wisdom to ac¬
complish the purpose of Infinite benevolence."2
Atonement was considered as cancelling the demand for
punishment by inflicting pain on some ianOcent person with
a full consciousness of his Innocence* Benfchaia regarded
the religion of Jesus as teaching that for the disobedience
of eating an apple the Almighty chose to consign all laen
to endless torment * After a few thousand years he brought
himself to give salvation to a few by satisfying his ap¬
petite for misery in putting his son to death instead of
then*$
"Is this really so? Is It true that the
book does really declare*••Be the book
what it nay, this is the proof complete*.•
that instead of being declared*.«by the
Almighty it had for its author this or
that man, this or that wicked man, by
1» ibid.,''p» 22o«
2. MS, 29, 807, p. 222• Sept* 1811.
5* MS* 29, 808, p« 40? Hov. 1013.
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whom malevolence was called benevolence,
by whom Injustice was called justice."!
These two doctrines not only weakened the religious
but the moral sanction as well. They taught men that they
need not expect punishment for pernicious actions if they
adopted certain attitudes. By weakening the effect of the
moral sanction the religion of Jesus was made "positively
mischievous".2
Though the religious sanction was mischievous as
interpreted and applied by the religion of Jesus, and,
though it was of little value in restraining men from
committing pernicious actions, Rentham felt that it might,
with suitable management, serve a minor but useful purpose.
"The influence of this sanction is com¬
paratively inconsiderable...At first
sight produce a single class of cases
in which no other sanction applying
the religions docs indubitably apply,
yet altogether without effect: the
transgression being constantly and
universally committed just as if the
religious sanction had no application
to it; the natural inference is that
it is altogether without force...But
on examination it will be found probable
not altogether without influence as
to preventing deeds prejudicial to
happiness, (although) eertalnly (it is)
productive of deeds...prejudicial to
happiness."3
1, ibid., p. 70.
2. IIS. 29, 807, p. 222; Sept. 1811.
5. ibid., p. 221; Aug. 1811.
CHAPTER II.
THE UTILITY OF THE CHURCH OF EHCLAHP,
Berthas found it difficult to place organised religion
under one of the categories of Mo system of legislation.
In a manuscript written approximately in 1790 Bonthaa
described Ms difficulty. At on© tine, ho says, ho re¬
garded religion as belonging exclusively to the subject
of constitutional law.3. V7hen considered from this point
of view, religion was found to be "a vast establishment of
offices with ranks of them useless or worse than useless,
paid in a degree, in come instances defective, in others
with excess..»(and) with duties improperly chalked out,.."*3
Upon further consideration, he came to the conclusion that
organised religion was beet regarded as a branch of th©
penal system, "Th© whole establishment in so £ar as It is
defensible may b© considered as a sort of appendage to th©
penal system, a branch of the police of which th© object
is to take measures in th© view to preventing crimes by
the prevention of th© disposition which gave them birth."3
In his attempt to make organised religion conform to
the principles of Ms penal system it was inevitable that
Benthos. would find only a "fow simple arrangements which
promise to contribute to the end" and "so many others
IT'^ox'B,' 'folder 6, p. Go* approximately 1790,
2. ibid,
3, ibid., See also Principles of Civil Code (1702-89)
Works, VolTTT P. 31073177- ———
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which either contribute nothing to It or, what is worse,
contribute In the most powerful manner to the Opposite
mischief® « ."3.
The mischievous tendencies of the primitive teachings
of Jesus, were, of course, found in the Established Church*
Other mischiefs, however, had been added. After the death
of Jesus the religion that he taught grew in complexity and
in destructive tendencies,
"As every thing concerning this religion,
at first so simple, became matter of'art
or science all distinguishable offices
became erected into permanent situations
with different characters as powers, (with)
dolible and indelible attributes... Under
Constantino...the religion of Jesus was
seated on the throne...The face of the
country became divided into districts
whose sis© was determined by the number
of scholars capable of receiving simul¬
taneous instruction*.»But though these
were all the operations by which useful
morality could be served other operations
(were added) by which power and thence
money might be gained by the instructors*
Thus to the moralising operations de¬
moralising were by degree added or sub¬
stituted, The power was so ample that
whether in a future state endless hap¬
piness or torment should bo the lot of
each individual was understood to depend
on the will of the functionary...To secure
a favourable decision reward in vast masses
was poured In to Induce the holy men to
perform oorresponent service, vis., to
engage God to judge men otherwise than by
their works."2
Until the Reformation scarcely any useful services
were performed by the Church. "In consequence of the
1. Box 5, i'older 6, p. (35; approximately 1790,
2, Box 6, folder 6, p. 62; approximately 1812.
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He fomat Ion the system was cleared of some of Its use¬
less and mischievous afiditorients* seats of Idleness
which had been established under notion of their being
sources of instruction were suppressed and other sources
of instruction less bad than the former established in
places before destitute" .3- The English Reformation,
however, had been to a groat extent Inadequate * The
great number of mischievous tendencies that remained
were sufficient for the ruling few to derive a system
that Renthasn described as one of "the most galling
slavery and the most tyrannical powers".2
The source of the ©vile of the Church of England,
In addition to their false conception of the necessity of
their moral teachings, was to be found in a mistaken view
of the nature and conditions under which belief or true
judgments were formed. The Church's conception of faith,
as Bentham understood it, was nothing more than the blind
acceptance of doctrinal propositions on the basis of au¬
thority arid as the result of force being applied to the
will by the application of merit to belief and demerit
to unbelief.
Belief or faith was Irs Benthorn' e view simply a par¬
ticular typo of persuasion. It Involved the same process
as any other judgment relative to any other matter of fact
1. Box 6", "folder 6, p. 94.
2. Box Q, folder 7, p. 88j Jan. 1813,
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or any other proposition. "By persuasion seems to be
universally understood the act of the judgment»•.whereby
some supposed matter of fact is assumed to ox1st or not
to exist, or son® proposition relative to son® matter of
fact is deemed to be true or not to be true."! When the
decision is in favour of the supposed matter of faet or
proposition, persuasion is called beliefs when on the
negative side, unbelief. If the supposed matter of fact
is regarded as belonging to the subject of religion, that
is, if the fact or proposition is considered as having
been asserted by the Almighty, persuasion is called faith.2
Persuasion could either be "indigenous" or "adoptIve".S
If the persuasion was formed on the basis of an examination
made of the subject by the individual it was "indigenous".
If formed on the basis of a Judgment made by some other
person, It was "adoptive".
Adoptive persuasions had as their basis of acceptance
the authority of some person or group of persons. Benfcham
admitted"that the majority of oven the "most judicious"
man's judgments were necessarily formed on the basis of
authority. He felt that it was neither possible nor
desirable to exclude this method of reaching a judgment.
"What is desirable is that in proportion to the importance
1. Box 8, folder 14, p. 202; Fob, 1813.
2. ibid, p. 2OS.
3. ibid, p. 211.
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of each question" and the individual's "means of forming
an indigenous judgment., he should first apply himself to
form an indigenous judgment* or at least hoop the door
open to an appeal from any adoptive judgment he my form. "1
This necessity arose out of a fundamental danger
that was involved in accepting the dictates of authority.
"Hi© more confirmed a man's habit of
relying on authority is, the greater the
probability of (the) prevailing of any
authority over his mind. when a man is
guided by authority alone the absurdity
of a proposition is no obstacle to his
accepting it. It is (to) the authority
that his attention applies. It is only
by attention to the proposition itself
that any absurdity can be brought to
view. Therefore, in so far as a man is
guided by authority alone the most ab¬
surd proposition finds no more difficulty
in getting belief than the most reasonable."2
There were two t7/pos of propositions that could
become the subject of faith. The subject of faith was
either soai© portion or fact of the Bible or some formula
expressing inferences drawn from the Bible.5 In the
first case, faith may be indigenous; In the second, it is
adoptive. In both cases the only rule that a man of
intelligence can follow in reaching a persuasion is to
"bestow equal attention on both sides of the question...
to bestow on either moot (sic) attention is the self-
deceptive process,"4
1. 'Box 5, 'folder 4, p. 212; Feb. 1815,
2. ibid., p. 244; Feb. lOXo.
5. Box G, folder 10, p. 165; f*!ov» 1813.
4. ibid., p. 168; Nov. 1813,
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As a result of its mistaken conception of the necess¬
ity of faith, the Church had done all within its power to
promote the self-deception process. It had applied induce¬
ments to the will by annexing merit to belief and demerit to
unbelief and had thereby forced a mat to bestow more at¬
tention on one side of the question than on the other.^
In Benthos*® view the truth of Christianity was, as
©very other Judgment, the result of weighing the evidence*
flier© could, therefore, bo "no more merit or demerit in
believing on on© side then on the other, no acre than In
a question of the genuineness of a will".2
"To believe according to apparent proba¬
bility requires no obligation and to
believe against it Is impossible*..Duty,
then, as far as there Is any duty in
th© case.•.dictates the giving of equal
reception to arguments on both sides."3
Benthos*'s attack upon the Church' s conception of faith
was mode with th© assumption that faith was in the final
analysis th© result of the self-deception process. Self-
deception was not only an effect of religion but it was
the "Efficient cause" of faithA
The result of this mistaken view of faith had re¬
sulted In intolerance. She grand source of error in this
respect was th© Church*& failure to distinguish between
TTTkat' ST^oldor 10, p. 1GG; Ilov. 1813. See also
Constitutional Code, Works*^Fol IX, p. 93.
2. Box 6, folder"T7 pV" "W? approxljaalioly 1-900.
3. ibid., p. 47*
4. MS. 29, 807, p. 210? Sept* 1811.
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"t!i© truth of an opinion of a question of theology and
the religious obligation to conform to it" .1 Of all the
false notions of theology Benthasn considered this to b©
the least able to bear the test of calm examination.
"Truth in itself is what It is, whatsoever
w© may think of it. A proposition which
1 call true is in itself true or not in¬
dependently of what I think of it... but
the only evidence I can have of its truth
is the persuasion 1 have of its apparent
probability...If according to this notion
of truth, which Is the only on® 1 conform (to)
...no sooner did a proposition of this
nature appear true to me then all the rest
of the world mat to ray apprehension be
bound to believe It".8
Benthcin argued that whatever ground one man* s per¬
suasion afforded him for believing in the truth of a given
proposition, another man's persuasion offered Mm the same
ground for believing it to b© false. By failing to make
a distinction between the truth of a proposition and the
obligation to conform to it, Southam maintained that
divines had token upon themselves the obligation of de¬
fending the proposition that God imposed upon on© man the
obligation of believing and upon another the obligation
of not believing. On© was bound under pain of eternal
misery, by a being who was all truth and justice, to
believe what was not true.3
X. box' ""'folder 6, p. 661 approximately 1790.
2. ibid., p. 66.
S. ibid., p. 67.
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Another fall-ore of the Church concerning "belief had
i • « *
also resulted in Intolerance and injury. The Church had.
failed to distinguish between God's-word and nan's ac¬
count of it. Religionists argued, according to Bentham,
that "Cod having mad© known the proposition in question
in the same revelation by which he has made known all
other things pertaining to salvation, to refuse to believe
it is a contempt of hie word, an imputation cast on his ver¬
acity, (and), an act of rebellion to his will" *1 Bentham
maintained that such an argument assumed the very and
only point In dispute.
"The question.•.is not between God and
man but between one man and another...
If Hell were to wait for Inhabltanee
till it met with a man who believing
a proposition to be avowed by the
Almighty thought proper, at the same
time, to believe it to be false, we
need not be in any great apprehension
about the multitude of its inhabitants»"2
Bentham maintained that yet another cause of intoler¬
ance could be traced to this same source. The divines had
failed to distinguish "betwixt the importance of a proposition
and the sublimity of the subject".3 An important proposition
was one that had an effect upon conduct. "An important
proposition in human Physiology Is that which is so with
reference to man's health ruid faculties: an important
%* Box fe, folder 6, p. G7; approximately 1790.
2. Ibid., p. 67.
5. ibid*, p. 69.
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proposition in theology is that from which, in the one
event is apt to result in conduct beneficial or, in the
other case, (in conduct) pernicious to the benefit of
mankind."! A sublime proposition produced nothing but
awe and wonder. Bonthom considered the doctrine of the
Trinity to be a sublime proposition. It was as subline
as it was possible for one to be, "but according to every
branch of the Christian system none can be less (devoid)
of importance".S Th© only effect that sublime propositions
could have was, by providing points of disagreement, to
create animosity and hatred between the adherents of
various religious persuasions.
Intolerance and hatred were the chief results of the
Church*s false conception of the nature and condition
under which belief or true judgments wore formed. Benthan,
however, was not content with pointing out the general
effects of the churches conception of belief. In a lengthy
manuscript entitled "Delits Religious", he indicated the
particular beliefs that he considered to be detrimental
to temporal happiness.5
This manuscript was presumably written as a part of
his "Traites de Legislation" which was edited by Dunont.
Although Bumonfc revised the manuscript ho did not include
X. Box 5, folder 6, p. 69% approximately 1790.
2. ibid,, p. 69.
3. Box 98, p. 67-117j 1775-1780.
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it in the published work.3. This work presents other in¬
stances of Dumont' s suppression of irreligious passages.2
It Is difficult to determine I tenth-am's exact division
of "Cacotheism" and to place the various pernicious dogmas
mentioned by Mm under on© of these divisions. He did not
clearly designate the various sections -and his numbering
of pernicious dogmas Is confused and incomplete. The
division of the subject given here is based upon a com¬
parison of the Bumont manuscript with the original, but
I have not attempted to give a complete summary of this
work* My purpose has been to indicate the particular
dogmas that Southern found to be pernicious and to indicate
the reasons that led him to such a conclusion*
Bentham maintained that religionists, and particularly
those of the Church of England, had given a direction to
the religious motive that was detrimental to human hap¬
piness* Tills had been done by attributing the quality
of malevolence to God.3 "Cacothelsm" was the name that
Bentham applied to such a religious system. "Agatha-
theism" was the nam© he applied to a religious system
that represented God as benevolent.
Religionists had attributed the quality of malevolence
to God by teaching that he had created more evil than good
1. Dumont MSB. Ho. 58; Dibllothoque publique et
universitaire., Geneva. *
2. ilalevy, p. 520.
3. Box 98, p* 65.
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and "by leading men to believe that he used Mb power to
encourage useless and pernicious actions. These two
methods of ascribing malevolence to God were the two
great branches of "O&cotheism" .1
Dogmas that represented. God as having created more
evil than good were those of everlasting torment, election,
original sin, purgatory, Irremissibl© sin, and the dogma
of the power of the keys.2 Each of these doctrines lod
men to consider that their chance of receiving reward
at the hand of God was exceedingly small.
U&n's natural tendency to consider the unknown as
more likely to be painful than pleasurable rendered the
doctrine of a future existence much more likely to be
pernicious rattier than beneficial to human happiness.
Religionists, however, had not been satisfied with this
natural tendency but had increased the possibility of
evil until no one, not even the most Judicious man, could
consider himself safe from the most intense and endless
pains. By such a procedure they represented God as
having created more evil than good and had, therefore,
attributed to hlra the quality of malevolence«
The second branch of "Cacotheisri" or pernicious dogmas
represented God as a "suborner of offences".® All frivolous
1. Box 90, p. 65.
2. ibid., pp. 66-68.
5. ibid., p. 65, p. G9f.
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and absurd dogmas belonged to this class. By providing
points of dispute they encouraged quarrels and enmity.
Enmitys in turn, led to bodily and verbal hurt, harm of
property, and non-performance of service. When adopted
by political sanction they led to three farther evils;
they diminished the efficacy of the religious sanction,
led to the general debasement of the mental faculty, and
finally resulted in the depravation of character.!
The second class of dogmas belonging to this division
of "Cacotheism" was those that encouraged idleness.2
Every dogma that encouraged idleness was opposed to the
greatest happiness principle in that it not only prohibited
all useful actions bpt provided on opportunity for "vacant
minds" to indulge in "evil tali:" and drunkenness. The
doctrine of "Holy days" was the chief representative of
this class. Bentham believed that Sabbath observance
in England led to idleness, boredom, depression and de¬
bauchery. In Scotland it led to "dire want", for the loss
of a fine Sunday sometimes meant the loss of a harvest.
TIi© third and fourth classes of dogmas were those that
encouraged poverty and those that denied the right of
self-defence.5 The general aim of all laws was to increase
the wealth of the nation. To encourage poverty was to turn
1. Box 98," pp. 90-98
2. Ibid., p. 70.
3. ibid., p. 70, 71.
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the reward, of Industry into the reward of idleness. The
denial of the right of self-defence was a crime against
society and the signing of one's own death warrant. The
Pennsylvania Quakers, Bentham said, had often been on the
verge of ruin and their scalps would long dine© have been
taken had they not yielded as meekly to their protectors
as to those who would have hastened their departure to
another world.
The fifth class of dogmas was those that taught
asceticism.3- In this section Bentbam attacked the Church's
prohibition upon pleasures of the senses. These pleasures
and pains were the source of all other pleasures and pains.
To forego a pleasure to secure a greater pleasure for another
person was an act of beneficence or even justice. To
sacrifice a present pleasure for a greater future pleasure
was on act of prudence. To sacrifice a pleasure or to
incur a suffering without having any like advantage in
view for oneself, or a second party, was not justice,
benevolence or prudence; It was pure folly. Bentham
maintained that to teach that Cod required, such a sacrifice
was equivalent to writing his name benoath the portrait
of the Devil.
It Is difficult to determine Bentham's division of
the last classes of pernicious dogmas. It is clear, however,
that fchoy represented God as a suborner of offences by teaching
1. Box 98, pp. 75-76.
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that he bestowed either undue punishments or undue rewards.^
The doctrines of repentance, remission of sins, intercession,
prayer, and the doctrine of vicarious atonement belonged
to one of these divisions of "Cacotheim". They represented
God as unjust ancl as encouraging men to commit misdeeds.
In Banthem1 s view the majority of the doctrines of
the Church led either to the depravation of man's mental
faculty or to the destruction of the principles of morals
and legislation and, hence, of society.2 So long as
"Cacotheism" continued to exist atheism was, on the whole,
beneficial to human happiness.5
In the closing pages of this work Bentham spoke of
the nature and purpose of a religious system that he termed
"Agathatheisn" A "Agathatheism" taught unlimited felicity
In another life and misery only in so far as it was
necessary to obtain the true functioning of punishment.
It operated as a supplement to the political and moral
sanctions8 and, therefore, punished only those actions
that the earthly law-glvor must forgive or those actions
where his punishments would exceed the evil of the actions
themselves. Even in this the most anti-religious work
the assumption seems to be that a thorough reform would
enable religion to servo a minor but useful purpose.
1. Box 90/ pp. 77-84.
2. ibid., p. 106, 108.
3. ibid., p. 110.
4o Ibid#, p. 113.
8. lb id., p. US.
CHAPTER III,
REFORM OF THE DOCTRII5E AHD POLITY OF THE
CHURCH OF mourn.
Benthos's writing® on Church rofora were largely
written in 1812 and 1813, Those written prior to 1812
are generally early forms of or marginals for topics de¬
veloped In 1812 or 1813, They deal with subjects such as
subscriptions 3 oaths, intolerance and the "Principles of
Ecclesiastical Polity", At least one of those early works
appears to have been written as a short tract. It io
entitled "Church Reforms What a Church should be, with
suggestions for changes in wording of liturgy" .3.
In Berithon' s view the Church of England was too bad
for amelioration. Abolition of the entire system was the
only course that would remove all the vices inherent within
this system. The Church of England was made for the ruling
few who endeavoured to use the power of the religious
motive to further their own interests and to maintain their
status by opposing all useful reforms whether in law,
political organisation or in religious organisation and
practice. The renting of church pews was to Benthos proof
of the fact that the Church was made for the ruling few.2
The inefficacy of the Church of England in preventing
crimes, which was its chief purpose, 'was verified by an
1. Box 3, folder 6, pp. 63-83; approximately 1790.
2. Box 6, folder 6, p. 60? March 1813.
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examination of the criminal calendarg of England and
Scotland. Bentham found crime to b© more prevalent In
England and drew from this the conclusion that the Scottish
establishment was a more effective institution.-
In maintaining that dissolution was the only method
by which all the mischiefs of the Church of England could
be removed, Benthos* suggested two modes whereby this end
might be accomplished. Dissolution or death, as he called
it, could either be a painful one, "cacothonasis", or it
could be a good or easy death, "euthanasia".2 "Caco-
thanacia" was the removal of all useless offices and
practices without consideration of the pain given to the
office bearers or to those who derived benefit from the
useless and pernicious practices. Good death was based
upon what Bentham termod the principle of "utl possidentis".3
This principle required that on the occasion of the change
every Individual should be saved, as far as possible, from
the sensation of loss.
Bentham applied the "as you possess" principle to the
service, pay and discipline of the Church of England and
indicated principles by which an establishment could be
formed that would be free from corruption and vice. The
principle did not apply directly to the doctrines of the
1. Works, vol X, p. 130.
2. ^Hurcli of England!am, p. 393.
3. 1H3T7 p7 15ST "
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Church but even in this area Rentham wished to reduce
the pain of cliange to a minimum.
In hlo reform of doctrine Bentham did not find it
necessary for the Church to recant any of its beliefs
The object of th© reform was not the triumph of any on©
school of theological thought but "the peace and content
of all" .1 In truth, Bentham was not concerned with what
was believed. In so far as belie? and unbelief did not
result in pernicious conduct it was of no importance In
any sense whatsoevers "In all such points error or ig¬
norance is no loss, truth is no gain, enquiry is frivolous
and discovery unprofitable".2
Hie general dictate of utility in regard to the
doctrines of the Church was "Give nothing to be believed. •,
without its use, without Its specific, determinate and
practical use? nothing that contributes not in some de¬
terminate and intelligible way to the diminishing of
human pain or the increase of human pleasure"xn ap¬
plying tills dictate Southern excluded all creeds, sub¬
scriptions and catechisms. Ministers and students for
the ministry were not to male© any declarations of belief,
"not so much as of the truth of the Christian religion
as delivered in the Holy Scriptures; no, not so much as
1. Box K,"'Wider 16, p. 293; 1013.
2. Box 5, folder 6, p. 69; approximately 1812.
3. Box 5, folder 10, p. 109; Pee. 1813.
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of the ©sistance of God" A In Bonthara's view the only
national argument for any declaration was to remove the
possibility of giving pain to a eongr«gation by the
preaching of repugnant doctrines. Ho proposed what is©
called on effective, harmless remedy to avoid this dif¬
ficulty, instead of a declaration of belief, an engagement"
could be mde wherein the minister promised to refrain
from teaching doctrines known to he repugnant to the
congregation,2
Hi© general principles that Bentham laid down for
a useful church service indicate his attitude to doctrines
and declarations of belief.
"1. A form of divine service ought to be
as Inoffensive as possible,..If it could
be mad© so as to include evory human
being, so ranch the better and the more
It excludes the worse adapted It is to
its purpose. The reasons for this are
evident, * .A benefit of any kind is tho
greater tho greater the number of per¬
sons who are admitted to enjoy It. In
the next place since all are to con¬
tribute to the expense there Is as much
reason why on© should partake of the
benefits as another..,2, It ought to
stand cloar of all expressions which
impart a declaration of opinion upon
controverted points..#? much more so
(from) such a® are (of) a purely specul¬
ative nature... .3. As a further means
to the same end It ought to be ac¬
companied by a declaration that by the
act of joining in It no mm is to be
understood to bestow an unqualified
assent to every position that It
1. Box 5, folder 10, p. 94; 18IS.
2# Box 5, folder 16, p. 288, 289; 1013.
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contains or may appear to him to he de¬
rivable from it. 4. In particular...no
creed of any kind ought to he admitted
to form a part of it."l
The only vices that Bentham found within the Scottish
establishment were vices of doctrine* Prostration of un¬
derstanding and will before blindly assumed infallibility
and the vice of perpetuating error by means of catechisms
and subscriptions wore chargeable to this Church.2 Only
non-established churches were free from vices of doctrine.3
In his examination of the service rendered by the
Church of England Bontham found It corrupted by nine vices.4
The two moat destructive vices concerned the method of
appointing ministers and the failure of the ministry to
render "ineligible duties" or duties beyond, those of
preaching and reading the liturgy. Bontham argued that
under the English system "Instructors" and "guides" in
religion were appointed by persons who were more likely
to appoint unfit than fit ones. Appointments were in the
hands of one ram who had no Interest in the welfare of
the congregation. His sol© Interest was to make provision
for* his relatives and friends. Failure to perform "in-
exigible duties" or duties of "imperfect obligation" rend¬
ered the service performed by parish priests of so little
1. Box 5, folder 6, p. 78; probably 1790. See also Box 5,
folder 169 p. 289-203; 1013.
2. Church of England ion, p. 369.
s. i' id., p7 388:
4. ibid., p. 370.
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value that henthan suggested that a pariah boy might per¬
form the service equally well.
These vices were so woven into the texture of the
Church of England that they could, only he removed by tbs
destruction of the entire system. To accomplish this
end Bentliam proposed that parish priests fhould be allowed
"to empty themselves by death without ropleniabsent".!
Benthara divided the service rendered by the clergy
into "professional" and "extra-professional" duties.8
Professional duties wore those that were supposed to re¬
quire special training and aptitude, whereas extra-
professional duties, reading proclamations and notices,
could be performed by any person* Professional duties
were further divided into duties of "perfect" and "imperfect"
obligation.® The duties of perfect obligation, the reading
of certain passages out of a book, wore those that a
clergyman was compelled to perform by law. in Bcntham' s
view the duties of Imperfect obligation were 11the only
duties to which mind of any kind is necessary as all others
are guided by fixt forms"A These duties, though not en-
forcable by law, wore the most important duties of the
clergy. The poor stood in great need of the assistance and
advice of the parish priests.5
I". CHiroK "of England!asm* p. 19*7.
2, W£377 p7 jdrr^-
S» ibid., p. 205»
4. Box 6, folder 6, p. 55% March 1815.
5. Church of Bnnlandlasm. p. 238.
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The spontaneous rendering of assistance arid advice
was rarely found in th© Church of England, "Pastoral
ignorance", due to non-rosidence and excessible pay which
led th© clergy to disdain association with the poor, ren¬
dered this form of service a rare occurrence within this
church.2- These duties were only rendered 1st non-estab¬
lished churches and in the Church of Scotland where th©
povi&r of th© religious and moral sanctions operated with
some force,®
Since the duties of perfect obligation were the only
duties performed by the parish priests, Bentham proposed
that this service should be rendered by the clerk of the
congregation or by a parish boy.3 in so far as the preaching
of sermons was required, Bcntham proposed that a eoraalttee
be appointed to prepare a book of sermons from which th©
clerk or pariah boy could read.4 in this way th© only
service rendered by parish priests would be continued
without great expense.
In his reform of th© service of th© Church of England
Benthan departed not only from the Episcopal form of
Church government, but from the general conception of an
established Church. The pay of the parish boy or clerk
was to be derived from taxation, Bentham, however,
X. Box 6, bolder G, pp. 55-58? March 1815.
2. Box 6, folder 9, p. 148; Hay 1815.
5. ibid., p. 148,
4. Church of England-lea, pp. 211-215,
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recognised that some congregations would not be satisfied
with this form of service. He therefore, gave power to
the vestry to choose and to ordain a minister. The salary
of such a man v;as not to be derived from general taxation
but from those who wished to support him. 3-
Utility required that the appointment of ministers
should be by the congregation.2 The efficiency of his
service depended upon the goodwill of the people. It
was absurd as well as mischievous that appointment should
be by persons other than those receiving the instruction.
Bentham felt, however, that there was a danger in leaving
the appointment of the clergy solely in the hands of the
congregation. He, therefore, recommended that a
";]ud ic intory"3 appoint the eventual nominees and that the
"pecuniary burden" of the congregation be increased until
a valid election was hcld.^
Bentham discussed in detail the qualifications that
a minister should possess in order to render service of
sufficient quantity and quality. He should possess what
Bentham called "relative aptitude" which was simply a
"good liking" or "relish for the functions" .5 He mot
1. (SiurciT of Knglanfiism, p. 387.
2. 1oxT7 Toller G, "p. 665 March 1013.
3. Tills body was to be composed of lay members and clergy
and organised according to the Presbyterian system.
Box 6, folder 6, p. 70f also folder 7, p. 99.
4. Box 6, folder 6, p. 70.
5.eibid., p. 61.
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possess "volitional aptitude" or the willingness to subject
himself to the penalties imposed by the judiciary in the
event of non-performance or xml-performance of Mo duties.
It was further essential that a minister possess some
"intellectual aptitude" slncc.it was necessary for him
to acquire the respect of the congregation before he could
render full service® In order to determine a men's quali¬
fications for office Bentham suggested that a public exam¬
ination be held.2- A man* s "relish" for the office could
be determined by his willingness to accept a small amount
of pay and his ability to pray and preach could bo determined
on the occasion of the examination.
In considering the intellectual aptitude of the clergy
of various churches Bentham found that this aptitude was
at a minimum among the clergy of non-©stabllshed churches*
particularly the Methodist, and at a maximum among the
clergy of the Church of England.2 This was an advantage
that the Church of England failed to appreciate, whereas,
it was one reason for the great respect enjoyed by the
clergy of the Church of Scotland.^
The system of pay within the Church of England was
corrupt throughout. Benthara distinguished eight separate
vices in relation to this subject <jnie amount ©f pay
1. Church of Khglan&iSEU p. 254®
2. IHcTTT pT SSI? i3ox 8', folder 6, p. 77.
3. Box 6, folder 6, p. 77*
4. Church of Englandism, p. 372.
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given to ministers who actually rendered, service was in¬
adequate, whereas the pay given to those who performed
little or no service was excessive and, therefore, oppressive.
The main vice was sinecures which Benfchara considered to
be applicable to half the parochial offices of the Church.1
TIi© "utl possidentis" principle applied directly to
the removal of the vices in relation to pay.
"By the utl possidentis principle»• .what
is required Is" 'that' "on "the occasion of
the change in question, every individual
interested be, as far as may be, saved
from the sensation of loss. It is by the
nature of the tenure in question, on which
the possessions in question are held, vis.,
in respect of its non-hereditariness, that
room Is afforded for a reduction of pay...
Immediately on resignation, amotion, or
decease of any and every possessor of a
share...in the mass of emolument...let
that share fall...into the hands of
government to be applied in alleviation
of the public burthens.. .It will thus
take on the destination that ordinary
property in immovables takes on failure
of heirs..."2
Bontliam laid down the principles that were to govern
the disposal of all the wealth belonging to the Church.
Whatever else my be said of his proposals, one must admit
that Bentham went to great caro not to give pain to the
possessors.
The clerk who undertook the duties of the minister
was to receive his present pay and half as much again.5
1. ChurcTi 'of knglandism. p, 574
2. Ibid., p. 200,
3. Ibid., p. 587.
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The parish boy was to receive no more than that given
to the clerk. Bentlion also indicated the principles by
which the pay of ministers chosen and supported by the
congregation was to bo determined. Although no answer
could be given in terms of shillings and ponce the general
rale to be followed was that the quantity of pay should
be the smallest for which a qualified man would undertake
the duties.^
The advantages of such a rule were many. Men who
sought only wealth were excluded; only those who had a
"relish" for the office would be attracted to it. The
most important advantage was that it created equality
among the clergy and thereby removed the vices of "pre¬
ference hunting", "factitious dignity" and diversion
from duty.2
The amount of money necessary to guarantee some-
religious Instruction was to be raised by taxation.3 In
order to avoid bringing the instructors into disrepute
they wore under no eircuxistanceo to be allowed to collect
the tax. In parishes whore the inhabitants were members
of a non-established church, Bentham would not have them
contribute to the support of another church.4 The purpose
of an ©stablislvient was to provide some religious instruction
1. Box 6, folder 6, p. 76.
2. ibid., p. 76.
3. ibid., p. 81. Bee also Principles of Civil Code,
W£¥ks Vol 1. p. 316,~3l7r~




within each parish. Since this had been accomplished no
further burden was to be added.
The Episcopal system of discipline was "radically
inadequate" for the purpose of maintaining useful service.!
In so far as it had any effect it produced a system of
slavery and despotism. The entire hierarchy of the Church
of England was, in Benthara1 a view, "so many orders of
official persons...preserved out of trappings of Popery
under the pretence of their preserving discipline..»"8
Yet it was by those men that the discipline of this Church
had been reduced to its present state.
The Episcopal system of discipline was based upon
"principles purely Popish" with the intention of increasing
"the mass of emoltaaent, temporal power, and factitious
dignity with which they are clothed".5 its system of
law and "judicial establishment" was efficient only in pro¬
ducing evil effects. In order to remove the \*icec inherent
within the Church of England it was necessary to destroy
the entire system upon which it was founded.^
Dontiiara considered the system of discipline found
in non-established churches to be the most effective and
useful.5 These churches had no official establishment
and no body of coercive laws. Discipline was exercised
1. "fibx "3, folder 9, p. 146,147; 1813.
2. Church of England ism, p. 375.
s. iMa;, t.STO.
4. ibid., p. 199.
5. ibid., p. 289,290.
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with perfect simplicity and efficiency by the lay members
of the church. When service was not rendered., no pay was
provided. -Then, In the judgment of any member, service
was considered to bo ill performed, It was within Ms
power to refrain from contributing to the minister's sup¬
port. In this way a "fine" or "legal penalty" was placed
upon the minister. By this simple and effective procedure
discipline was maintained without delay or expense.
Though Bontham regarded the system of discipline
found within the non-established churches as the most useful,
h© recognised that such a system was not applicable to an
established church. The Church of Scotland was in this,
as In all other respects, the model form of an establishment.
"With fcho assistance of a certain proportion of the laity,
the elorgy, amongst whom inequality Is no more established or
suffered than it was by Jesus among hie Apostles, the
clergy, collected In bodies, exercise what little discipline
needs to bo exorcised by them over one another considered
as individuals."3,
In this church discipline could not bo exorcised
without litigation, but the form of procedure was not
"technical" as in the Church of England. There was no
"factitious delay", vexation or expense, and therefor©, the
evils of litigation were reduced to a minimum.2
17 'ftHrrbn "of England!sm, p. 291.
f. p. 292.
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The great advantage of this system was to he found in
its union of duty and interest. 1 "In each parish organised
after the Scotch Presbyterian plan, the laity to a man and
consequently the delegates to the Presbytery, from there
to the Synod and from there to the General Assembly, bear
an interest...in the due performance of the duties of im¬
perfect obligation on the part of each parochial minister."2
Under the scrutiny of an interested group of lay members
the ministry found it to their interest as well as to their
duty to perform the essential duties of imperfect obligation.
The Presbyterian system of government was the system
that Bentham wished to substitute for the Episcopacy.3
He not only believed that It was the best system at the
present time but that it was recognised as the best mode
of Church- government before the Restoration. If it had
1. Box 0, folder 9, p. 146,147? May 1815.
2. ibid., p. 147.
3. ibid., p. 137; April 1013.
Benthoses decision to substitute the Presbyterian for the
Episcopal system was made after 1802. In a letter to
Bumont, dated 17 Hay 1802, he accused Dumont of altering
his manuscripts so a© to malt© him a teacher of Proshy-
terianlsra. "You smite me preach equality among Priests. In
short...you make me who am a Church of England man, a
Presbyterian because you are. There is pro and con, and I
have never yet considered the matter expressly. I have no
hesitation in saying that, upon the whole, ecclesiastical
matters are upon a better footing In Scotland than in
Englands but not merely, if at all, on account of the
absence of Bishops. Bonaparte had not his choice but even
if he had, I am inclined to think that his Bishops and
Archbishops would be of more use as a prime conductor
for conducting influence than of mischief in all other
ways put together. Though you should quote my own words
upon me, I won't allow that as an excuse,"
Dunont MS, number 53, p. 91.
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not been, he said, for the despotism of Elisabeth, James
.and Charles, it would have been the system adopted in the
English establishment.
Bentham examined the reasons that Paloy gave in sup¬
port of the Episcopal system and rejected them as unprofit¬
able and absurd. 2. palcy had argued that it secured tran¬
quility and subordination among the clergy, that it corres¬
ponded to the gradations of civil life and provided for
each civil class a class of clergy, and, finally, that It
provided an inducement for men of talent to enter the
ministry. Bentham regarded whatever advantages were to
be found in the Episcopal system to b© far outweighed by
Its disadvantages. It was unprofitable to secure tran¬
quility and subordination by the expenditure of so
much power, dignity and emolument. Si©so desirable
qualities were secured in Scotland without the necessity
of a single Bishop. The notion that it provided a class
of clergy for each civil class was absurd. The argument
that it provided Inducements for men of talent was based
upon the assumption that advancement in the scale of
preference was lay the superior discharge of duties. The
actual situation, in Benthaa* a view, was otherwise. Ad¬
vancement was not by talent but by birth, connection and
obsequiousness. The Presbyterian system., on the other
1. Box t>, folder 8, p» 132j Sept. 1812.
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hand, possessed all the virtues and none of the vices of
the Episcopal system.
"Reasons for reforming the English on
the mo&e! of the Scotch establishment;
1. Inaptitude of the English In theory
and experience, 2. The inaptitude ir¬
remediable hut by destruction of the
features of Episcopalianism, 3. Aptitude
of the Scotch system..., 4. Commonplace
objections against reform exist not here."!
Though Bentham rejected the Church of England's
system of government, he wished to retain an established
church. The large number of manuscripts dealing with the
question of the utility of an establishment roughly in¬
dicated the difficulty that Benthos found in harmonising
the dictates of utility with the needs of an establishment.
Hon-established churches conformed to the dictates of
utility. !!o coercive laws were required to maintain dis¬
cipline and their system of service and pay was natural
and efficient. Establishments, on the other hand, neces¬
sarily implied a certain amount of coercion.2 it was
Impossible for government to operate without exercising
coercive power, although its Interference was justified
If it resulted in a greater amount of happiness.
Benthos admitted that the Interference of government
was not essential for the continuation of religious in¬
struction.
XT Box" "37 Voider 9, p. 137; April 1813.
2. Box 5, folder 9, p. 90; probable date 1013.
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"111 point of fact where noticing Is paid
on tills ac-comit, nor any. ..car© taken of
tills branch of instruction by government,,
no want of It is to be observed. 'Take
for ©maple the united States of America.
Everybody procures himself (of) this species
of instruction freelyj nobody is obliged.
In England and other countries where
there ar© establishments to which men ar©
universally obliged to contribute...the
instruction*•.is"that which Is observed
to be least diligently attended and least
prised| the people In earnest about re¬
ligion ar© to be found moot plentifully
not among the members of the Established
Church but among the Methodists, Presby¬
terians, Catholics and other Dissentora."***
Though Bentham recognised the utility of non-estab¬
lished churches, he nevertheless felt that "considerations
are not wanting by •which to recommend the making a provision
for this branch of Instruction at the expense of the com¬
munity. . ."2 ghoro were four possible attitudes that men
might adopt to the system of Instruction that establishments
were designed to teach.3 it could be regarded as true and
useful, as useful without being true, as neither useful
or true, or as pernicious. Each of those schools of thought
however, had something to gain by an establishment.
"To persons of the first of these des¬
criptions, an established system of ed¬
ucation. ..can scarcely seem useless or
other than necessary. Though the exis¬
tence of the Christian religion be In¬
sured. . .by Divine authority, the degree
of its prosperity may be loft dependent
in sor.!© sort upon human efforts ...To
IV''Bidet S",' "folder 9, p. 91.
S■ lbid *, p. 91.
3. ibid., p. 91.
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those who look upon the system as useful
without believing It to be true,, the
necessity of employing human efforts in
its favour will naturally appear even in
a still stronger light••.Even in the
eyes of those who consider it as mis¬
chievous considerations may not be
wantingj nor those inadequate for..«
subjecting it to the influence of govern¬
ment* mischievous as it is, it my he
worth the while of government to inter¬
pose if it were only in the hope of rendering
It as little so as possibl©...nl
Benthos further argued that the degree of coercion
necessary to effect a government supported system of re¬
ligious Instruction was very small and was not of the sort
that was an infringement of religious liberty.
"The establishment of a fixed salary to
any set of offices implies so much co¬
ercion as is necessary for the regular
collection of the amount* It is this
species and degree of coercion in that
which the effecting of the purpose in
question appears to require. It Is this
alone which presents itself to me as fit
to recommend.. .Whatever doubts my re¬
main concerning the propriety of apply¬
ing the necessary species and degree of
coercion to such a purpose will probably
be diopolled by the following consider¬
ations. (1) The sort of coercion necessary
for that purpose is not that sort which
Is on Infringement of religious liberty,
but...only...a defalcation from civil
liberty. (2) The expense really necessary.*.
will be found to be very small...(3) The
expense.. .employed.. .may be considered
as nothing as the service,..might and
ought to be combined, with others which of
themselves would.* .justify the expenditure."2
X." "box £>, 'folder 9, p. 92.
2, ibid., p. 92.
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Though there are the no and other similar arguments
for government support of religious instruction it is
probable that there were more fundamental reasons which
led Bentham to retain the establishment. An established
church was fundamentally in agreement with Bentham1s con¬
ception of the nature and purpose of the Church. The
Church was a branch of the penal system. Its purpose was
to prevent crime by teaching useful morality and by ap¬
plying the power of the religious sanction to given typos
of conduct. As part of the state's crime-prevention system
Benthos felt that it was the duty of the state, not only
to exercise some form of supervision but to make some
provision for the support thereof. 3.
Until 1814, Benthaa felt that the religion of J©ens
could be made to serve a minor but useful purpose. His
aim was not the destruction of the Influence of the re¬
ligion of jesus, but the re-interpretation and application
of his moral teachings. His aim was not the destruction
of the influence of the religious sanction, but the re¬
direction and application of its power in terns of the
greatest happiness. It seems probable, therefore, that
Bentham felt that the perfection of th© preventive ef¬
ficacy of religion could best be accomplished under the
supervision of the state. This seems to b© implied in the
1. Works, "vol 1, p. 310,317. Principles of Civil Code.
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following statement? "The prevention of those practices of
all sorts "by which the happiness of society is ascured to
suffer In the present life is an object which no one ever
denied to belong within the competence of tho civil magis¬
trate? those who think least favourably of the influence
of religion will hardly deny but that its preventive eff¬
iciency might, at least under proper management, b© applied
with advantage to this purpose,"!
There is also tho suggestion that Benthom saw in the
established church an organisation that could be made an
instrument for the systematic promulgation of Utilitarian
moral theory. The chief duty of the Church was to
"prorogate" useful morality,s and in Bonthom5 0 view the
function of a teacher of religion coincided exactly with
that of a teacher of morality,3 Tho only difference
between the two lay in the extent of their teaching,4
"neither by utility nor altogether by custom is his in¬
tercourse with the flock confined to that from the desk
or pulpit,.." "The moral philosopher5s duty is considered
as reaching not beyond his lecture room". In the light of
Bentham5 e endeavour to re-interpret the moral teachings of
Jesus, Ms insistence that "the only use of an establishment"
was to make "sure of some religious instruction"5 at
1. Box 5 folder 9, p. 95.
2. Beat 6, folder 5, p, 56; 1812.
5. Box 6, folder 6, p. 59; 1815.
4. ibid,, p, 59,
5. ibid., p. 82; Feb. 1813,
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least suggest® that he regarded the organization of the
established church as a suitable Instrument for the






THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CONTROVERSY
and ITS EFFECT UPON BERTRAMS RELIGIOUS OPINIONS.
During the first half of the eighteenth century various
societies had been sorraed. in an endeavour to provide son©
educational opportunities for the poor. Charity Schools
were common and they were supported "by various endowments.
The instruction was, of course, imperfect and, as yet, the
great masses were entirely uneducated. The growing inter¬
est in the problem is illustrated by the rise of the Sunday
School movement at the close of the century. Within five
years after Robert Raihee began his first school, the Sunday
School Association was formed with well-known businoos men
at its head. By the end of the century the need for schools
was generally felt and It had become more apparent that a
systematic programme of education was needed.
In 1797 Andrew Boll published a snail pamphlet, "An
Experiment in Education", explaining the system that he
had. devised while superintondenfc of an orphanage in India.
Little public attention was, however, drawn towards this
"monitorial" plan until Joseph Lancaster, a Quaker, opened
a school in London that was organised on Bell's principles.
In 1805, he published an account of his institution and
described the improvements he had made upon the system.
By 1805 interest had been so aroused that George III sub¬
scribed to his school and expressed the wish that every
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child in his dominion should be taught to read the Bible.
iho orthodox, however, had no desire to entrust the
education of the poor to a iimn whose first principle was
toleration, or, for that natter, to any institution not
intimately related to the Established Church# Lancaster
was attached in various publications but it was only after
1808, when the Royal Lancasterlan Society was formed,
that the Church was really ©roused. In 1811, the
"Quarterly Review" took up the cause and in the same yoar
the national Society was formed, with the assistance of
Boll, to "©ducat© the poor in the Principles of the
Established Church".
The Church, as a whole, refused to eo-operate in the
endeavour to provide religious instruction upon the basic
of a common Christianity. They joined issue with Lancaster
and Ms non-conformist following not only upon the question
of dogmatic formularies, but also upon the question of the
control of whatever education should be given. The Lon-
easterian group argued that education should not be con¬
trolled by any church and rejected the attempt to introduce
the Catechism as an instrument of Instruction. They main¬
tained that its us© would create an exclusionary system
of education and that it would be used as an instrument of
proselytism#
Through the influence of James Mill, Bentham was once
again led to take art active interest in educational problems.
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In 1810, 11111 and he began to associate with a group of
philanthropists, religious and irreligious, who wore ob¬
sessed with the Idea of reforming humanity by pedagogy.^
As a result of these associations, Benthos became a share¬
holder In Robert Owen's factory enterprise, a supporter
of the LancasterIan Society, and one of the leading figures
In the abortive attempt to form a system of secondary
education according to Lancaster's principles.
Bentham was chiefly interested in the attempt to form
a system of secondary education. The idea came from Place
who belonged to the class of artisans who had become
masters, and who found it difficult to give Ms nine children
a suitable education. Wakefield, Brougham and I-lill gave
their adherence to the idea and in XS15 they began to
draw up the plans for a complete system of primary and
secondary education for the town of London.s Benthos
became interested in the undertaking through hill. H©
offered his garden as the sit© for the now school and set
about drawing up the architectural, administrative and
pedagogic plane for the institution.® Tho result of hie
labours was a work entitled "Glirestonathia".
At the time when Bentham and Ms friends wore at¬
tempting to superimpose upon a reformed primary education
a secondary system based on tho some principles, serious
1# ihlovy, p. 285.
2. ibid., p. 286.
5. ibid., p. 286.
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difficulties were tlireatening the existence of the first
part of their programme. ^ The Church1 s opposition to
the 327steinj the growth of the national Society and strife
within and "between the various dissenting groups seriously
handicapped the Society. The Utilitarians dofended the
Laneasteriaa system and "it was In the course of this
controversy that the anti-clerical and irreligious nature
of Boathaia1 a school was manifested" .2
Jones Mill become the acknowledged polemist of the
Lancc.sfcer3.an group.S in 1812 ho wrote an anonyuou.?. paper
entitled "Schools for all, not Schools for Churchmen only",
and in February of 101S he contributed a long article to
the "Edinburgh Review" in which he argued for universal
education and son© measure of government support for ed¬
ucational institutions. He charged the Anglican system
with being extravagant, "exclusive" and "restrictive". His
article on "Education" for the supplement of the "Encyclo¬
paedia Britannica"Benthan' s "Chre stomathia" and "Church of
Englandisa" were the sequels to the controversy.
iiio controversy had a great effect upon Bentham1 s
religious opinions. The Church, in his view, could only
be useful as it taught useful morality and there is, at
least, tine suggestion that he felt the Establishment
Tr^-alevv, "u. 289.
2. ibid., p. 291.
5. ibid*, p. 889.
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could be used as an agency for the syatemtio promulgation
of his moral theory. In the course of the controversy it
became apparent that the Church was incapable of performing
this function. Hot even the most thorough reform could
enable the Church to serve a useful purpose, II© therefore
turned to an examination of the verity of the Church's
claims in an endeavour to bring religion into general
disfavour,
Though the question of the verity of the religion of
Jesus was Bentham's chief object of inquiry after 1814, h©
continued to examine the utility of religion in the light
of his now understanding and with tho intention of perfecting
his previous arguments in preparation for publication. In
these writings Bentham gave a specific definition of religion
and distinguished between the two religious systems. His
definitions were made to provide a basis for his examination
of the verity as well as tho utility of religion.
Benthasa defined religion as the "belief in the ex¬
istence of an invisible being by whoa is prescribed to
every nan a line of conduct: a system of rewards and
punishments being provided to secure conformity to It. "2-
Watural and revealed religion war© distinguished according
to the evidence upon which they were based. Hie revealed
1. Box 138, folder 2, p. 142; Feb. 1819.
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religionist believed that "God or {a} man commissioned by
him...delivered a determinate discourse exhibiting a rule
of action and announcing a system of eventual rewards and
punishments for securing obedience". 3- "The existence of
such (a) rule and such (a) retributions system...In direct
evidence."8 The natural religionist believed "that...God...
entertained, though never announced, the Intention of ad¬
ministering rewards and punishments for securing observance
to (sic) a rule of action not proscribed but loft to be
inferred."5 "Her©, in short, is none but circumstantial
evidence•"£ Natural religion was not based upon the "reports
of men" and it had no "permanent" and "unchangeable body of
discourse".5 its proof, if such it nay be called, was based
on "inference" and "surmise". The nattiral religionist could
do nothing more than state "this or that to be the will of
the invisible" and, by so doing, "begs the question as he
goes" .6 In Benthand s view natural religion was the product
of the imagination. "Nothing belonging to natural religion",
ha said, "lias any ground in experience or observation;
nothing. • .other than that which imagination furnishes.. ."7
1. Ms, 29, 507, p. 241; March 1019.
2, ibid., p. 241.
So ibid,, p. 241.
4. Ibid,, p. 241.
5. Dox 138, folder 2, p, 142; Feb. 1819.
6. ibid., p. 142.
?. MS. 29, 809, p. 78; May 1819. See also Rationaleof
Judicial EvidenccThp. 209.
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Bentham reject©*! the general conception that natural.
religion was the earliest form In which religious Ideas
made their appearance, the characteristic dogmas of
revelation having been added at a later date to supply
deficiencies in tho original revelation or to supply
sanctions for rules of conduct derived from other sources.
"Hover have any of the ideas designated
by the word religion been present to
the mind without having been previously
combined with those designated by tho
nan© Revelation. Hover lias the circum¬
stantial evidence, by which and which alone
natural Religion is contradistinguished
from allogod Revealed Religion, had for
its support the company of that sort of
alleged direct evidence which constitutes
the characteristic support of alleged
Revealed Religion..
ttFear", in Benthasa's view, "was the creator of th©
first Gods and that fear, real or pretended, of one man
assumed the character of revelation when presented# • .to
another«"£ Revealed religion was, therefore, the first
form In which religious ideas made thoir appearance and
It was the only form In which tlioy "over allowed" themselves
"continued" and "spirited".3 In a "late and highly mature
period in the history of society" men began to "abstract"
or to remove Various aspects of foar from revealed religion#
"To decompose the baleful compound#. .required a mind of
IV fig'. 'S0," $09, p. IS; March 1821.
2. ibid*, p. ISj Jan. 1820.
3. ibid#, p. 10.
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•uncommon force."1 Fear, however, was of the very essence
of religion. It was the cans© of whatever effect it had
upon man's conduct. "Accordingly, when this wan put
aside, the state of that mass of opinions.•.was indeed a
state of purity but of proportionate in&eterminatoncss...,
weakness and Inefficiency.*2 £he effects of natural
religion, whether beneficial or pernicious, were. In the
final analysis, only "so many faint images and degrees of
supposed Revealed."3
Benthaa'o conception of natural religion struck at
the basis of on© part of the Church' a argument for the
reasonableness of faith. Divines had in general, dis¬
carded metaphysical or ontologies! argument and relied
primarily upon the argument from " final cause" * This
argument was believed to afford empirical proof of the
existence of C-od» The logical base of the whole creed
was, in fact, "natural theology" and "natural theology"
was regarded as simply a branch of science.^ Bentham
challenged the Church's conception and argued that natural
religion did not lead to a God who was just one degree
beneath the God of revelation, It afforded no arguments
for the reasonableness of faith because it was, itself,
1. LIS".1" "29, 009, p. ISf Jan. 1820.
2. ibid., p. 18,
o. ibid •, p. 18»
4« The BrIdgewator Treatises aro a characteristic product
of the period. Stephen, The Bngllsh Utilitarians, Vol 2,
p. 35IT, o49,
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an "abstraction" made from alleged revealed religion.
Bentham recognised that the "abstraction" liad boon
node and it aas, therefore, possible to apply the tost
of utility. If natural religion was useful it had to
provide a directive rule or operate in the character of
a sanction.2- in Benthan* c view, it could provide, of
Itself, no directive rule.2 nothing was to be gained by
attempting to determine what course of conduct was con¬
ducive to happiness by interpreting the words "proscribed
by th© Almighty" »s It was equally Incapable of supplying
a directive rule in a secondary sonso. The operation of
th© political sanction, for example, enabled, a man who
was ignorant of the written law to construct for himself
a directive rule by observing the conduct punished by th©
judge. Since the religious sanction was never soon to
operate in the present life, no directive rule could be
inferred.
Hatural religion, however, offered some guidance for
conduct. Its rules were formed by observing the application
of the human sanctions and from this general observation
It formed a sort of "consolidated directive rule" which
was taught as being proscribed by the Ahid.ghty.vd
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Natural religion was "altogether weak as operating
In the character of a sanction".3- Hie natural religion¬
ist attempted to overcome the disadvantage of the uncertain¬
ty of future rewards and punishments by signifying t!io in¬
tensity and duration of the punishments. By force of im¬
agination the natural religionist magnified the idea of
"excessive boat" until it "became a "compound" of
"maleficence" and "folly". Hie pains of Hell were fur¬
ther magnified by the non-existence of a "rule of action"
that defined offences, the amount of punishment attached
to a given offonce, and the number of individual offences
that might be committed without receiving punishment
"Under these circumstances Incompatible with any state,
other than that of constant misery, would be any firm
belief In and constant attention to a future existence
stocked with punishments*"®
Though natural religion was in its present state
destructive of human happiness there was the possibility
of removing the causes of its evil offacts although
nothing of any positive value would be gained by tho
undertaking.
"As the culture of the human mind im¬
proves, on the one hand, the rule of
action deduced from the observance
1. U2. go, 807, p. 15? Nov, 1321.
2. ibid*, p. 16.
3. ibid., p. 17.
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taken of the direction in which the
several human sanctions are soen to act,
becomes nearer and nearer to the direc¬
tion prescribed by the dictates of the
principle of general utility: and this...
is the direction in which the super¬
human sanction is supposed to act: on
the other hand, the eanctionative law,
In its penal branch, loses more and nor©
of its rigour: Hell, the Hell of the
believer in natural Religion, loses
nor© and more of its rigours; Hell,
at length...vanishes altogether.
Tills clearance accomplished, there
remains to the natural Religionist
nothing but Ms Heaven: a source from
which if not much good, at any rate,
no mischief can issue.
Tli© manuscripts written in and after 1814 on the
subject of the utility of revealed religion clearly in¬
dicate a radical change from Ms position of previous
years. Utility was no longer found among the "attributes"
of revealed religion.3 Though its advocates held It up
as the only suitable guide for human conduct, the "plain
truth" of the matter was that the benefits that could be
derived from it were "next to nothing",®
"The supposed revealed superhuman lav;
is not in its nature incapable of fur¬
nishing a determinate, directive rule.
But in the only edition of it worth
considering, namely the Christian,
though in the character of a determinate,
directive rule a body of discourse is
exhibited, yet, In comparison oven of
the worst penned human lav; its imper¬
fections must be manifest to ©very eye...
1. lis. 2371*09, p.6; March 1819.
2. MS. 29, 806, p.427; Jan. 1014.
5, MS. 29, 807, p.42; July 1815.
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For the Eiost part It Is too vaguely
general to afford any guidance. In the
field of morals and legislation In a
vast proportion It leaves altogether
intouched (sic) ♦ In another large pro¬
portion so vaguely general is the best
rule.. .that can be extracted from It that
It Is utterly unadapted to the purpose of
guidance: in the few points on which
any determinate precept Is announced,
so plainly and immediately ruining
would It be if pursued to anything
like the extent which it points out,
that under the name of Interpretation
the practieere of It find It neces¬
sary to substitute in each instance a
sense which plainly does not belong
to
Bentlian' s examination no longer leads to an attempt
to re-Interpret the teachings of Jesus, to limit his
benevolent teachings, mid to express them in clear and
distinct terminology, "To fit It for promoting the
temporal good of society..., to prevent it from effecting
the destruction of society, It would be necessary to at¬
tach to it In every point important modifications: in a
word, to substitute to the discourse In question an
altogether different or very different one."2 The religion
of Jesus was completely useless and in many respects it was
pernicious. Its directive rule was Inferior to the Koran
and its application of the religious sanction the source
of endless terrors and, ultimately, a cause of insanity,3
1. ?!S. 29, 209, p.83; April 1819
2. MS. 29, 806, p.88; Aug. 1015.
3. MS, 29, 807, p.42} July 1015.
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Benthos's attitude to organised, religion became even
more denunciatory after 1814. "Religion", he said, was
"an engine Invented by corruptlonists at the command of
tyrants for the manufactory of dupes,"! "in every country
but one, the ruling feu...have for their own personal
purposes.. .token over the command of religion.. ."2 They
had not been content to determine the condition of the
subject many during the present life but had taken upon
themselves the duty of determining their condition in a
future life as well* They attempted to justify their
action by maintaining that religion was a necessary bond
holding society together, and necessary also to the
individuals well-being. So far fron being a necessary
bond it was, in Bontham's view, "one of the most cruel
scourges with which society lias been or can be afflicted.. ."3
In his view, religion was far from being necessary to in¬
dividual well-being.^ in fact, It was a "system of self-
imposed slavery".5
1* Bos 173, p.28; May 1822; extract from Bentham's
Common-Place Book.
2. MS* 29, 807, p.123; Fob. 1821. The exception was the
United States. See also Letters to Count Toreno (1821),
Works* vol. viii, p* 520."""*""'
5. LIS« 29, 809, p.4; Feb. 1821.
4. The Consfc Itlit ional Code, which indicates Benthos's final
staUTe oT these arguments against an established
church. Benthara made no provision for a minister of religion
and declared that the state should take no cognisance of any
religious opinion (vol.in, pp.452-5o). Establisbaacnts, through
their declarations of opinion, promoted intellectual and moral
corruption and resulted in intolerance (pp.92-93). "The grand
use", he said, "of what is established under the nam© of religion
Is to secure insincerity: to secure untrue assent, and to
exclude all Opposition to opinions howsoever absurd." (p.453).
5. US. 29, 007, p.47; Jtily 1015.
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The religion of Jesus, organised religion, and
natural religion were found to be destructive of human
happiness. They had been weighed in the balance of
utility and had been found wanting.
According to his principles, it was, therefore, pos¬
sible and necessary to examine the verity of religion.
Bentliam was chiefly concerned with the verity of the
religion of Jesus. His questioning of the existence of
God and of the future life, however, was applied to both
natural and revealed religion. It was only as utility
was not to be found among the attributes of religion that
its verity was of importance.
"To the question concerning its (the
religion of Jesus) utility had the
answer been in the affirmative the...
question (of its verity) would never
have been brought to view.,.Had utility
presented itself in the number of its
attributes the truth of it would not
have been asserted, but, neither would
it have been denied, nor so much as a
line in disprovement of it have been
dropped."!
It was necessary to consider the verity of religion
in order to prove to thinking men that there wore just
reasons for neglecting it. Without such considerations
there would always be men who woxild direct their "utmost
exertions" to secure for themselves the "first cliance...
of whatever portion of felicity in the character of reward
may prove attainable".2 "so long as the truth of the
TTlb SO, 80G, p.427; Jan. 1814.
2. ibid., p. 500; March 1015.
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history renalnes unimpeached this much, It should seem,
must "be (accepted), that no display of the evil effects
of it either on human happiness or on human morality...
con in point of precedence afford sufficient warrant for...
treating the history with disregard. "3-
These were the considerations that led Bentham to
examine the verity of religion and particularly the vority
of the religion of Jesus. The apologists rested their
case for Christianity upon the truth of the miracles and
upon the assumption that no hypothesis other than the
traditional one could give an adequate explanation of the
facts. Bentham accepted the apologists' statement of the
case and, as prosecutor, examined their arguments for the
miracles, proved to his satisfaction that these could not
be admitted in evidence, and gave his own hypothesis or
summary of the actual happenings.
Benthamf s examination of the verity of the religion
of Jesus carried him Into the field of Biblical Criticism.
I shall, therefore, In the following chapters present
Bentham's criticisms of the Biblical narratives and the
hypothesis which he constructed to explain the facts that
remained.
CHAPTER I.
THE VERITY OP THE RELIGION OF JESUS
CONSIDERED AS A TEXTUAL PROBLEM.
Tli© English Church during tho eighteenth and. early
nineteenth century had no distinctive philosophy or
theology.3* The Articles of Belief represented simply a
compromise which retained as much of the old as was pos¬
sible in the presence of not? ideas and conditions. The
sore liberal members boasted that they were not bound to
a dogmatic system® They were allowed freedom of thought
and expression so long as they did not wantonly come into
conflict with the formula© laid down in a previous generation.
The dissenting groups had drifted toward Unitarian!oia
which was viewed by such divines as Paley, Hay and Watson
not so much as ©rror as an interpretation of mysteries
over which it was superfluous to quarrel.
The doctrines of th© Church wore essentially tradi¬
tional. A tradition, Ilk© any other statement of fact,
could bo proved by appropriate evidence. Th© apologists
sought to justify Christianity by proving that certain
miracles had happened at a given time and, after the caso
for the miracles had been stated, thoy rested the truth
of their doctrines upon the authority of the miracles.
Their main argument for the validity of the miracles was
I. Leslie1 Stephenj The English Utilitarians, vol. 1, p.48.
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that witnesses of uninpeacJiahle character had died in the
attestation of the facts. The early disciples, so they
argued, had shown a seal that could only he explained as
the result of miracles worked before their ©yes. They
had nothing to gain by preaching a creed that led neither
to place nor power and that exposed them to persecution.
This argument was associated with a barren "oibliolatry
which became even more prevalent with the first expressions
of German criticism.1 Mien the infidel failed to convict
the inspired writers ©f lying or blundering, the apologists
assumed that every word must needs be true. Their funda¬
mental axiom was to maintain dogmatic certainty until a
negative was clearly demonstrated. The view most generally
accepted was that the Bible was a theological text-book
composed by the Almighty and dictated word by word to the
inspired writers. Every statement, whether scientific,
historic, moral or prophetic, was accepted as the undoubted
word of God.
The orthodox resented the assumption that their in¬
fallible and flawless records were in reality a collection
of more or less authentic documents from which truth mot
bo distilled in the critical laboratory. Van Mildert, in
his Brompton Lectures of 1814, expressed the Church's
attitude to any form of biblical criticism.^ He argued
XT Basil Wi'lley5 Nineteenth Century Studios, p.39.
2. ibid,, p,39, —~ — ~~
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that it Indicated moral defectiveness, unsoundness of
faith and disloyalty to the Church, Even so, numerous
writers "nod challenged the validity of the Christian
records, and, in particular, the truth of the miraculous
narratives. A more scientific and objective criticism,
based upon a deeper appreciation of history, was soon to
supercede these more journalistic efforts. Benthos's
criticism, however, followed the tradition of the English
and French free-thinkers of an earlier generation.
His criticism of the Biblical narratives logically
begins with an attack upon the Church's view of inspiration.
Hie method was to carry their view to its logical conclusion
and show that the facts were not in accord with the theory.3*
If, he said, God lias verbally dictated the Biblical accounts
and if he is all wise, every statement "ought to wear" all
the "marks of verity, internal and external, (that) human
wisdom lias ever been known to afford..."2 Every event
related by such an Inspired work would bo clearly dis¬
tinguished from every other by perfect designations of
"time", "place", and "causality". The presence of "internal
1. Benthan !'s criteria for evaluating the evidence tirovided
by the Biblical narratives are an adaptation of the principles
and criteria that he had developed in regard to judicial
evidence (1802 to 1812). Even in the Rationale of Judicial
Evidence Bentham indicates that the truilT^oFX"religious
system' is to be determined by examining the evidence and
implies that there Is no real evidence in favour of the
claims of religion. Bee An Introductory View of The Rationale
of Evidence particularly HKaptere V, Ulf,TlTl7~irrxTl
and "%l¥rationale of Judicial Evidence, Books I, II, and V.
2. MS. 29'; mv, pTsiS;" .1
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marks of verity" would, therofore , preclude all possibility
of inconsistency and contradiction. The inspired work
would also present every possible evidence wMch indicated
trustworthiness on the part of the author. The author's
name, condition in life and the way In which he cane to be
in possession of the facts narrated by him would be given in
detail. Such designations wore termed "external marks of verity".
In Benthara'o view, an examination of the narratives
clearly indicated that they were almost entirely lacking
in such marks of divine origin. "In fcho history of Jesus
scarcely is there a single event which is individualised
by considerations of time."3- "In respect of...place, the
statements ore, with few exceptions, extremely vague" and
evidence Indicative of trustworthiness is "too indeterminate
to afford any confirmation..."2
Since an examination of the narratives did not con¬
firm the assumption of infallibility it was necessary,
in Bentham's view, to evaluate the various statements in
the critical laboratory. The presence or lack of internal
and external marks of verity and the testimony of the
narrators themselves created two types of evidence,
"probative" and "dlsprobative" evidence.$ Probative evi¬
dence was divided into two classess "natural" and "super¬
natural". Tli© natural branch contained facts that were
in accord with the observable course of nature and that
1."®.' 29, 8q7, p.5} IIov» 1815.
2. LIS. 29, 806, p.241; Sept. 1815.
5. ibid., p.365; Jan. 1814.
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were given validity by the presence of the marks of verity. 1
Supernatural evidence was afforded by miracles and by
prophecy. The "disprobatlve" evidence was also divided.
Into two classes. The evidence was cither "Informative"
or it was "directly disprobative" .2 "informative" evidence
was afforded by "want of authentication", "obscurities"
and by "inconsistencies" or contradictions within a nar¬
rative or between narratives. "Directly dl©probative"
evidence was afforded by "prophecies disfulfillod", by
"rival miracles" and by "notions erroneous" or doctrines
that were contrary to the known course of nature.
Bentham recognised the difficulty of judging the
reliability of any particular statement.® xn some cases,,
h© believed that all that could be don© was to lay a
reasonable ground for suspicion. In other cases more or
less probable results could bo achieved and in other cases
"the proof will amount, practically speaking, to a certainty
as when the...state of things is incompatible with the
state of the earth and other parts of the known world as
established by astronomical observation and calculation. "4
However Imperfect Bentliam's criticism of the Biblical
narratives my be, It must be admitted that he was seeking
to establish one of the basic axioms of all scientific
rribid., p.475,476.
2. MS. 29, 006, p.368* Jan, 1014.
3. ibid,, p.233; Aug. 1815.
4. ibid., p.233.
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criticism, vis., that the evidence must determine the certain¬
ty of our judgments.
In judging the value of evidence or In cataloguing it
under on© of his headings Bentham adopted the principle
suggested by Hume that improbable facts must be placed
under the heading of disprobatlv© evidence.1 "The im¬
probability of a fact", he said, "Is circumstantial evidence
against the evidence in favour of It", and "the more im¬
probable the fact, the more probable that any direct evi¬
dence In favour of it is false".2
In refuting Campbell's "believing sense", Bentham
adopted Hume's arguments concerning the truth of "testimony"•
All our beliefs rest upon experience and any testimony
concerning a fact that is not corroborated by experience
can never be accepted as true. Though such evidence Is
what Bentham called "circumstantial evidence", It must,
he said, play as much a part In determining our judg¬
ments as any "direct" evidence. Our experience is that
testimonies may conflict and that they are often untrust¬
worthy. Men are therefor© not determined, as Campbell
and Price maintained, to give credence to a supposed
matter of fact simply because It has been declared, to be
true by a witness. They are, however, -under a necessity
TnTsT 89, 806, p. 120; Hov. 1613. Bentham frankly admitted
that he was adopting this principle from Hume who had
applied It In examining the miracles wrought by Josus.
2. ibid., p.174; Dec. 1808.
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of accepting "improbability (as) a just cause for disbelief" .2-
Bentham attempted to apply the principle of improbab¬
ility to the Biblical narratives as a' whole. Contra¬
dictions and omissions within a narrative or between
narratives reduced the probability of the account. In Ms
examination of the Gospels Bentham found that the biographers
continually contradicted one another. In such cases "falsity
on the part of on© of the two is the necessary consequence".8
In order to determine wherein truth lay, It was nscoscary
to apply an axiom of probability. "Of the two incompatible
propositions relative to a matter of fact, that which
appears to be most probable or.».Icatst improbable- Is the
(one)...which on the part of a reasonable and unbiased
mind,«.will always obtain credence."3 Omission of cm
event from on© or more of the narratives was. another
circumstance that reduced the probability of an event.
Benthos assumed that the "fotrr Mogr&phers" were under the
necessity of recording identical facts. Events that were
found only in one narrative were, therefore, improbable,
A third circumstance that reduced the probability of
a narrative concerned ovonto that would have offered
"overwhelming" proof of Jesus'e claims but which wore never
used by him in arguing Mo case before the religious authorities.^
i'.1, "ibid."7 p.' 1005 I'lov. IBIS.
2. MS. 29. 806, p.84} Aug. 1818.
5. Ibid., p.120} llov• 181-3.
4. Ibid#, p.31} July 1815.
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Though Benfchsra, in 1815, began a harmony of the
Gospels that was to form the basis of a critical examination
of the life of Christ^-, the clearest application of his
principles of criticism is to be found in his attempt to
determine the sources of the religion of Jesus and, to
a lesser degree, in his criticism of the miracles. Bentham
had neither the patience nor the desire to apply his
principles in a systematic fashion to the entire Biblical
record. He felt that he could load men to treat the
history with disregard if ho could show that the miracles
were fictitious and if he could prove that Paul was not
a teacher of the religion of Jesus but an impostor who
sought the wealth of the flourishing Church founded by
the Apostles.
In order to prove that the religion of Paul was not
to be considered as a part of the religion of Jesus,
Benthara found it necessary to show "that Paul had no such
commission as he professed to have;.,.that his enterprise
was a scheme of personal ambition and nothing more; that
his system of doctrine if fraught with mischief.. .and that
it has no warrant in anything that...was ever said or done
by Jesus. .."2 Bentham: s arguments rest upon the assumption
that Paul claimed that he liad received his entire system
of doctrine by revelation of Jesus Christ at his conversion
1. hox pp.10139. This work consists largely of chapter
headings affixed to blank pages.
2. Hot Paul."but Jesus; p.vlil.
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or in one of the visions related to that experience.
In order to prove the improbability of Paul's "in¬
ward" conversion, Bentham compared the three accounts of
that experience and observed the various contradictions
and omissions. He designated the three versions as the
historian's account (Acts IX, 1-9), Paul's "unstudied" ac¬
count (XXIII, 3-11) and Paul's "studied" account (XXVI,
9-20), The historian's version was, in Bcntham's view,
"the proper standard of reference and comparison" .3-
He believed that the historian speaking in his own person
and at his leisure would give the most complete version.
Omission of any fact or "want of correctness" was "without
excuse" on his part
However, either omissions were to be found in his
version or Paul was guilty of falsification. In the
"studied" speech Paul spoke of a light greater than the
midday nun. Benthan argued that "in the ordinary course
of nature there exists not upon earth any light equal to
the brightness of the midday sun..." But if such a light
was actually present, it must have been created for the
puspose and a "circumstance so Important... should not have
bean omitted from the standard narrative."3 "Hero then
is cither a deficiency in the standard narrative, and




this deficiency...an Inexcusable one.».or...the hero (is)
represented by Ms historian as using endeavours to deweive."!
Tills was one example of fit/© such omissions that Benthasa
found within the standard narrative. Each of these omis¬
sions was regarded as reducing the probability of Paul's
conversion experience.
These versions also contradicted on© another on five
different points.2 They differed as to the "posture" of
Paul's companions, and as to what they saw and heard.
The most important contradiction in Benthan's view was
one that concerned the "Lord' a commands" . In the historian's
version Paul is told to go to Damascus where he will re¬
ceive further instruction. In the studied account Paul
is immediately given all the details of the Lord's
commands without the necessity of going to Damascus.
This was a "sad contradiction" In Benthara's view. "By
the time the historian had arrived at this point in Ms
history, he had forgotten that, according to his own ac¬
count of the matter, no information at all had, during
the road scene, been given..."2
The probability of Paul's inward conversion was
further reduced by the laclr of internal or "collateral"
evidence. If such a miraculous ovont had actually taken
place the historian would naturally have recorded the
T7 HoF liiiX, p.is.
9 • ib id op p. l^& #
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names of Paul's companions so that they might he called
upon, by any who doubted, to testify to the truth of the
event.3- "Instead of saying who those other men are, the
credit of the whole stony is left to rest upon tho credit
of this one man; the credit of a story, the natural im¬
probability of which stood so much (in) need of collateral
evidence to render it credible,"2
The probability of tho story was also reduced by
the failure of the historian to give specific details
concerning Judas who was a witness to the proceedings In
Damasous, and who had himself seen a vision. In Bentham'a
view very definite information should have been given con¬
cerning the whereabouts of this most important witness,
"In such a capital as Damascus, Straight-
street might have been as long as Oxford-
street j and unless the style of building
In those days had ranch store convenience
and luxury in it than In these latter
days, was ranch more crowded. Consider a
man at this time of day, going to Oxford-
street with the Intention of finding the
house in which thirty years ago, a man
of the name of Brown or Smith had his
residence.•.and this for the purpose of
ascertaining whether.«.by tills Smith or
this Brown a vision, not seen by anybody
else, had been seen."3
Bentham's most pertinent argument was basod upon
Paul's claim that his Gospel had not bean given to him
by any man but by the revelation of Jesus Christ. Bonfcham




observed that no religions doctrine, no system of theology,
was given to him in any of the descriptions of his ex¬
perience on the road to Damascus or in any of the subsequent
visions related to that experience. If Paul was ever
taught a Gospel by revelation of Jesus Christ, said Bentham,
it was not learned during any of the occasions in which
he claimed it to have been provided.
Considerations such as these not only rendered the
conversion experience highly improbable but cast doubts
on the verity of the entire narrative of the Acts. Though
in Dentham' s view the history presented "satisfactory marks
of genuineness, that is, of being written by the sort of
person it professed to be written by, namely, a person
who in the course of Paul's last excursion was taken into
Ms suite*It was obvious that it could not be re¬
garded as a true account of the actual proceedings. The
"maeo of self-contradiction" and the lack of external and
internal marks of verity were proof of the "slendernosc of
the author's qualifications" and the "lowness of his station
In the scale of trustworthiness""Being as it is, to
such a degree untrustworthy and incredible.. .the truth of
it is impossible..."3
In Bentham's view it was "only by error" that the
history had been ascribed to Luke,^ The reason for this





was "vory simple". "la respect of the time between Jesus's
resurrection and His ascension, the one of these narratives
gives one account, the other, another account: and, so
wide is the difference between the two, that by one and
the same person they could not ha%re both been given."1
Bentham examined Lube's account and came to the conclusion
that the time that elapsed between the two events could
not have been more than a day. He admitted that Lake did
not state this to be the case but he nevertheless folt
that "consistently with the particulars given no longer
duration can be assigned to it".2 The author of The Acts
represented the interval as forty days. "To palpable is
the inconsistency, that the conclusion is, by no one nan
who did not, on on© or other of the two occasions, intend
thereby to deceive, con both of then, morally speaking,
have been penned."® Since the evidence was in favour of
the assumption that Luke wrote the Gospel bearing his
name, Rentham concluded that the Acts was written by some
unknown author who was Paul's "attendant biographer".4
Bentham felt that a more proper title for the work would
have been the "History of Paul—-from the time of his con¬







Though the narrative was untrustworthy and incredible
Bentham still regarded "mny parts" of it as presenting
satisfactory narke of "historic verity".^ "Time or not,
like ©very other history, ancient or modem, it has a
claim to he provisionally taken for true, as to every
point, in relation to which no adequate reason appears
for the contrary? improbability, for example, of the sup¬
posed facts as related, contradiefcoriness to itself, con-
tradictorlness to other more satisfactory evidence, or
probable subjection to sinister or.d mendacity-promoting
interest."2 Such an assumption allowed Behtham to re¬
construct the "true" history of Paul.
nothing is to be gained by examining Benthos?'s history
in detail. I shall only briefly indicate his procedure*
Hie early Church, said Bentham, was in a flourishing state.
Its growth in sis© and in wealth had been observed by
Paul. He also observed that the rulers of the Church
were not selling shares in the enterprise. After his
decision to become a convert to the religion, and thereby
secure for himself a share of its wealth, he obtained
letters that authorised him to imprison the Christians
at Damascus. Under such circumstances the Damascus
Christians were compelled to allow him to become a member
of the Church. His plan v/as "to become a declared convert
X* Clot' Paul? p.60.
2, TBTd., p.60.
•
to th© religion of Jesus, for the purpose of setting
himself at the head of it; and "by means of tho ©xpertneas
he had acquired in the use of the Greek language, to
preach in the nam© of Jesus that sort of religion "by th©
preaching of which an empire over the minds of his converts
and, "by that means, th® power and opulence to which ho
aspired, might, with th© faire at prospect of success, he
aimed
Though he needed no miraculous vision to aid Ma is
bargaining with th© leaders of th© Damascus Church, Paul
felt that such an experience might b© of use in his dealings
with other Christians. For that reason he "invented" the
story of his conversion. To avoid th© possibility of having
his evidence challenged it was not until "many years55 had
©lapsed tliat his story was mad© public.2
To accomplish his full design it was necessary for
hixa to enter into a "treaty" with th© Jerusalem Apostles.5
It was impossible, however, for him to return to Jerusalem
immediately after becoming a convert. In tho eyes of the
rulers ho was a "traitor" and in the eyos of th© Apostles
he was a "murderer". Paul, therefore, remained in Damascus
long enough to loam the history of Jesus and then wont
to Arabia where there was no one to .abhor Ms person or to
contradict his assortIons. There he passed "the scon© of
ITTf^^giuTr p.73.
2 . a'b Id., p.GO«
3. ibid., p.75.
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his noviciate" in the hope that a few years passed in in-
r
noc©nee night allay enmity and establish confidence.2
After three years Paul returned to Damascus, won the
support of Barnabas and proceeded to Jerusalem where he
was introduced to tho Apostles. Though the Apostles did
not believe the story of Ms conversion they were, at that
time, in no position to restrain him from preaching to the
Gentiles. It was only after many years had passed that
they were able to rid themselves of his disturbing influence.
Denthast argued that Paul's last visit to Jerusalem
indicated, without any doubt, the true relationship tliat
existed between him and the Apostles. Bentham deduced
from "circumstantial" evidence that the true objects of
Paul's last visit were "money", "power" and vengeance",2
He wished to secure for himself "the aggregate mass of the
property of the whole Church", the power that was exercised
over the "whole number of the faithful" and, by so doing,
to take vengeance on the Apostles for their ''repeated rebuffs."
The Apostles were not deceived by his visit and took
the only opportunity that they had of ridding themselves
of the would-be usurper. The "Jewish converts" rightfully
accused Paul of teaching the Jews among the Gentiles to
"forsake Moses", "circumcision" and "the customs". At




where he testified, by his actions, that he was falsely
accused. The Apostles let it be known that Paul was
comlttlng an act of perjury and refrained from restraining
the crowds that were under their control and from giving
Paul any protection.3.
Benthan sought to debase Paul*s character by presenting
him not only as a perjuror, but also as a liar.2 Ho
charged Paul with giving false information concerning the
number of resurrection witnesses and with falsely predicting
the end of the world.
By such arguments as these Bentham sought to prove
that Paul and the unknown author of the Acts were not
to be regarded as teachers of the true religion of Jesus.
Though ho did not examine the Epistles of the other Apostles
and disciples, Beatham argued that these too were not
true sources of th© religion of Jeous. In his opinion
"The religion delivered in (the) four Gospels...is the
religion of Jesus: the religion delivered in the Acts of
the Apostles, and In the Epistles is the religion of th©
Apostles,»."5
Having reduced the sources of the true religion of
Jesus to the four Gospels, it remained for Bentham to show
that the miraculous narratives were fictitious. He maintained
1, Hot Paul, pp. 250-252.
2, ibid., no. 277-290.
3, MS. 29, 806, p.453; Aug. 1815.
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that the natural evidence in support of the verity of
that religion was "radically insufficient". The verity
of the religion of Jesus rested entirely upon "supernatural"
evidence or the evidence provided by miracles or prophecy.-*•
The apologists considered miracles and prophecies as
quite distinct and, therefor©, argued that they presented
two types of evidence in favour of the verity of Christianity.
Bentham, however, rejected their distinction and argued
that prophecy was no more than a 'particular species of
miracle"• A prophecy was a "sort of miracle of which
the completion does not talc© place till the fulfilment of
the prophecyj...take away the miraculous, the prediction,
be it ever so completely fulfilled, is not what on these
occasions is meant by a prophecy".2 By defining prophecy
as simply a "miraculous prediction" Benthom was not under
the necessity of offering separate evidence against the
probability of this type of evidence.
Adopting the method of Hume, Bentham argued that
miracles were "incapable" of providing evidence in proof
of the verity of a religious system. In the case of
Christianity, "the evidence to which the name of miracle
Is so uniformly...given does not consist of miracles...
(but) is neither more nor less than a set of reports of
miracles".s She nature of testimony was such that no
1. 'IS. 29, 806, p.242; Jan. 1814.
2 . lb id ., p .248.
5. ibid., p.261; July 1014.
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report of an Improbable ©vent could offer sufficient
evidence for "believing it to be true.3. Miracles were
by definition improbable ©vents. Trtoy were ©vents tlmt
were not conformable to human experience and human ox«
perionc© was trie final criterion of truth. Tfo testimony
of any number of witnesses was, therefor©, sufficient to
outweigh the fact that "the falsity (of a miracle) will
ever be more probable than the verity" .S
Bentham, however, believed tlmt an examination of
the narratives themselves and a consideration of the
historical setting also testified to the improbability
of miraculous ©vents. The miracles attributed to Jesus
could be divided into three classes. There was a type
of alleged miracle that was the result of natural causes
and, yet, to the men of that day, who had no knowledge
of physical sciences, the ©vent appeared to be the result
of divine intervention. Without offering his proe'f,
Benthos, regarded Jesus's escape from the multitude at
Basareth, the incident of Ms having walked upon the sea,
and tli© two "promises of food" as belonging to this class
of alleged miracles.3 toother class of alleged miracles
was the result of "pure deceit" on the part of Jesus and
1. MS.' 05, Soe, p.2071 July 1814.
2. Ibid., p.263j July 1814.
3. ibid., p.203; Oct. 1015.
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the third class was simply the Invention of the narrators.
Benthara did not clearly distinguish between these last two
classes. 1 shall therefore, present hie argument without
attempting to place them under one or other of the©© two classes.
The resurrection of the widow's son, Lasarus, and
the resurrection of Jairus3 s daughter are explained by
postulating "a good understanding11 on the part of those
involved. 1 flies© alleged miracles could also b© explained
as the productions of the narrators, Bentham applied the
principle of probability as it related to omissions in proof of
Ms assertion. The story of the resurrection of the widow's
son was found only in Luke's account and the story of the
resurrection of Lasarus only in John's account. The probab¬
ility, therefore, was that these events had no foundation in fact.
The resurrection of Jairus's daughter could not be explained
according to this principle, It was found in three of the
four accounts. Bentham, however, argued that since the
biographers differed as to time and place, it, too, "must be
added to the number of those which lied no foundation in fact."2
There were a number of alleged miracles that Bentham
clearly considered to be the invention of the narrators.
The birth narratives, the temptation of the devil, and the
exorcising of devils belonged to that class. In regard
T.n'"S06, p.279, Aug. 1815.
2. ibid., p.879*
5. ibid., p.60, p.51, p.271j July 1815, and Jan. 1814.
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to tli© temptation, Bentham argued that "the probability* •.
seems to be, sine© by Jesus himself no.. .purpose was ever
made (of it)..., that it was...a fiction invented by some
unknown adherent to that religion and from Mm or by lilm
stuck into the biographical tract In question along with
so many other fictions."3. ©a© other miracles were rejected
on the some basis.
The verity of the religion of Jesus was, therefore,
highly improbable. It was supported by neither "natural"
nor "supernatural" evidence. fhe "natural" evidence was
radically Insufficient and, therefore, afforded no proof
of its verity. fhe "supernatural" evidence was "incapable"
of providing .any testimony in support of the verity of
Christianity. In Benthos's view a "close" and "dispassionate"
examination of the documents afforded sufficient warrant
for treating the history with disregard,2
1. 'JS. 29, BOG, p.31; July 1815.
2• ibid., p.SCO; March 1815.
CHAPTER II,
THE VERITY OF THE RELIGION OF JESUS
CONSIDERED AS A HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM.
Tli© history of Jesus, as the History of Paul, had,
in Bentham's view, a "claim to "be provisionally taken as
true". Pacts that were not rendered improbable by other
considerations could be accepted as true, Benthan con¬
cluded, after what lie considered to be a "close" examination
of the documents, that all trustworthy facts could be ex¬
plained by the hypothesis that Jesus's "sol© purpose was
to raise up a temporal sovereignty for himself in thai
country, at that time.•."1 Every discourse as well as
every act was, in Benthara's view, adequately and completely
explained by such an hypothesis.
The object of Jesus, said Bentham, "was the acquiring
and keeping (for) himself the sovereignty of the state of
which he was born a subject".3 That state, however, was
already in subjection to a sovereignty of its own and
unless and until that government was destroyed, Ms object
could not be accomplished. Hie aim could only be realised
by using "instruments" of the some nature as those by which
that government was supported, that Is, "by armed force,
by war...successfully carried on by means of that armed
force" .3 Jesus had neither the men nor the money necessary
TT MS. 29, 006, p.302• March 1015.
2. ibid., p.203; Oct. 1815.
5. ibid., p.203; Oct. 1815.
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to conduct aruch a war. "For the procurement of both
together", however, only "one thing was needful..,(and
that was) sufficient faith. .,"3.
"Faith in the sons© here in question...
is the mother of obedience? the raore
lively the faith, the more implicit the
obedience. Expectation of eventual good
and evil, of reward and punishment...are
the instruments by which"obedience is made
secure. Expectation of good is hop©.
Here, then, in addition to faith we have
hop®. Expectation of evil is fear...
By obedience, if it be sufficiently...
constant and universal...every thing
will be furnished which is in a man's
power to furnish...
Faith, in Benthom's view, originally meant "Attachment"
to Jesus or allegiance to hia as the loader of a political
party *3 "Attachment", in turn, led to "obedience" and
"sufficient" and "constant" obedience furnished the es¬
sential necessary for the projected war. The "efficient
cause" of faith was a "belief in the assertions h© md©
and in confidence in the promises he dealt out"A In
"modern times" said Bentham, "the olrcumatances of attach¬
ment is neither mentioned in words nor seems, in general,
to be present In idea, but, instead of it, the word faith
or its synonym belief (is)...employed."S
Among the Jews of that age there was a "universal"
belief in the immediate coming of a monarch who would
1. IIS. 29, 806, p.2(34? Oct. 1815.
2. ibid., p.204.
3. Ibid., p.303| March 1815.
4. Ibid., p.303.
5. ifeicl. , p .305.
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deliver them from the subject lea under which they groaned,
This king was the "anointed person" • "The Almighty, the
Lord of all,..was the Monarch"# "The temporal, the mortal,
the anointed monarchy the Lord1s anointed was Vice-Roy
under Mm," "Messiah was the nam© by which tho expected
deliverer, redeemer {and) saviour was universally desig¬
nated, "1 "Such being th© general expectation, such was
the expectation which Jesus.••undertook to fulfil and
satisfy"By representing himself as the expected deli¬
verer., Jesus was able to take advantage of the "universal"
expectation and thereby to call forth the faith that was
necessary for Ms projected war,
Benthaxi was impressed by the "courage" and audacity
that Jesus manifested in applying the prophecies of the
expected deliverer to himself. In commenting upon the
first recorded speech of Jesus Benthm said;
"nothing could be better adapted to his
situation nor (to the) circumstances in
which he found himself. Words he found
already strung together, words which by a
proper application sight b© made to af¬
ford not only expression (of), but a sort
of.. * credence to Ms claims. Courage,
the courage necessary to male© the ap¬
plication,. ,wac necessary. It was all
that was necessary but no small matter
was that all...By this passage•..(which)
contained in It tho important word an¬
ointed, . «ho.. .made known Ms pretension
to b© regarded, if not as tho conquering
TrwrmTrT,0G, p.esj Aug. 1815,
2. Ibid,, p.92j Aug, 1815,
3. ibid., p.74,755 AUg» 1815.
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The "Sermon on the 1-foimt" was, in Bentham's view the
clearest expression of the rietliod by which Jesus endeavoured
to establish, a, temporal kingdom-. Ho was ariased that
people had for so long a tine failed to understand the true
meaning of this speech. In an "extraordinary" degree*
he said* it had been "misunderstood by both believers
and non-believers.
"Upon a clear examination...it will be
found.,.that for its object It had
neither more nor loss than the giving
effect to the plan of temporal dominion
which the author had traced out for
himself % and that Is regard to non in
general, considered as placed In other
places and other times, the tendency
of it *..would be not the melioration
of human society but the complete
destruction of it. "2
Whatever general good could be derived from it was
due to th© fact that the personal good of the author
could not have been attained without the advancement of
th© good of the particular society that was his endeavour
to form. It was to "this sort of connection between
particular good and general good...that the system which
on that occasion was developed Is indebted for whatever
It lias of general utility... (and) title for approbation.. ."3
Bentham admitted that Jesus's speech taught benevolent
precepts that were to sou© degree necessary to the




well-being of society. 1 Tie denied,, however, that "the
condition of men In general, or of any part of It that
lay out of the fold...was ever among the objects of hie
thought"
Tli© success of his enterprise depended upon the "most
perfect manifestation" of charity among his followerss
"only in proportion as they were...in a state of concord
and amity with.. .each other could they be perfectly at
his command.. ."3 It was also necessary that his followers
manifest charity to those without their group. The more
gently and friendly their demeanour the better their chance
not only of increasing their own numbers but of reducing
the ranks of their adversaries. "Should the tine", however,
"ever arrive when by the multitude of followers enlisted
under his banner he should be placed in a condition to
enter upon the revolutionary work, then would be time for
them to...bring upon the head of all...adversaries the
destruction so often threatened,"4
"In general these virtues by which the
goodwill of sen at large is engaged...
were in a particular degree necessary
to make men in their situation and until
they had succeeded in placing themselves
and hin in that situation in which...
fore© my serve instead of virtue...
accomplieh that purpose which was the
object of their thoughts.•.Thus it is
that amongst those qualities and these
TTT^r^Tr^oy, p.971 Jan. 1816.
2. MS. 29, 806, p.208; Oct. 1015.
3. Ibid., p.94; Aug. 1815.
4. ibid., p.207; Oct. 1815.
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modes of conduct the observance of which
by Ms followers In general were necessary
to his own particular scheme of personal
ambition it was necessary to mix a
sprinkling of those others the observance
of which is conductive to the comfort
of society at large <,"1
Jesus's scheme of conquest involved the necessity of
employing "force and all the infinite mass of evil composed
in the single word war"Charity to opponents and ad¬
versaries wass therefore, only a temporary measure. "Hhen
the time carte. • .the very nature of the universally ac~
knowledge*! end would suffice to Indicate the necessary
means and apply to the grand law of charity the particular
reduction and limitation (that) should be found necessary
to the fulfilment of the still superior lines of faith
and hope."®
The "Sermon on the Mount" opened "with on announce¬
ment of the revolution to which he was occupied in giving
existence" .4 The revolution was to be more complete than
the French Revolution. Equality was the aim of that re¬
volution and to achieve that aim they endeavoured to
lower the station of the rich and to raise that of the
poor. "Hot so the revolution planned and announced by
Jesusj the high and the low, the rich and the poor...
were to change places..."5 "The French Revolution was at
IV 23',' SOC, p.207,208; Oct. 1815.
2. ibid., p.84j Aug. 1815.
3. ibid., p.95; Aug. 1815.
4. ibid., p.96; Aug. 1815.
5. ibid., p.96; Aug. 1815.
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the most a levelling systems the Jewish Revolution. * .was
to he...a system of eubvorclon."!
The announcement of the impending revolution was
made in the form of beatitudes and woes. Benthom ©ex¬
amined the accounts found in Matthew and Luke and con¬
cluded that there was very little difference between them.
Luke added to the beatitudes only on© not to b© found
In Matthew's version, that of "poverty"' or "indigene©",2
ami hie catalogue of "woes" was nothing more than the
"converse of the situation indicated in the catalogue
of beatitudes".3
The "ten distinguishable beatitudes" were, in Berthas' s
view, perfectly adapted to Jesus'© ends. They encouraged
service in the face of the severest hardships and incul¬
cated, in the extreme, the virtues of faith, hope and
charity. The "situation" of "indigence", "affllctedneas",
"the situation of him who is persecuted", and "the situation
of such as sMLl have been rendered objects of hatred...
by their attachment to the author" were to be suffered
without losing hop® or the eventual expectation of good.
The "mental disposition" to incur these "situations" was
the measure of the service that would be don© to the orator
and his cause. The sacrifice of property provided the
1. MS. 29, 806, p.96; Aug. 1015.
2. ibid., p.101; Aug. 1815.
5. ibid., p.104; Aug. 1815.
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money needed for the projected war and left the individual
free to carry out his commands.1 The willingness to un¬
dergo suffering was a measure of the individual's "attach¬
ment" to or faith In the author.
The two "dispositions" of "hungering and thirsting
after righteousness" and "purity of heart" or "sincerity"
were "in the most immediate way" subservient to his do sign.
The first of these "dispositions" corresponded exactly
with the virtues of faith and hope.2 "Sincerity" of
profession was the measure of seal that might be expected
from Ms followers.
Tli© last four beatitudes corresponded to the virtu©
of charity.3 "Meekness", in Dentham's view, was "gentleness
of demeanour to individuals of all ranks" • This was the
"genus" of which "purity of spirit" or "humility", "mercy"
and "peace-maklngness" constituted so many species or
modifications.
In Bentham's view those virtues and attitudes were
"perfectly well" adapted to the author's ends. They were,
however, virtues that were applicable only to the con¬
ditions that existed at that particular time. "To fit it
for promoting the temporal good of society at large, of
men in other countries and of that same country at other
l"," "te. 20, 00G, p.205; Oct. 1815.
2. lbid., p»102j Aug. 1815.
3. ibid., p.102, 103j Aug. 1815.
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times, to prevent it from effecting the destruction of
societyj it would he necessary to attach to it-in every
point very important nodificat ions; in a word, to sub¬
stitute to the discourse in question an altogether diff¬
erent or very different one" .2.
Bentiiasa did not complete his history of Jesus but,
even so, his opinion of Christ is clearly expressed. In
his view Christ was simply an ambitlone, audacious and,
in some respects, very talented lmpost©r* He represented
himself as the expected deliverer but failed to convince
the general public that' his claims were true. The pro¬
phecies depicting the coming deliverer represented him
in "no other situation other than that of the most brilliant
splendour"« "Yet", said bentham, "when in a man passing
his life in a state of poverty and perpetually impending
indigence, never for a moment having at his command so
many as there were men with anas {against him),. .and
concluding his life in the hand of the executioner for an
offence which consisted in the abortive attempt to cause
himself to be acknowledged..,in the character of the
conquering monarch and redeemer., .any man (who) has been...
unable to discover the conquering hero so announced and
expected, that man at that time was by Jesus and has since
by all who have professed themselves to be believers in
TTTE7 29, 006, p.88j Aug. 1815.
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the truth of his pretensions set down...as 'cloaf and
♦blind* and 'hard of heart'".1
"After all Ms oratory and all his
miracles, to the people among whom he
had been brought up, among those to
whom he was dearest as well as nearest,
to his four brothers, and, for ought
appears, to all his sisters (and) to
th© very mother who bore him.. .he was
no better than an impostor. To us, to
whom at the distance of so many centuries,
from one to eighteen, he has been so
much better known than to them that
bore and brought Mm up, to us alone,
he is a God."2
The Origin of the Idea of the Kingdom of God.
Th© death of Jesus represented the destruction of the
"bond of union", of all the inducements and expectations
that characterized the sect.® The natural and "to all
appearance the necessary consequence" was the dispersion
of the individuals and the "extinction of the sect in the
character of a political party".4 The disciples, however,
had grown accustomed to the power, opulence and respect
that they had received as leaders in the sect. They,
therefore, desired to maintain the organisation and to
accomplish this end they endeavoured to change the ground
of its "cementing principle".5 Before the death of Jesus
power and glory were promised as the temporal benefits of
1." lis. 2^7'TfOG, p.90; Aug. 1815.
2. ibid., p.78; Aug. 1815.




the successful establishment of his kingdom. The disciples
endeavoured to "shift its station" and in a short time
the promised kingdom "passed into another world". In the
course of their undertaking they magnified the ideas of
heaven and hell tlmt had played only a small part in the
teachings of Jesus. "The joys of heaven and exemption
from the pains of hell in the event of... faith and then
good works...were the instruments by which the good of the
ruling few (of the church) in this its earliest state were
to b© had."3. "The sufficient and regular harvest" of the
"fruits of faith" was, in Bentham's view, "demonstrated
by the very fact of the existence of the Church in that
form in those days, followed by the continuance of it in
a form so similar clown to the present time."2
Through the endeavour of the disciples to "spiritualise"
the kingdom and to inculcate the belief In a future life,
a "false language" was developed that was always available
to "a particular class of imposters to be employed In the
conversion of men into dupes".5 Words such as "angel,
devil, true prophet, false prophet, good spirit, evil
spirit, wisard, witch, saint, holy, sacrod, consecrated,
sanctified, life eternal, life everlasting, are so many
terms which when men are com© to their senses will liave each of
1. big. §§, '$06, p.116; Aug. 1815.
S. ibid., p.116.
5. ibid., p.353; Aug. 1015.
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them its plaee In ©very edition of the dictionary of the
such (fain©) language" .2- Such terns as these were in
Rentham's view "fictions" invented by priest to satisfy
their "sinister interest".2
The Probability of a Future Life and
of the Existence of God.
The probability of a future existence was, in Benthara1®
view, very remote. He admitted that there was no way of
proving the contrary and argued that neither was there any
proof in favour of the supposition. "Of the moon's being
mad© of green cheese the improbability can not be shown,
(but) no probability (is) greater than what lias been shown
to attach upon the supposition of a future stafce"^
The supposition of a future life rested upon two
further assumptions: that a being existed who had created
a system of future rewards and punishments and that man
was "susceptible" of such a life. - Bentham maintained
that both of these assumptions were improbable.
For man to exist in a future state it was necessary
that his mind or his mind and his body should survive
death. The assumption that the body survived death was in
contradiction to knows* facts. The body disintegrated at
death and the elements of which it was composed passed
1. HS. 29, 806, p.333j Aug. 1015.
2. O.K. Ogden, Renthan's Theory of Fictions, pp. 96-98.
3. MS. 29, 807, p.S34j Peb. 18197
4. Ibid., p.234.
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Into other forms of vegetable and animal life. If it was
assumed the a "now body" was created as a receptacle for
the "old mind", the difficulty was not lessened by increased.3*
Such an assumption implied a "new earth" and an unknown
mode of conveyance from one place to another.2
The assumption that mind survived death was equally
improbable, "Ideas", Benthos said, "are the formation of
the ralnd" and "all ideas are derived, more or loss im¬
mediately from sense, from those organs of the body called
the senses.n "Take away body, you take away mind? take
away all pleasures of the body (and) you take away all
pleasures of the mind."5 In Benthorn' s view, mind was
simply a "fictitious entity".
"By no experience.. .and by no obser¬
vation of any sort is the existence of
mind without body made known to us.
A circumstance which contributes per¬
haps more than any other to cause the
mind to be considered as a thing ex¬
isting of itself without body, a real
object, as real as the body, and thence
In a state altogether separate, is its
having just as body a separate name,"4
'flier© were, therefor®, no considerations tliat sup¬
ported the assumption that mm was "susceptible" of a
future life. His mind had no separate existence and his
body was known to decompose after death.
1. MS. 29, $07, p.233; Fob. 1819.
2. ibid., p.233.
3. Box 138, folder 3, p.152; hay 1819.
4. ibid•, p.152•
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Death in Bentham's view was simply annihilation« 1
There is no indication In any of the manuscripts that
Benthaa had any fear of death. "Being dead", he said,
"is being asleep without waking and tho every meta will be
thus asleep to all eternity no man will ever tiro of It."
"Every mail who has slept for a night or part of a night
without dreaming knows what it is to bo dead, he has
had experience of It."8
The assumption that a being existed who had created
a future life was equally improbable. Rentham admitted
that it was impossible to prove or to disprove the exis¬
tence of such a being. It was possible, in his view, to
examine the attributes that had been ascribed to him and
if they were found to be self-contradictory then every
consideration for believing in hie existence would be
disproved.®
Bentham examined the attributes ascribed to God by
tho natural, and revealed religionists and concluded that
they were self-contradietory. Thoy both considered God
to be benevolent, all-wise and almighty. If wisdom, said
Bontham, is the ability to choose means for realising
desires or ends, then the God of natural religion Is def¬
icient in this attribute.^ Man could find means for
1. ".IS o 29, $09, p.50; July 1815.
2. Box 173, p.17; April 1822,
3. MS, 29, 807, p.236; Bay 1819.
4. ibid., p.236,
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communicating his will even to doge, but God could not
find a means of communicating hie will to man. Since
his will was never expressed, he met be continually disap¬
pointed. If the attribute of power was ascribed to God
then he was oven more deficient in wisdom and in under¬
standing. "To desire the end and, having power, not to
employ the necessary means is folly."!
In Dentham's view will could not be ascribed to God
without self-contradiction. In human experience will is
"never observed to exist without having been produced by
ideas of pleasure and pain".£ "The Almighty, then, to have
a will must regard himself as insufficiently provided
with pleasure and as eventually exposed to lose pleasure
and (to) suffer pain."*5 If It Is assumed, for example,
that God created the world, it must be admitted that he
was, previous to creation, in a state of pain or In want
of pleasure. Without such an assumption Ms will would
be an effect without a cause.4
The attribute of benevolence was also self-contradictory.
According to the natural religionists, God Intended, though he
never announced his intention, to punish certain actions
with eternal tomenta. Punishment for non-conformity to
a will that was never declared was not benevolence but






In Bentham' 3 view a further inconsistency applied
to the attribute of benevolence. Both natural and re¬
vealed religionists assumed one God to be the author of
both good and evil. "But tilth the supposition of be¬
nevolence .•.coupled with that of power.*.the existence of
evil is inconsistent." "To preserve the attribute of
benevolence they, therefore, give up the supposition of
a part of his power: he would exclude evil altogether if
he could, if the nature of the case would adult of it."
"But the nature of the case, say they, will not admit of
its hence cones the quantity of evil which notwithstanding
all his benevolence still remains"
Bentham maintained that the attribute of benevolence
could only be ascribed to God if it could be proved that
in this world there was more good than evil.3 In his
view, however, it was "physically impossible" to prove
that such was the ease. Each roan might know whether
there was more good than evil in his own life but "the
instant a man*3 enquiry breaks out of his own breast
every thing that can claim the appellation of proof
vanishes altogether* .."4 "What a man himself felt during
the period in quostion is very imporfoctly ascertained:
1. MSw [2#.f 807, p,237| May 1819.
2. ME. 29, 809, p.142; March 1819.
3. ibid., p.144; March 1819,
4. ibid., p.1451 March 1819.
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what by any other human being has been experienced is
completely una©eertainable>"1
The attributes ascribed to God by both religious
systems were self-contradictory and all "ground" for
believing in the existence of such a being was, therefore,
disproved.2 Since both the assumption that man was
capable of a future life and the assumption that a being
existed who had created a system, of future rewards and
punishments wore improbable, the belief in a future exis¬
tence was, in itself, improbable. In Ben thorn* s view it
was much more reasonable to as sirs© that both of these
suppositions had their origin in "fear" and in "fraud",3
Pear of the mysterious forces of nature and those
forces that determine the destiny of men led to the belief
in the existence of a being who was capable of producing
such "painful" and "teriffle" effects.^ The state of the
universe and its notion and the desire to explain the
actions of mankind wore sufficient motives for the sup¬
position of the existence of God, The origin of this
belief could also be explained in terms of fraud, Fear
and power, said Penthan, are closely related. He who
produced the belief In such a being could easily use it
to "fore© out" a rule of action that would be conformable
1* lis. 29, 80S), p. 145; March 1819.
2. MS. 29, 807, p.236; May 1019.
3. ibid., p.234; Feb, 1819.
4. ibid., p.234.
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to Ms own ends.3.
One© t!i© notion of an invisible being had boon ac¬
cepted it was necessary to "clothe" the being with at¬
tributes ,
"In supposed revealed religion, the por¬
trait drawn of God is, as it could not
fail to be, a portrait drawn from
nan in all his features. Bay rather in
all hie features with the exception of
all the good ones. For power, and
power in the extreme being an essential
attribute, and the only essential at¬
tribute of God, (the) original from
whom the picture is drawn will of
course have been the roan who in his
clothing lias (the) most power and whoa©
disposition must of course have been
the worst—a disposition in the com¬
parison of which til© self-regarding
and anti-social passions have had the
largest shares In a word, a tyrant
seated on a throne."8
Benthaxa believed tlmt a nation's system of government
played a largo part in determining the attributes that
would be ascribed to God by a particular society. The
Jewish God, said Bonttiam, was "clothed" with the power
of a "gloomy Eastern tyrant".5 He was, therefore, "full
of vanity", had a "great appetite for glory", "always
angry without cause", "vindictive", "jealous", and, at
times, could bo persuaded to be merciful when the craving
for cruelty occasionally departed.4 The God of the
Christians was in Bentham's view the "child of the God of
XT1^CT2^7T?07, p.234? Fob. 1819.
2. MS« 29, 809, p.3; Aug. 1821. So© also p*132% May 1819.
5. ibid., p.1323 May 1819.
4. Ibid., p.132.
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the Jews" but he me nevertheless "more savage than the
father" .3- Whereas the "father" was satisfied with putting
the offender to death and on occasion might terminate
punishment,
"the God of the Christian, that the
misery of those from whom he reaped,
pleasure might be eternal, endowed
them with eternal life* The form of
imagination could go no further...
the misery was to be at the very
highest pitch conceivable *n2
The Greeks, on the other hand, had "a mixture of all
sorts of constitutions" .5 The govememnt of heaven was,
therefore, a mixed government * There was a monarch but
under him there was an upper and a lower house. The gods
also had their "squabbles", "rivalries", "jealousies" and
"trips to earth and amours there to break.*.(the) monotony
of celestial pleasure"*-
"In the Grecian system pleasure oc¬
cupied the whole expanse# It was
abundant and In all shapes in which
it was known: In no one was It
disdained* Pleasures of the bod in
all varieties (and) pleasures of the
table from the most exquisite sources
(were theirs)» The G-od of the Jews
was either of no sex or a male without
a mate. The God of the Christians was
an inconceivable triple monster (and)
in comparison of Milch the Chimera
of the Greeks#..(was) simplicity (Itself)"5
Yr^zrrs&rsoo, p.132; nay 1819.
2. ibid., p.133; May 1819.
3. ibid#, p#lod; ..lay 1819.
4. MS. 29, 007, p.230| May 1819,
5# MS. 29, 809, p.145; March 1819*
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Though Christiana spoke of their God as benevolent,
Benthom maintained that in "truth" they regarded Mm as
malevolent A The reason for this contradiction was to
be explained in tanas of "fear" and "hope".
"In supposing bin a thinking being we
suppose him a being of the same nature
as ourselves.. .But by supposing him
a being like ourselves we suppose him
mi Irascible one; ready to inflict
evil on ony on© by whom any such thing
that has the effect of a provocation
is presented. How to a being like our¬
selves ...by any...imputation*.. of
malevolence, by any such Imputation
as that of a deficiency of the at¬
tribute of benevolence, a provocation
would, be presented. Thus it is that
while In words it is benevolence we
ascribe to him, in thoughts and in
truth, it is malevolence that we ascribe
to him.. ."2
In creating for himself a God who was clothed with
such attributes, mm was unable to look upon his creation
except In fear. "To prevent his fear from plunging Mm
into despair he turns his face to the pleasant side of the
cases for himself he figures..*a state of being in which
the good Shall predominate: and to this end, for his God to
figure to himself a state of affection in which the desire
to produce good predominates."5 Han's fear of unknown
forces created the first god and man's fear and hope
together clothed him with his attributes and created
the language of praise and adoration by which he is
1. US. 29, 809, p.145; March 1819
2. ibid., o.MS, 146*
S. ibid., Pf147.
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described while in truth and in thought he is regarded
'■ *■ ' »•.
a malevolent tyrant.
CRITICAL EVALUATION OP BENTHAM*S VIEW OP RELIGION
AND THE UTILITARIAN CRITIQUE OP RELIGION
in the preceding chapters an attempt has been made to
trace the history and to relate the content of Bentham's
religious thought. It has been evident from the earliest
expression of his views to the last that he was deeply
affected by his own unique experience of religion within his
home, school, and university. Little is to be gained by
giving free reign to the imagination} but one cannot but feel
that if the sensitive, highly imaginative, and highly gifted
youth had met with something other than religion clothed with
superstition and that if his first critical questionings had
met with something other than a hasty rebuff, his religious
thought would have been greatly different. But such was not
the case. Religion as he knew it was associated with the
fear of fictitious beings and an oxford instructor was not
willing to listen to the questionings of one who had a passion
for truth.
Bentnam»s particular religious views have their origin
in tae failure of Christianity to mediate its characteristic
views and impulses. The great positives of Bentham»s system,
a "dominant and all-comprehensive desire for the amelioration
of human life" and a passion for truth, are certainly not
alien to Christianity and, in truth, are borrowed from it.
When evangelical religion has so lost sight of its aims and
purposes that it can speak of poverty as "ordained" and can
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oppose reform on tne ground that tne existing order "combines
the greatest measure of temporal comforts and spiritual
privileges", it i3 not surprising that secularists and Infidels
will undertake tne negleetea worn.. And neitner is it surprising
that thej will undertake the woric unaware that their passion
and aims have been borrowed from that very religion with which
they have so little sympathy.
To a large degree Bentham was anti-Christian because he
rejected what was then supposed to be christian: name a
number of insufficient "evidences", untenable dogmas, and an
obsolete political and social structure. His introduction
to Voltaire's "Le Taur^au Blanc" and his church of gnglandlsm
particularly reveal his criticisms of the pseudo-Christianity
of the day.
Bentham's religious oppinions, however, are fundamentally
the result of his particular application of his tneory of
knowledge and "greatest nappiness principle". There is
nothing unique in Bentham's view that knowledge is derived
from sense experience. Christian theologians, as well as
sceptics, were prepared to admit the truth of Locice's reasoning.
Thei'e were many, however, and Bentham was one, who did not
share Locke's religious bias and, consequently, who were not
interested in providing a place, however unimportant, for
revelation. By maintaining that all Knowledge, without
exception, was derived from sense experience Benthain was in
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a position to attack those ooctrines that are characteristic
of revealed religion.
The validity of Benthaxa's arguments against revelation
as it was defined and understood in his day are unquestionable,
although they added nothing to the arguments that had long
been In use. As long as the Bible continued to be regaraed
as a theological text-book ana a rule of faith composed by
the Almighty and dictated by Rim verbatim to inspired writers,
it was open to tne objections that Bentham and others leveled
against it. As long as Christianity was believed to rest
upon "evidences'1, it was capable of disproof by other
evidences; and we must join with Bentham in wondering why
so many continued to believe when confronted with the
adverse "evidences".
It has long been a criticism that Bentham habitually
missed the truth that is in received opinions, and suoh a
criticism is in general a valid one. But in the area of his
religious thought one must admit that Bentham did not greatly
iaias the truth that was generally believed to be the essence
of revealed religion. He understood quite clearly the
"evidences" upon which it was believed to rest, and his
arguments against such a religion are clearly to the point.
It was not ixis ability to understand the truth of received
opinions that we must criticise but his failure, if such it
may be called, to grasp the underlying realities of the
Christian faith however hidden they might have been.
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in a few years the realities of the Christian faith
were to be brought m.ore dearly to view. Even Bentham*s
disciple, John Stuart Mill# was influenced by the new
thought that found its way to England from the Continent.
Bentham, however, was unable to anticipate the new spirit
that was soon to stand in revolt against the superficial
rationalism of his day. He was unable to make any positive
contribution to the new spirit whicn felt that there were
spiritual needs and unseen realities whicn had been un¬
recognized in the religious, ethical, political, and aestnetlc
teachings of the immediate past. As Christianity came more
and more to discard its pseudo-foundations in historical,
prophetic, natural, or miraculous "evidences", the parade of
adverse evidence that Bentham presented lost its relevancy.
As Christian!ty began to discover a firmer foundation in
the specific religious experience, in man*a need for a God
'who came to meet and to redeem him, the arguments for or
against it began to be conducted upon a higher and more
philosophical basis than Bentham attained. Bentham, therefore,
stands at the end of one tradition, and it cannot be said tnatr
he made a positive contribution to tne new tradition which
was to nave a tremendous effect upon religious thougnt.
eentham«s religious views were not only the result of
the application of a particular theory of Knowledge, but they
were also the result of his particular application of the
"greatest napplnesa principle". That he should question the
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usefulness of religion is not surprising. Tn© eighteenth
century was one in which the value of religious* and in fact
all traditional, institutions and ideas were called into
question from one point of view or anotner. The uniqueness
of Bentham's treatment is rather to be found in his tnorough
application of the "greatest happiness principle" to
religious subjects.
As has been noted, the eighteenth century was one in which
the usefulness of traditional ideas were called into question.
The result of this questioning as it related to religious
thought is easily discerned. With few exceptions, orthodox
and liberal circles agreed that revealed religion served a
useful purpose in that it promoted true morality either by
revealing (at least to the unthinking majority) an "un¬
questionable rule of life and manners" or by providing a
sanction to inforce a rule of life and manners. For the most
part this notion was regarded not as a postulate needing proof
but as something resembling a self-evident truth. Bentham,
however, did not snare the religious bias of his age and,
consequently, was unwilling to accept the notion tnat religion
served a useful purpose. Although he was not tne first to
question the validity of this notion, Bentham demonstrated
his originality in his thorough investigation of this
generally accepted postulate.
The method tnat Bentham followed in his examination of
the usefulness of tn© moral teachings of Christianity and
his particular treatment of the religious sanction have been
presented m the body of this work. There is iittie to be
gained by opening again the argument concerning cue neces¬
sity of calling in the Almighty to harmonize private and
public good. The opinion expressed by recent investigators
is that bnere is no inconsistency in Bentham's arguments.
It seems to this writer tuat Beatham'S arguments concerning
the "intensity" and "remoteness" of the religious sanction
are entirely valid. Thougnta of tae pains of Hell are not
strong motives for enforcing good conduct nowever that conduct
may be defined. If the usefulness of religion is to be de¬
termined by its ability to supply definite rules for conduct
or by its ability to make tae pains of Hell and the rewards
of Heaven act as a sanction enforcing good conduct, it must
stand in the position of the trled-aud-found-wanting. If we
grant Bentham his basic postulates, we find that there is
little tnat appears to be illogical in his system of thought.
Having defended Bentham's application of his principles,
one can and must still challenge tn© validity of his basic
principles. The arguments tnat are presented here have been
presented numerous times; and no doubt, there are other
arguments that might be presented. It is this writer's
hope, however, to point out the weakness of Bentham's views
from the point of view of one who does not share his definition
or estimate of Christianity.
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Utilitarianism has been criticized from many points of
view for its treatment of duty. It has been rightly thought
of as tending to "identify duty with coercion; to change the
fought' if not into a physical 'must', at least into the
psychological »must» of fear of pain and hope of pleasure."1
Hope of reward and fear of punishment are real motives; but,
as it is often stated, acts performed solely on this account
do not, in the judgment of moat, rank very high morally.
Christian ethical theory, on the other hand, has stressed
the fact that man has a capacity for moral experience which
is an ultimate arid distinctive part of tne human spirit.
It is not simply tne deposit left by the experience of the
past, nor does it owe its origin to social pressure or to
the hope of regard or the fear of punishment. It is an
inherent part of the human spirit, an eleraentary power inherent
In the human mind. This capacity gives rise to tne consciousness
that there is a right, a law that is obligatory upon man.
What this law requires of us, we do not xnow intuitively; but
that there is such a thing as right and that we are obligated
to do the right is a conviction grounded deep In our nature.
By such a concept Christianity stands opposed to one of the
fundamental principles of utilitarianism; that it is for
pleasure and pain "to point out wnat we ought to do" and "to
determine what we shall do". It lifts virtue and morality
i. Dewey and Tufts; Ethics, p.355-
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above the mere quest for pleasure and interprets duty as
something more fundamental than prudence.
Another fundamental difference between Christian and
Utilitarian et ileal theory is to be found in the concept of
motive. The controversy between the significance arid im¬
portance of motive and consequences is a historic one.
Little is to be gained by reciting the arguments for and
against tnese points of view. Although christian moralists
have been far from consistent on this point, the effort has
generally been made to stress the importance of both and to
assign to each an important place in ethical theory and
practice. Christianity, for example, has stressed the im¬
portance of "faith"j but it has not neglected the necessity
of "worsts". it has spoken of the necessity of the union
of vine and branch, but it has not forgotten that the branch
that does not bear fruit is cast away.
It is not difficult to discover the reason why Christian
ethical theory stands opposed to the Utilitarian stress upon
consequences and why it must deny the Utilitarian concept
that moral quality does not lie in motive. Both of these
views stand in opposition to principles that lie at the very
center of the Christian concept of morality.
The fundamental idea that underlies Christian ethical
theory is made clear in the words of Jesus when he said,
"Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in
heaven is perfect". According to the teacnings of the Old
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and New Testament man la made in the image of God and should,
therefore, resemble God in character. The achievement of such
an end was made possible when Christ was planted in the world
as a new moral root and when the full Implications of this
end were made clear in his revelation of the character of God.
He revealed the inmost attribute of God to be taat of love;
and he interpreted the whole moral life in terns of that
attributes "Tbou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all toy mind", and
"thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself".
The motive which prompts the Christian to strive toward
such an end is not fundamentally obedience to divine authority
or fear of divine punishment. The motive that prompts the
individual to seek the good life is born of the recognition
that he is the object of God*s love. Such a recognition
prompts the individual to manifest a love for God and to
strive to become more like the object of his love. It is
this response that lies at the basis of moral conduct.
Such a conception does not undervalue good works (consequences);
but It sees them as the result of some tiling more fundamental,
not as the whole of morality.
The final criticism that will be made is perhaps the
moat fundamental, and in fact, is implied in the preceding
criticisms. It concerns Bentham*s concept of pleasure as the
ethical end. Reference has already been made to the weakness
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of this position; and in contrast to it# the end as viewed by
Christianity has been stated. It is necessary, however, to
point out the relationship that exists between these two ends
and to note that they need not be mutually exolusive of
one anotner.
in the Christian view the nature of the good is not
pleasure; yet pleasure is a result of and an accompaniment
to the good. "Man's chief end is to glorify God" is a
statement of one of the historic confessions of the Church.
But the statement does not end at this point. Those who glorify
God will experience pleasure in the highest degree; they will
"enjoy Him for ever". The full interpretation of these words
would, of course, taxe us beyond Bentuaia's conception of
pleasure; but it would not necessarily exclude it.
The fundamental objection to Utilitarianism is, therefore,
not that it fails to do justice to any of the facts of life,
but that it fails to do justice to all of the fact3 of life.
And, from the Christian view point, it fails to do justioe
to those facts that alone give meaning to life and its
manifold relations.
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